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Our course this semester is concerned with a certain section

of the book of Isa. I'm going to give a rather general introduction.

We are going to tudy a certain portion of Isaiah, two portions of

of it which the average person would not think of as having much

relation to each other. One of these portions contains some of the

very best known sections of the Bible; the other, while it con

tains a great de1 of very beautiful language and many individual

phrases we've al heard is probably as little known as any section

of the OT. But the two sections are very closely interrelated, and

without understanding the first it is pretty difficult to get much

idea of the second.

I'm going to arrange our material under headings and I'll make

Roman numeral number I

I Introduction

A. Purpose of te course. For the purpose, I'm going to

narrow it down. I'm going to start with number one

1. Why study the Bible? Three principal reasons I will

mention, a. It is God's instrument to tell us the vital truths

of life. Some years ago in one of my classes, someone said, What's the

use of our going into all of these details of trying to understand

this comlicated materitil? We know John 3:16, isn't that enough? ld

say, if you take John 3:16 and all other passages that give the same

truth as John 3:16 and put them over here, and all the rest of the

Bible here and you have to choose between them, certainly I'd choose

John 3:16 and the related passages. But that's not all the Lord gave us.

The Lord gave us a complete nook which He wants us to understand in

order to tell us the vital truths of life. In fact 'l doubt if you fully

understand John 3:16 by itself. We need other passages to throw light
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upon it. It is all interrelated. The Bible is God's instrument to

tell us the vital truths of life.

2. The Bible is God's revelation to us. I don't think the average per

son understands at all what we mean by revelation, lie thinks of it as

- some rather strange,brizzar, mideaval concept; or as something that is ---

purelypurely a religious matter when actually rev, is actually one of the

commonest things in life. You look at me here and if you never read

anything about me, you ask yourself, What state was this fellow born

in? You can look at my hair, my eyes, my beard, listen to my voice,

but I doubt if any of you would know what state I was born in unless

you received a revelation. That is, I can reveal it to you, or you can

- read it somewhere in some statement by somebody to whom I have re-




-
vealed the fact I was born in the state of Michigan. Most of what

any of us knows comes to us by revelation. So the entire Bible is God's

revelation to us and from it we learn truths we could not possbly learn

in any other way. Just as we learn by revelation fromone another truth

-- about them that we could not possibly learn in any other way. The

average teacher of biolègy, nine tenths of what he knows about evolu

tion he has learned by revelation -- it's been given him by somebody

else. Maybe one tenth of it is what he has observed himself. The high

- school teacher who teaches evolution, 99% of what he has at least

he has received by revelation from somebody else who got it by

revelation from somebody else. Revelation is the very best method of

getting truth provided the person from whom you get the revelation

knows the facts, and of course the vital facts of life no one byt

God knows. Therefore there is no way you can possibly learn these

---c. truths except by getting a revelation from God.
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c. God has promised to use His word to accomplish His purposes.

This is brought out in many places in the Scripture. One of the best

v. is Is. 55:11 - So shall my word he that goeth forth out of my

mouth; it shall not return unto me void, but it shall accomplish that

which I please, and it shall prosper in the thing whereunto I sent it.

God has promised He will use His word to accomplish His purpose.

I don't believe we should learn M what God's will is for us by just

opening the Bible at random and selecting a verse. Ithink God wants

us to study the Bible carefully and to learn its principles. But we

must recognize that there are many. times in the life of almost any

Christian when he seeminly happens upon a verse, or it happens it

seems that herecalls a verse perhaps that is completely out of context

that just gives him the answer to his particular problem. Goduses

His word in many different ways. It is His food for our lives. The

study we make of philosophy or any other area of thought, when it

comes to the great issues of life is not nearly as important as what

we can get from careful study of God's Word. He gave His word for

all ages and for all times. That means there many be many things in

t1 word of God that people in the 10th cent. A.D. could read and

say that is exactlyfits my need that today you might read and wonder

what it means. And it might take. considerable study to see what it

is talking about. When you do find out you may find it has a great

lesson for you. But there may be other passages that exactly fit

your need at this particular moment in the world's history that

people in the 10th century would have found hard to understand. All

of God's Word is for all of God's people in all times. There is much

in His Word that has particular relevance and importance x for God's

people at particular times. So these -- this is just is a very brief

summary why it is important we study the Bible. That's No. 1.
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2. Why study the OT? I passed a church once that had a big

sign in from of it - 'No creed !'ut the NT.' I question whether a

church is a Christian church that puts up a sign like that, because

Christian is not build upon the NT. it is built upon the whole

Bible. The OT is 3/4 of the Bible. T!'e Bible is all f Cod's word.

!hez Many Christians find in the OT only a few stories to use as

illustrations. ",fell, there are stories valuable for illustrations

for many things. These stories we learu in S.S. are of great im

portance but the person who goes to S.S. faithfully in a good

Christian church for a nunber of years, gets only a slight knowlddge

as a rule of the OT. The NT tale the attitude toward the OT that

this proves many of the things given in the OT. This is what was
r,0 (1

spoken ly the prophet. This is whit was taught to His people in

days of ola and from it we find truth for today. Now of course we

find the NT has settled it for us if we are uible-believing Christians

But the writers of the NT, what they found in the OT settled things

for them, and shows that there is much more that they did not bring

out in the NT that is very vital for us.

One thing I was greatly impreseed with when I was a student

in seminary was that when you take up the many problems of the rela

tion of Christian teaching to human life and try to get the answer

to them in the NT, you find over and over that the problem roots

back into the OT. There is much in the NT I beleive we fail to

properly understand because we do not see its roots and backgroudd

in the OT. So much for No. !.

3. Why study the OT prophets? The average Christian knows a

little bit about a few of the incidents described in the OT prophetical

books, but there is much more of importance to us than that. The most

important reason, of course, I have called small a. under 3 -
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a. They tell of Christ. Tcaus started iith Moses and all the

prophets, showing the disciples c the road to Tiraus what they taught

about Pir. Many of the great passages from the CT we read at C1ristas

tire and at other times, and we see their Lportance in relation to

Christ. But if we are fully to understand them we must see them in

rehtion to their context and ackground. Then

b, There is a special approach(s) that are vital in the under-

standing of the IT prophecies. They are a special type of literature,

a typo that is not written today. Naturally there are particular

principles, thevearo special matters that :e look for as w study

them that help na to understand them that we can't possibly do with

out. We pick a verse hero, a verse there; a chapter bore, a chapter

bere, and we don't got a fraction of the meaning t:at we have if

we study the prophetical book- as a whole. o it is important to

study the UT prophets to learn particular approaches that are vital

in connection with thow.

c. The UT prophetic Looks have important examples for us today.

W" sea in th*m hew the prophet looke4. to God for His answer to

particular situations. It is Interesting to see as we will notices

in this course that God told the Tstáolites throug Isaiah that Fe

was going to deliver Jcrusale. The powerful king ennacherib cane

with his great force and it looked as if nothing could stop f bin

from capturing and destroyin Jerusalem. tGo4said to Isaiah,

"Do not fear him. 1111 the people of Yerüsa1' thy will be safe. This

year they will have to eat just what they are able to rush out of

the city and take quickly and bring in before the Assyrian hands

happen to show up. Next year it will he the same way. But the next

year, they will be able to et out of the city and plant their

fields and have abundant harvest. God told thom they need not fear

the Assyrians. He told then that through Isaiah.
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150 years later the prophet Jeremiah declared to the people,

God is going to destory the city, no said Cod is going to send the

people into captivity and the city will be destroyed. e have a very

interesting account in Jer. 28 of how the people received this word

from Jeremiah. e read in 28:1 that Hannaniah . . . spoke in the

house of the Lord in the presence of all the people saying, Thus
broken

speaketh the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel saying, I have UXM)(

the yoke of the king of Babylon. Within two full years will I bring

again into this place all the vessels of the Lord's house that Nebu

chadnezzar king of Babylon took away from this place. In v.5 we find

that the prophet Jeremiah said to Hannanich in the presence of all

the priests ,. . . Jeremiah said (v.7), Hear the word I speak now in

your sears and in the oars of all the peope: the prophet when he

prophecies of peace when the word of the prophet shall come to pass

then shall the prophet be known that the Lord hath truly sent him.

(In other words !lannaniah said, God's going to deliver and bring

the people back who have gone into captivity. Jeremiah said, Godis

going to destroy Jerusalem.) Well, then. v 10 Hananiah took

the yoke from off the prophet Jeremiah's neck and broke it and

Hananiah said in the presence of all the people, Pvey, so says the

Lord will I break theyoke of Nebucahdnezzar king of Babylon from

all nations in the spaceof two full years." Then the word of the

Lird came to Jeremiah (V. ) Thus says the Lord, I have put a

yoke of iron on the neck of all these nations that they may serve

Nob. king of Babylon. Then said the prophet Jeremiah unto Ilaniniah

Hear now Hananish, the Lord has not sent you, but you made this

people to trust a lie. Therefore thus says the Lord, Behold I have

cast you out from the face of the earth. This year you shall die

because you have taught rebellion against the Lord."
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You see how the situations looked so tZZ similar. Fore's

Isaiah - rod's going to deliver Jerusalem. Here's Jeremiah - God's

going to destroy it! When ananiah save the saTnr message Isaiah gave

before,' Jererah says, You're not speaking frei God, and you will

die this ar year as proof you have not spokon (right.) You hav3

Spoken claiming to be froir red. e could not tell, be; why it was

God's will in one situation one time and one the other. We study

the background; we learn some principles of it. Put we see from this
througi

how important is is that God spoke directly to these prophets. It

was not their clever tMning, it was not their understanding of

situations, but God's revelation that told them what His will was.

4. Why study Isaiah? T!-,a. is one of the most quoted hooks

in the NT. There is hardly nother hook in the OT that you find so

many echos of, or so iiay specific quotations from as you find

fro Isaiah. Time and again a TT writer says: This is proved by

what the prophet said and he quotes three words, five words, andyou

look at it and you say, How does that prove it? Very often the words

he quotes does not prove the thing he sid at all.. But you look at

the contest and you find that the words are not saying, Those two

words prove this. Put what the prophets said of which these two

words rernind you prove this. &nc! you look at the context and you find

it exactly fits, nd it relates directly to what Vie NT writer said.

That is very Important in connection rithall the T oo1s, but

particularly with Isaiah. Over and over Is. is quoted in the T,

and when the !T says this is what the prophet Is. sots and it proves

so and so, that we should take as helping us to understand Isaiah

and helping us to know how to draw fro Isaiah. Not only

is Isaiah one of the most quoted hooks in the NT., it is one of the

greatest literary works in the world's history. You take someone who
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!i never rra anytng of the tble, and you read to hi aliot any

c1s or , i n yu read c to 'ti, or y 1' o ivfr

Part of tho 0?, an& io will t11 to tell u *her 5t

fro Iith or c nn; only ot'c 'oo': tt h cnne

- -
it1 t be Mca ich s vory ini1ar, arid i '1s very

cfinite ifferonccs.

cplo talk at-mat-varyiig ctyleic itMn k. of Ti. The
f

1iff 1 et1cn ovry part of t'-e h1 cf T ard just FLout iv ot4r

part of the 'T is far jrcat-r t'-.n the dirf. in tyio htveei

t;o parti of Iaiai. Te critics whcflriarlyck1 T,; a. frtr riw -9ffotent

sections tho'ight a rovt deal about the c f:r'reflcAS in st1 b?t4en

tc two sectiois, but these iffrencos ar' related to tbec

attr. you take any of us tb.t when ire iritc on one fec*

cur style is a little 1iffornt than when ire write on arcther subject.

ut all portions of Is. have a great similarity o.r1i.tcrar1y stye

If yu vat to eijoy reaMn; rob. !o't start with 1.rh, ecaus

Ti. has the igest vocabulary of my ooo 0-C its size in the

It hz atrocndcus rocabular;'. Jt b eai.t ul.oetry. it Is

Of be ,reat masterpieces of the worid' toratur.

'nother Pflport3Lt reason for stud-yin- Ts. is that so iruci of

it j3 so littla knon to Christians as a whole despite its great

lirportacc. I hope b'fore the end of tMscourse that chs; " -3

Ill e very meaningful to all of . r'it I rear that otChrist

ia.rs have very little idea of that section of Is arLdif 1--was to

read t you from c. 2$ r I ftar most of yo11ou1d have- no--idea

hat was reading a!-)cut because you avo to have the bac1grou

of the other subject we are going to study (cl;.7-12) to understan it.
V

but in the light of that ckground it just opens right up. Tt~s like

bringing the light into a dan. room. A you see so much that i loar

and important for all.
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Then it is imporaant to Study Isaiah because it contains principles.

re learn principles that apply to th study of all the prophetic

t'oo!cs. This of course U irporant in the study of any part of the Bible

---not just what we get from that portion but the principles that we

learn. That, of course, is one of the troubles of the proof text

method of dealing with theology or with any SUIJOCt. Somebody has

said a text without a context is only a pretext. t'rid it is true that

a Nil. alone H may be a fine summary of a passage, or it may be only

a portion of a passage that is not meaningful except in relation to

the rest of the passage. rut learning the principles of different

sections, makes it easire to interpret others.

S. The Importance of this portion of Isaiah. This portionis

divided into two parts. Pirst,(a) Is. 7-12. This is one of the best

known sections of Isaiah and that is for the reason

(1) that it contains so many important prophecies of Christ.

Is. 53 has the greatest prediction of the atonement of Christ, and

there are sections in it that are very irnpt. in relation to Christ's

work. But probably they are not as much quoted in ourchurches and

used in our songs as "sone of the passages between Is.7 and 12. One

v. we are familiar with is 7:14 (virgin birth) where Is. says: The

Lord flirself shall give you a sign: Behold a virgin shall conceive

now tht.is a aitrans1ation. I don't hno why they translated

"a virgin'. oth in the Heb. here and in the (k. In the 'T. the

article is used - "Behold the virgin . . ." And call his name

Immanuel. The eb. form can be either 'she shall call" or "YOU

shall call.' It really Joes not affect the sense. The same form can

have Loth meanings. Shall call Fis ae Immanuel. The wonderful

prophecy of the virgin birth of c. 7. You turn over tb ch. and

you have that wonderful prophecy in vv.6-7 (quoting). You pick up
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You pick up the Jewish version of the 'T and when it cones to

this v. is says, His name shall be called Pole- jooz-el-ihbor-Abiad-

sar-shalon. They just put the Heb. into English letters! Tt is such-

a very specific, definite prediction of the diety of Christ, that

there is no way to get around it except to say, it is just

name with just a lot of sounds. ut such a lor name is hrrdly to

be paralleled in ordinRry use. It is a wonderful prediction of

Christ which we all heir at Christias time.

Then in ch. 11 you have that wonderful picture of Christ's

reign ;here the wolf shall dwell with the lion and the leopard

shall lie down with the kid, and the calf and theyouno lion and

fatling together and a little child shall lead then. That whole

wonderful llthth cli. Chs. 7,9,11 particular verses of them

very important in relation to our Christian faith and very wi1e]y

quoted. In between then are other passages which are rarely referred

to but which are essential to the understanding of these passacs.

That is to a full understanding of them in their contexts.

Now I want to look at the NT use of the virgin hirt prediction.

Thore i I riust say, I like the KJV of the end of Mat. 1 r.uch letter

than any other trans. I have seen. The reason I do is because it is

archaic. That iay sound strane,but I'll explain. Ic the days of

KJ in their trans. of the Bible they put in no quot marks. Te

!h. has no quotation marks. iut today it is natural to pu in

quotation marks. All our modern translations put in quotation !,-.-arks

but I believe they put them in the wrong place. Ch. 1 of lat. tells

about the birth of Jesus Christ. It tells how Joseph, her husband

being a just man and not wishing to make her a public example was

minded to put her waay privily. But while he thought on the.Fe

behold the angel of the Lord appeared unto him in a dream saying,

Joseph thou son of David, fear not to take unto thee Mary ty wife,
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for that which is earceived in here is of theholy Ohost. ne shall

bring forth a son and thou snalt call his name Jesus for fle shall

save flis people from their sins.' Fvary rtodern trans. J've seen

put the end of a quotenarl after that wore "sin" and I do not believe

it belongs there. It goes on I in the kJV, 'Noi all this was don e

that it iht he fulfilled which as spoken of the Lord by the

prophet saying, ehod a virgin sball be with child and shall bring

forth a Sort and they shall call his name iiinaiiuel which oing in

terpreted is God ilth us.Thon Joseph being raised from sleep did as

the angel ok the Lbrd had bidden hi and tool. unto hi his wile and

knew her not till she had brought forth her firstbon son

if as the recent translations all see.i to think, verses 22

and 2 are simply atthew's rernark; you get that inipression also

from the particular ords used in the 1JV - it would be logical to

have them at the end of the chapter, rather than ±r between hat the

angel said and what Joseph did. It would he ruch itor logical to

with Matthews statement to put ther. at the en'J of the ch.

T o my mind there is no doubt that these two vv, are part of hat

the angel said. The, of course, it would be better instead of

saying. All this was done, to say All this has occurred. -which

would be Just accurate a translation. "'All this alias occurred

which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet lsaiah. JOspCiA had

a dream and in the dream an angel said, Don't think that this is

simply a wicked woman that you should put away, and not marry.

That is not true, it would be true in any other case. e angel bald

"This is what was predicted by Isaiah.' That to Joseph wculd be the
would

clinching argument. That would be the reason why Joseph WUXcontiue

to recognizeher as his bethrothed and would make her his wife, and

would take care of the infant -Jesus beaause he knew that it was

God's word that was being fulfilled.
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-
So it seems to me that the quotation marks should b a little

further on. I was disappointed in the RSV that has the quotation

mark before it, and I was not surprised at that in the F',V at all.

I thought it was very definitely wrong. But I was disappointed in

looking into the NASB which is on the whole a very accuratc trans

lation, and while it does not have quite the beauty of the 1.JV it

is a very accurate translation; I was disappointed to find that it

also puts a quote at the end of the word "sin". Then, however, it

rs, now all this took place that all that was spoken by the Lord

through the prophet might he fulfilled; and they have a marginal

note after "all this took place" which says 'or has taken place."

That would seem to show that some of the members of the committee

that made this translation felt that this was definitely part of

what the angel says. "NOW all this has taken placeis exactly what

the ane1 said. "All this took place" might be what the angel said

or it might be a comment by Matthew. That 1-lustrates one of the great

difficulties in translation.

(Question: Atk the end of v. 23, - "us", would that he one

reason why the more modern translators felt that it was Matthew's

comment rather than the angels? "us" meaning men?)

No, because it is a direct quotation from Isaiah. isa. said

his name shall be called Immannel, God with us. Just directly quoting

Isaiah. The angels is saying This is the one predicted by Isaiah.

By the way, anything I don't make clear in class, I wish you

would calls attention to -- anyhocxuktx at any time, please. Now

it is a rather large class and if there may some points on which

there is difference of opinion, it may take quite a while to discuss,

I wish you would write out your question a in this latter case and

- t_ -- 1 1""
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that may be of great importance for everyone in class to hear about.

1 will fit it in its proper place. Or it might be something I (lid not

think should take the class time. But anything I have not nade clear

as in this case, don't hesitate to interrupt at any moment.

(Question: V. 23 is behold a virkin, is that in the (reek?) The

Greek has the article "the virgin." The artile is in Gk. and Heb.

(Question: Does NASB trans. it "the virgin"?) Yes.

On that point let me say something about translation. J dor't car

whit translation you use in connection with this course. T lope you

read passages carefully and study them. If you use one of Cie modern

translations, one perhaps that is not particularly accurate, it may

raise questions that would be of value in this class. The YJY is a

very accurate. trans. on the whole. There are a few cases where it

r.'isses rather badly, but they are comparatively few. On the whole it

is a very excellent translation but it is lang. of 300 yrs. ago.

'Allen you say, '1 do you to wit" you don't know wh*t is heirg talke$d

about unless you go on "I do you to wit of the grace o God." Then

you read that "he prevented the dawning of the morning with his

prayers' you don't think he was a jagician, you don't know what the

meaning is unless you look at context and see he prayed before the

dawling of the morning. But Idon't think those cases where the IJV

words are unintelligible to us are the most important problem. The

most important problem is caseafter case where the Eng. word of 300

yrs. ago has slightly changed its meaning; chanced perhaps just enough

that you get the wrong idea because you are not familiar with it. Por

that teason I feel it is very impt. that people in our day et a

translation in their own language. Now the NASB is a very accurate

translation and on the whole quite dependable, though there are

cases where the committee differes and uses one and I think the thor

would have been the better (translation), and it f does not have the
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beautiful styleof the KJV. The NIV which I diI some help for, in

the NT ;hich has been published has received greet acclaim as being

very accurate and good ng1ish. 'ell received by many. Vie OT will

not be out for another 3 years. flut in the committees Thave vet

with in the OT section T find then constantly struggling wit), the

effort to be as accurate as possible and yet really good English.

That is difficult. ometines it is this way, somethines thtt.

ore-timesI an hopeful it will be as good for our day as the JV wrs

for its time; sometimes I am fearful that the effort to get clear

Inglish will result in not being as accurate as I would like to see

it. I can't tell till it comes out, but I have to say the parts I

have wrked on are largely parts that are difficult anyway. Thre

are many places I think are very good and others where I still hve

questions. But it will not be available for another 3 yrs. So use any

version you want.

Here then I believe that this was the angel's word to Joseph, the

clinching argument, the vital reason why he should recognize that this

situation is absolutely something unique in history. It is something

which God has wrought. It is something he predicted throu'h Tsaiah

and with which all godly Jews were familiar. 1e will look in detail

later at the passage in Is. 7 and see exactly how it fits in. The

average modernist commentator who says this has nothing to do with

Christ says, hat comfort would a it be to Ahai to tell hii thst

700 yrs later Christ would he born. They say this must he cornfort

for Ahaz 'yell I would like in our study of ch. 7 to see ho''i much

there is in it that is trying to being comfort to Ahaz. In fact as

you look et the 01, its prophetical books, one method of approach

I have found very useful is to note what is the purpose of a verse,

and perhaps 50% of the content of the prophetic books has for its
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purpose rebuke of sin. In his rebtrin oeone for his sinMs

wronK attitude-we hwe -- ten ecy- to iut pas-r over those ttih1y

and get on to the hlesfn' pass. Put rod. i.iants its to receive

their message, to. They re vitni for us as-they were for people

them. But it is very helpfttl to lcc* at a verse aril -ask, is this

a verse of rebuke? Is It n verse of b1esing? Cr Is it averse that

has rebuke-for--certain peeple ayi hlesng for certain others? Tht

is the x* -purpose f t!-As verse? I -all to fre

our next meeting to very carefully go through cli. 7 and notes how

many verses in *t are verses of rebuke homay are verses

blessing. How irony are npart one r the -ottor, Nov if it -say-s, God - -

said to IsaIah - Cod out and meet 1'z then you don't have to say

whether that is rebuke or blessing, but if you get down to the next

verse and find out i'hat he w to say, tc hl-m, and -there --the-uˆwe

are interested in your conclusion on that.

This part froi Is, 7-12 is tiportant

1. For its very iportant prophecies of Christ

2, Because of the importance of seeing these in context.

3. because it. has..-.a-any clear teachings that are helpful or us

today. Ch 7-11 is one of the best knoi sections of Isaiah and yet

mostly only isolated verses known, and there is ituch tore in it

- we need to know than the little that is crdiurily referred to in our

s.rviees.

Small a. was Isa. 7-12. There will b-3 another rcbler in ch.

7-12 that we will o ever hastily that e could spen- 2 or . .rs.

discusig ithprofit, but cuo I uivry anxious toharc tinia

to lock carefully csrefully into

" h. Isa.. 28-35. This is a section that is very beautiful and has

many wonrfi1
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The reason it is little known is because it does not contain

within itself all the clues necessary for its understandin2. And
K

the IJV made one of its worst errors I've ever found anywhere in ch.

29, a place where they simply miss the import ofthe passage. Clearly

missed it because they made a mistranslation that they never would

h..e made if they'd seen the importance of that particular passage.
its

I don't blame them for it. If you don't study ch.7-12 first/pretty

hard to get much sense out of cb. 28. But when' you get ci.. 7-12

first ch. 28 just opens right up, and ch. 29 and the following.

That was I Introduction - A. The Importance of what we are

going to do.

B. The Method of Importance? (of Study)

Our method in this particular course is a careful study of

context and interrelation of material. There are many good com

mentaries on Is. but almost every one of them is so interested in

particular words or verses that it fails to see many important natters

of the interrelation of the verses. IN this course I am particularly

interested in the interrelaton of the material. In seeing not merely

what a particular wordscan but what is the purpose of the verse;

wht the purpose of the context. What light does this throw on it?

Thishas to be done with care. It has to be done with definite care

because it is easy to have some preconceived idea and go to some book

and read with those ideas in mind. And we don't want to do that. We

don't want to draw anything out of it but what is there. But we want
passages

to draw out of it what we reasonably can by coinparrison of XXX

and that is a phase of the study that is tremendously Important and

has not been carried through in most of the commentators to the

extent it needs to be. So that is the principle thing in our method

in this particular course --our careful study of context



.
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interrelation of material.

2, Careful study of background. The background of 7-12 which

is also the background of 28-35 s to some extent brought out in

chs. 7-s. 1c have certain claar references, but weunclorstand it

much better when we see their related material in Kings and Chron.

In this period there is much of the background we don't know, but

particularly from the story of Ahz in 2 rings o get very i!!por

tant facts that re extremely important for understadin Isaiah 7.

And for understanding the whole of the rnaterifl we are going to

study. .4 certain amount of careful study of hackrouivi i vital in

this course.

3. %e shall give a certain a'ourt of ttition to study of

particular ords or phrises. ' won't be so intereite! ir this

coirse where it does not vike n great deal of diff. whether you

translate it this way or that toy. ut Therever it riaices uy ifferenco

to the inttrrtatIon c are. drairg, or ':horcver there. are different

ideas on lnterp. o' a verse or phrase that 1ght sfeot in at.

important way the meaning of the passage we ijli look very carefully

at then. (Those who wise to use ieb. that is perfectly satisfactory

but we have many who have not Lai Gel), yet; Inve not rcquired it

for this course. where I refer to fleb. I ill try to do i ii such

a way that it will be perfectly clear to ono without kr id of

fleb. Some points at which this will vital in irtorpretin).

4. It viii. be our desire to ephasie what is clear ratier thut

what is uncertaii. A great mistake iade by Iaterprcter. is to take

a difficult v, and concentrate on tiat verse; ticy go to get

exactly everything that is in this verse instead of taking of taking

the verses that are clear. To my mind instead of spending a great

deal of time on particular verses, it is better to study the Bible
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seeing what is clear and then go through it again in the light of

that fact and you become aware of problems. Then you go hack again

and in the light of what you have already become aware of as problea*

you become aware of answers to these problems you would never have

known otherwise when you are not aware of the problems. So that this

time as you go through you find ans. to the problems, andyou become

re ofnew problems. Thus you increase in your Bible knowledge, not

necessarily by spending a great deal of time on the small passages

but even more important is getting the whole picture and seeing bow

it all interrelates. I'think.itis very important to eraphasize what

is clear. To me one of the saddest things in the Christian world is

the fact we have whole denominations taking a strong stand on points

resting on the uncertain or at least arguable interpretation of

two or three words of Scriture. If Cod wants Christian people to

separate from other Christian people over a point of doctrine, I

believe lie will make that so clear that ahy honest person will find

what is taught there. It Is a natural tendency of fallen human

nature to take a few verses and stand on them and let the others go.

If we stanc on what is clear the unclear will gradually become clear

but if we stand on our particular interp. of what is not clear we

will, find the clear become unclear.

5. I wish to avoid oversysteiitization. I think that is a very

great danger in going to Scripture. e have a system of interp. in

mind and we try to fit everything into our systet. When we find things

from certin passages we want to see how they fit with other passages.

But often we are so anxious to find further proof of this thing we

have found clearly taught in one place in the ible, that when we find

something that seems to differ with it, we explain it away instead of

going into it and seeing what it really teaches.
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It might lead to a modification of our understanding on certain

points, or it might be it actually gives us something entirely

different from it on some other phases of it which we overlook but

our - by our effort to fit everything into a definite systei. Ve

must build our system from the Scripture, not fasted our system on

the Scripture. You night say there is a contradiction between our

first point amdz of making our emphasis upon intertelatiofl of passages

ind the last one of avoid1n oversystemization but getting what's

there. There is s danger of going to one extreme or the oti,er and

we want to avoid it. e wa want to see what's there, what's clear

and we want to stand on it. t we don't want to read frorn one

passage into another or from e general overview of shat we have

into a passage without being sure that that is what is really taught

there.

I think I've covered Roman Numeral 1. IV* o into Tonan :umera1

TI - Specific study of ch. 7 next time. This only one hour a week

so I don't expect a lot of oursie work from you but I would appreciate

if you'd go through ch. 7 noting what is rebuke, what is blessings

what there is that night be partly one, partly the other. Get as

clear an idea as you can of the whole meaning of I, 7, and if you

have time read in 2 Ki. the account of the reign of Linç Ahu.
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I trust that each of you has a copy of Isaiah before you be

cause we willoe discussing in it. I don't care whether

you have the Hebrew, a Greek translation, Latin translation, French,

Korean, or y other language, or t language of 30 years ago

the iu1isti cf Kiflg Jazies, or one of the oro recent

transla-tions.In fact, the iorc variety we have the Letter, because you may

come across soL;ethin in a traLslatiofl that suggests an idea. It

does not mean it occurs there; and it may suggest an idea that is

in fact in the originaland we can check and see if it is. It may be

an idea that isn't there; we etta check end note that fact also. So

I'd like you to raisoany questions that occur to you as we có

pare any of these particular versions. It is absolutely Impossible

to make an exact translation from, any language into any other. You

cannot expect any English translation to give us exactly what is in

the original. Jut the IJV for the language of 300 yrs. ago was a

very excellent translation, very carefully wade, though, vfth zone, I

think, very bad errors. but on the whole very excellent.

And this tIASB has a very accurata translation into present-

day English. Again with a law very had errors, I believe, but on

the whole a very excellent translation; not nearly the beauty to it

that the kJV his, but a very excellent study Bible. Now otherfrrans-

lations, some are excollont, soie are not so good. ut even the poorest

translation can hit on an idea that is in the original In some par:

ticular verse that we might not know - not ntic. in ne of the common

English translations, or as we read the Hebrew and can suggest something

that we can check and find is perhaps actually there, and we overlooked

it. So anything that you come across that is of interest, I wish you

would call attention to it. If it's important you might raise your hand
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and if it's not quite so important you might give me a note, and

as I said last time anytime I. don't make myself clear -- it's very

easy to fail to be clear; it's very easy to mispeak. I don't think

there is anybody who has ever spoken a whole hour without making some

foolish twisting of words that wasn't what he meant to say at all.

So if you think I have done that, or what I say isn't clear, please

raise you hand.

If you have a qqestion of disagreement on some point, or a

question related that you would like to look into, I wish

you would give me a note because it might fit in exactly in sorie way

at a later place and it might he an interruption at this place. Any note

I am given with a question I will look into and will either fit into

the lecture at sometime or else see you personally and speak to you

about it.

Now we talked last time about No. 1 with out general introduction

to the whole material.

II The Background of Isa. 7-12. This begins with Is. 7 with

some actions Is. made in response to God's commands and some words

that he said as God led him, at about 733 B.P. They have great relation

to their immediate situation. So we will want to look into the back

ground-rather fully. For the Christian the most important verse by

far in this ch. is v. 14. The angel said to Joseph that the birth of

Christ was what was predicted when Isa. said, A virgin shall conceive

and bring forth a son and you shall call his name Imnanuel. It is a

wonderful prediction of Christ. It's relation to the situation and its

relation particularly to the verses that immediately follow is some-

what complicated. We will look at the ch. as a whole, before we look
if

at specific details at this particular question. So?a question comes
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0r mind about this matter don't take class time for it until

we look at the chapter as a whole. If you think 0f something interes

ting in connection with it and you feel like it T wish you would

write it out and hand it to me at the end of class or put it in

my box.

A. The Prophetic View of the Future. Here is a thing that is

very important and frequently misunderstood.

1. The prophet were not mere predictors of distant events.

The idea of the average unoducation person about prophecy is that

somebody simply had a êree. dream or imagined things or had words

they did not understand said something that would be very useful for

people centuries later. The prophets did do that. They had. visions

of what was going to happen centuries later and God directed thetr

words so that they would even say things that had meaning that they

did not understand. That is brought out in 1 Pet*r where he says that

the prophets were seeking what time or what manner of time the Spirit

of Christ which was in them did signify when it (he) testified before

hand of the sufferings of Christ and the glory that should follow. In

other words the prophets dried to understand the mePning of some of

the things they said. I think they understood most of what they said.

But there was that which they said, they did not understand because

God led a them and caused them to give messages for their own day

and for future days, including some matters that would not be under

stood till much later. So the prophets were predictors of distant

events, but this is only a small part of their work. It is an im

portant part but it is far from the principle thing of prophecy

properly understood is not simply prediction. Prophecy is speaking

for God, giving a message that God has given to he passed on. That's

what prophecy really is, and that includes prediction, but we've come
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n modern English to say prophecy means simply what's going to happeh

in the future, and thats only a part of it.

2. The Prophets Had a Great Interest in Their Contemporaries.

We immediately think of Elijah, one of the greatest of the prophets.

We read a great deal about what Elijah did. We find he made many

predictions. I believe that most students of the prophets make the

mistake of beginning with difficult dtstements by the writing pro-

phets, and trying to deside exactly what they mean instead of
S imp list

taking what is simplist and clearest. The XXtMI4IIX and clearest

approach is to see what Elijah did because we would know more of

the background (f Elijah) than of any of the prophets. You find

God gave Elijah a message and Elijah said something, then you find

something happened, and usually you can see exaxtly how Elijah's

predictions were fulfilled and you can see how God dealt with

Elijah. As James says, He was a man of like passions with ourselves

and yet he was a man through whom God spoke, and whom God wonder

fully used. But in Elijah's a day we know how tremendously im

portant was the great crises that occurred, and those in Isaiah's

day are equally important. Isaiah was tremendously interested in

the people of his own day, and his first effort, his immediate

effort was to give them messages that God intended to mean a lot

to them. But God also intended that certain of Pis messages would

be written down and preseorved as part of the Bible because

they were of interest not only to his contemporaries but also to

people in future ages. You can't understand the fut. messages -

that is many of them, there are many you can't understand fully

unless - - if you do not see the situation in relation to the

time when they were immediately given. So the great interest in

contemporary problems of the prophets is a vital matter. Here I
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Here' I recommend the study of Jeremiah. Jeroniah has the back

ground much more fully given than lsaiai does. T11-tore are sane. chs.

in Jor. that are very hard to uaderztand, but there are other clis.

of 3cr. in which the bachgwuun3 is so clearly brought out that it

gives you an understa ii: of the prophet and the sit&jatjon that

is hard to get from most of the prophetic boohs.

3. bile the prophetic view way reach far into, the fat. it

is usually related to the i'ediate situation. The p This does

not rean that any prophet had a wlole ieee of what was going to

spux happen in the whole history of the future, or that any

prophet had an idea; of all the events in the life ef Chftst, or

of all the events in our own day or ir tie yet to come. T But

God erLaL led the prphcts to look into the future nd to sei certaili

things there that were iwportant one to describe what he saw. And

he was also locking at the nearer things - the thins tbt were of

great importance to his own day, nd the Matter in the future that

God e.nlb1td 1 to see usually have a very e-c-finite relation -to

the things in Ms ow1 day tht be. saw. Sore of the prop1'cts would

iou: ahead only Sc yrs, or a hundred yevrs, as far as their writings

is coricernect. rtiers loolc.e ray ahead, way teyo iik rcsent day.

God enoiled theu to do v,-hat he desired for two reasons for t

inr.cdiate situation, and for that which n hs VerdE Would he of

guidance and direction to us and to people through all future days.

This will. te ,ade a little clearer uit

4. Brief discussion of perspective of prophet, I say brief he-

cause we could take an hour on this suhject and wa have not time

for that. ThIs is very irortatt bac ground tt I want you to bav

in I don't know how r.any ofycu 1-five beers in rour.tainn areas
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much. If you have been in western mountaini areas it will be very

easy to give you a picture of looking at the mountains and of seeing

one range and then another behind it and another behind it and another

behind that. Probably in most regions where there are very many

mountains you would have a the picture of what I want to give you.

It is the picture of seeing a mountain range which has high peaks

and then lower areas, high peacks, ets. and back of it you see

another range, etc. You may see at some times as many as four az

rangers, one back of the other. As you look at these you see some

thing near and you see something back of it. You might compare that

with what is related to it in the prophet'sinind in the situation.

Something that has a relation, you see in back of that.

Now as he looks, very often you cannot tell how much spacethere

is between one ranges U and the next. Very often you will see one

range and the second back of it, and the third, and at certain

places you look at the first and you see the third right back of

it, and the second is lower at that point and you don't see it at

all and you're not sure if it is part of the second range or the

third. You are not sure how far it is between the ranges. So

the prophet does not start in and give you a linear picture des

cribing everything that haens next you and next year and the

centuries and centuries after. But he speaks of the subject and

hn looks beyond that to some future event that is related to that

subject. He may have an idea how much later it is and he may have

no idea how much later it is. But the relation is often a logical

relation, between the near thing and the more distant thing, that

is mentioned and then he may mention another layer of things and a

distant thing related to it, without telling you whether these two

distant things are about the same time or whether one is much later
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than the other. We, of course, are in a much )etteiositon to under

stand such predictions than any of the contemporaries of the pro

phets because we know so much of what has happened in history since.

And so much about great events that happened within the next century

or two and that happened at the-time of Christ, or even that have

appee1 since that tine. Of course we have other porphecies that

* point even further beyond our day and we can bring them into re

lation to them.

But this concept of perspective in prophecy, I believe is

very important for understanding the prophetic books. Now, I wish
under

we had an hour to discuss everything t!I11M A If you can et

those main concepts it will be very helpful in understanding

these parts of Isaiah.

B. Isaiah's Glimpses of the Future.

1. Relates to a situation that occurred in Isaiah's time.

e'll call No. 1 The )anger from Israel and Syria. I mentioned

last time 2 Kings lb which tells about events In the time of Isa.

If you have your Bibles before you please turn to 2 Ki. 16. First

glance at 2 Ki.l5:23-25, we read: In the 50th yr. of Azariah, k.

of Judab, Pekahiah, the s. of Menahen, began to reign over Israel

in Sam., and reigned two yrs. then we'll ski! reading v. 24. Verse

25 continues, But Peksh the son of !ema1iah - - now these are two

names that will be very important in connection with ch.7 of Isa. -

a captain of his, conspired against him, and smote him in

SMnaria in the palace of the king's house -- and it tells then who

was with him and says, and he killed him and reigned in his room

(Old Eng. is "in his room") Today we day "in his place.' I don't

know if place is any more sensible to exprdss this than room but

it's what we say today. If you said today and he reigned in his

room, it wouldn't make much sense. Butie reigned in his place.
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I don't know if he used the same room or a different room! He did

succeed him. Now this Pekah was a murderer and a usurper, man who

killed the previous king and became king of Israel.

I trust all of you are aware of these main facts about the

history of the ancient Israelites, that at the death of Solomon which

if I recall correctly was in 931 B.C.,c. 200 yrs. before the time

of Isaiah, the kingdom of Israel was divided into two parts. When

Jeroboam rebelled against Solomon's son Rehoboam. So it was-divided

into two parts, and the southern part came to be spoken of as the

kingdom of Judah because the tribe of Judah was the greater part of

it. The name Israel properly belongs to both of INN* them, but for

he sutceeding years te we speak of the kingdom of Israel as the

northern kingdom because it was much larger than the southernking

dom. It was maybe twice as large in size and population. But

economically it was maybe 50% greater than the sourthern kingdom.

The southern kingdom had some definite advantages but was definitely

smaller, and many times the southern kingdom tried to fight the

notthern kingdom and they were practically always defeated in it,

because while for the norther kingdom to conquer the souther kingdom

would be very hard, but for the southern kingdom to conquer the

northern kingdom would be impossible since the northern was so much

larger and stronger. That is larger and stronger so as to be a great

advantage, but not larger and stronger so as to give i it an absolute

decisive advantage. So wehave the northern k called Israel, and the

southern k. called Judah, and here we have this man Pekab killing a

king of the northern k. and making himself king. That's the background

of ch. 16 which tells us about the southern kingdom. It says in the

seventeenth year of Pekah the son of Remaliah Ahaz, the son of Jothan

king of Judah began to reign. Twenty years old was Ahax when he began to
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reign and he reigned 16 yrs in Jerusalem and did not that which was

right in the sight of the Lordhis God as did David his father.

That is Bible language which does not make sense to present

day English (readers). How was bavid the father of Ahaz? Dovid was

hisgreat, great, great, great grandfather. In modern English the

ford father means your immediate predecessor inthe male line. But

in Hebrew the word ab moans any male ancestor. It does not necessarily

moan immediate father. So DAvid was the father of all those who were

his descendants So Ahaz was his descendant but he did not live

a good life like David had; he did not follow the Lord like David

had. Verse 3 says, He walked in the ways of the kings of Israel and

made his sons pass through the fire. . . according to the abominations

of theheathen whom the Lord cast out from before thechuldren of Israel.

Verse 5 says, And Tezin king of Syria, and Pekah son of Reualiah

king of Israel came up to Jerusalem to war, and they beseiged A]iaz

but could not overcome him. This translation 'Pezin king of Syria'

is a very bad translation, but it's so well established in English

I don't think you can change it. t'.e must recognize what it is. The

Hebrew is Aram. The Arameans the people of Aram were a large group

of people who had their principal center at Damascus 250 miles north

and a little east of Jerusalem. These Araineaas were a great cormercial

people and eventually their language through peaceful spread eventually
Ileb rew

supplanted Babylonian and Babylon and supplanted in Israel.

So A 1ZAH Ararnean because the language of all that area,

eventually. But there was a kingdom of the Arameans centering in

Damascus. Eventually the Arameans were conquered by the Assyrians,

the followers of their god Asshur. The Assyrians, after they con

quered X1il the Aranicans, incorporated into their area and when the

Greeks came to that area of the Assyrian empire, the first part they
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came into was what had formerly been the kingdom of the Arameans.

So they called that A-Syria, and it got shortened to Syria. So we

find in Greek translations as early as 200 B.C. we find this area

called Syria but it's confusion; it's not the original name at all

It's a later name. It is actually Ara. But these peopée of Aram

- - we can call them Syrians as long as we understand what we mean

by Syrian, we mean 'Aramaic and these Arameans were ttk the capitol

of Damascus (?) You read fxzRfx the books of 1 and 2 Kings and you

find that the Northern kingdom is always fighting with the people

of Syria. They were the people of Aram. There was constant conflict

back and forth. Very important they were in the days of Elijah.

Here is the Southern Kingdom and Judah. The Northern kingdom

north of it may be 50% stronger than Judah, and then quite a little

further away from that is this large kingdom of the Araineans which

is quite a bit stronger than the kingdom of Israel.

Now in the -- in v. S and Rezin King of Syria and Pekah son

of Remaliah king of Israel came up to Jerusalem to war and they defeated

Ahaz but could not overcome him. They could not overcome him. In

other words if they had mobilized their entire force they certainly

could have conquered Judah because they would have had four times

the strength of Judah, but it was quite a distance in those days

of no airpla*as, no autos, no decent roads. It was quite a distance.

They evidently made a qait.z quick attack against Jerusalem thinking

they could easily conquer, but they failed. So they failed to

conquer Judah. They made a quick attack at Jerusalem, and then they

drove back and the people of Judah expected them to attack again.

So we read in v. 7 that Ahaz, king of'Judah thought of a clever way

to protect himself from the people of Israel and Aramea. There was

Israel stronger than Judah. Beyond Israel was Syria, or Aram -
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properly speaking, stronger than Israel, but quite a distance away.

And way beyond them across the desert was the land of Assyria from

which the name of Syria later came, erroneously to be derived. But

Assyria which had as its capitol a city named XXXH Asshur, and

had as its leading god the god Asshur, at this time had as its

capitol the city of Ninevah. Assyria had for many centuries been

occasionally making conquests, and they had conquered and made

forays and attacks readhing sometimes way up into Asia Minor. It

saws was a very war-like people, but to the people of Judah they

seemed far far off.

And King Ahaz said: If I can get the Assyrians to come and

attack Syria and Israel, from that side they won't be able to gather

forces to attack me TXUXiIIX In that way Ill be safe. A very

clever human idea, but a very ungodly idea as we shall seeas we

note what Isaiah has to say about it.

So v. 7 says, Ahaz sent messengers to Tiglath Pilezer king
saying

of Assyira,/I am your servant and your son. Come 'up and save me
Syria

out of the hand of the king of X11U. You notice I'm reading
today

the KJV but I changed 'thy" to "your" because very few people/have

any idea what "thy" means. Some people think it means God and

certainly He's not calling Tiglath Pilezer Gods Nothing divine about

the use of the words "thou" and "thy" - - just Old English for the

singular of "you". In today's language we'd say, I in your servant;

your son. Come up and save me out of the hands of the king of Syria

aad out of the hands of the king of Israel. And v. 8 says, And Ahaz

tpok the silver and gold that was found in the house of the Lord and

the treasures of the king's house and sent it for a present to the

king of Syria (?) --Assyria. It's exactly what the U.S. did about

25 yrs. ago when facing Hitler and his force in Gkrmany which they
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thought might overcome all T.yrope, they sent to stalin who was every

bit as bad as hitler if not a good deal worse and they slid to him

We will join with you and !or1 with you ot overcore Pi.tler. o

when itler was destroyed we just gave nalin just about everything

he wanted and as a result we have a far greater danoer in the world

today than itler ever was.

Now that is what Ahaz was doing. Ahaz sent beyond them over
if

across the desert to Tiglath Pilezer. he said thatlthey'll attack

from the other side, te then he said we will he safe from them.

So he sent messengers and he sent a lot of money with bun. 11e

paid tribute to them promisinr a certain amount of fealty to them

and v. 9 says: The king of Assyria hearkened to him; and the king

of Assyria went up against Damascus and took it, and carried the

people of it captive and slew Pezin. And king Ahaz went to Damascus

to meet Tiglath Pilezer, king of Assyria and saw an altar that was

at Damascus and king Ahaz sent to Urijah the priest the fashion

of the altar and pattern of it. And Urijab built an altar accord

ng to all king !thaz had sent f to him from Damascus and he siwply

kept the altar of the Lord to divine by and he put up this heathen

altar right in the temple. It shows how far fre went with his human

scheres to try to protect his land.

Now so No. i is the Danger from Israel and syria, which we

find out about largely by looking at 2 Kings. isa. refers to it

but does not fully explain it.

2. Assyrian Conquests and Threats.(Oucstion: indistinct) Yes

2 Chron. tells a little about the heinnin of Miaz' and a little

about the end of it and doesn't help us about this which occurs

about the niddle of it. 5o there is no contradiction the two

but they deal with different aspects of jhnz' reign.
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But they both represent 1,1w as being a thoroughly ungodly man. ?

This particular thing that is so vital to the background of Isaiah

is rot iver, in hron. !ut is given in Kings. If you have further

questions bout that please ive me a note because I'd he 1ad to

loo' into these detIils but they are not of importance forthis

thing in Isaiah. But this is of tremendous importance for the hack

ground of Isaiah.

Sø No. 2 is Assyrian Conquests end Threats. To the people of

Judah ssyria seemed way way off. It seemed like a very distant thing

- - something that they would never have to worry about. But assyria

had been conquering different areas for many years, and when the

Assyrians would sent to a city and say, Give us b booty; give us

heavy, tribute and te city would rfus, then the Assyrians ould,

attack and onquer iv and ay you ust give this booty regularly.

If the city decided they could not keep up that heavy taxation and

topped,' the Assyrian rny would come and they might take all the ivten

of the city. The Ayrian kings hosted about how they would capture

a city and cut off all the heads of the men and pile them up in

a great heap, or they would impale men on stakes around. They boasted
revolted

about thee f'rigbtful methods they used aainst anybody that YNilI

against tjieir in order to terrify others so toy igould not revolt. 4

Assyrian got a name for being the most terrible destructive force

in the near east, But I don't 1-now how much of this penetrated into

Judah. .Tudahhad Israel next to the-n; then they had Syria and Assyria

seemed way off. To Israel Assyria was much ore a known ctor, but

to Syria it was a very real known, factor.) ow these Assyrian conquests

thrn apd Assyrian threats are very important to the background.

Eventually ft was* thought the king of Assyria conquered




- --
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Damascus and took the people of- Syria and led them off captive,

carried thei way off to a distant land so that they would vc no

power to revolt against him again. They would bring in these people

and scatter their through different areas where they could ciot under

stand the language and the people looked on t!iev as soreono the

Assyrians brought in and looked on them with hostility. They were

in constant danger from the people of the area area to which they came.

So that was the end to the kingdom of Ikrajn. The King of Assyria was

only too glad to have an excuse to rake this attack. But Ahaz gave tb

him the excuse and gave him a lot of money to help it hir, in doing it.

That's no. 2.

Now we'll say, Isaiah looks and lie sees this immediate tremendous

danger from Israel and Syria. Then God permitted him to look beyond

where few people from Jidah could look probah'.y and see this great

Assyrian menace behind.. See the Assyrian conquest that cum to

Damascus. Ten years later it came to the Northern. kingdom, the kingdom

of Israel. Eventually all hit destoryod Judah. It was only nod's

intervention that prevented the Assyrians from taking Judah. God

intervened when king Sennacherib came and conquered overythin in

the area except Judah, and would have conquered it except God worked

a miracle and protected thorn and saved them, and that's one of the

big things in the background of Isaiah.

3. God allows Isaiah also in many parts of his book to look

dear forward to eventual exile, to the fact that though God did not

enable the Assyrians to conquer Judali he did enable the

.bylonians to do it. Put this is 150 yrs. after the tine of Isaiah,

but Isaiah has many glimpses of the certkiy of this fact of exile.

4. God's Promises to David. We have it told in 2 Sam. %&: have

the promise God gave to David that he would always have a son to sit
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to sit upon his throne. The word son is as you know in Hebrew the

same as our English word Descendant. When it says in one of the Gospels

the story of --- XXXXXX that Jesus Christ is the son of Da.'id,

the son of .Abraliaxn . Nobody today would call you the son of somebody

who lived 400 years ago who was the son of somebody who lived 500 yrs.

a before that. It is the same as our word descendant. But God promised

David a line - - a continuing line and the kingdom of Judah which

lasted fmm 931 when there was a destruction right up to 587 --
Judean kings

that's a period of maybe 400 years, all the/kings, good men,

wonderful pious men, bad men, wicked men, all of them were des

cendants of David up to that time.

But the Northern kingdom which revolted from Rehoboam and of

Solomon, the Northern kingdom had Jeroboam and his son and then

they had a revolt by Baasha who tilled Jeroboam's son, and when his

son was reigning there was a general who killed him, and another

general succeeded in overcoming hi and they established a dynasty

that lasted about a century and then their desdendants were killed

and another dynasty was established. You have one after another

about four dynasties in the Northern kingdoiit. Then you have one of

the last of these dynasties killed by Pekah who is now king. So you

see the continuous line of the descendants of David which God had

promised, and the various Dynasties in the Northern kingdom. God

promises to David are very important in Isaiah's vision and under

standing.

5. Ultimate Blessings for Cod's Faithful People. Isaiah could

look sometimes way into the future and see particular great blessings

for God's faithful people, but whether he could tell how far out(ahead)

they are, some blessings he described might be a century off, some

might be four centuries off, some might be 4000 years off for all we

know.
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1rnw T'ut h rot tT1hrpes &' these 'reat distant LlS1is an.

try to fit them together into our Dictur_oL thc itttueAtie

- -pit ea he -other oints

W6 won't know until the tire comes. Put this just gives an idea of

glimpses of the future as Gocl ueJak. iide.a1isg with the peo1e

of h4stay

C. The Character of Ahaz.J don't think I deed to say irere to

" you about that than what_ I have already_read read--t-0--you in the Scripture.

,e w-as a cked, und1y ;e WL4 wa 11lnn ode
-

t get the help of the Assyrians to take a heathen altar and put it

- right up in the Templel JIiatda cu thin1 then c-f his riation etzN1x-to----

Is-ai-ah? i'o-you -think he wr ltlvtté saTa1ifohold WIils

palace? Pa you think he cared much what Isaiah said? Well, he cared

about the attitude of the. people.. 11ewa intereste to--heve. the pe-opl..

support -hinr, and- tie new that inyf tjie peoTii1eFrsiijã1j

a great prophet, khaz' son, Fezkt&i, the "odly wan who succeeded -

hir, had I hCome 1othe peiace_an. asked hip 4crs- -and discus-pd

things--with 1d;
- and--rev6ye-4

Isaiah as a man that these poor ignorant superstitious people think

o± as a prephet, n -therefore we he o entagonist- to hi t------------

--the less we have

- character of Ahaz and is very important in understnading Isaiah7

- oven itiund-erstan.ding the prophecy 4f the- virgin -bi-rth -- - -- -

In raih 7. The first chs. of Tsa. form a uñitTtEèrnsc1vos.

- seven through twelve is n. definite unit we nr goir to study the

first half of this senester, and ch. 7 we re ?oi to t-iscuss- now- -

as III, arn3 under that
- -

- - A. Surv'y of the &iaptor. Froir our Christian viepoint

c. 14 is theinost ip-rtnt - vot-se in the ch-a-ter. Put we wi-I-I not - -
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discuss v.14 and its relation to the verses at 1enth, until

we have surveyed the ch. as a whole. e want to get a good idea of

the whole situation before we are in a position properly to study this

I)rticular verse and its relation here. To us that is oro iportant

than most other things in the ch., but it is not the natter to take

up next. So if you have questions about this, I wish you iou1d reserve

them until a little later and we will give reat attention to the

but especially we must look at the ch. as a whole.

So we start In at v. 1. So it came to. pass in the days of Ahaz

the son of Jothan the son of Uzziah king of Judah that Rezin, king

of Syria and Pekah son of Pemaliah, king of S1UX Israel went up

against Jerusalem to war against it but could not prevail against it.

That's what we read in 2 Kings. They made a quick attack thinking we'll

capture the city quickly and put in a puppet king who will be friendly

to us and do what we whatn, but they were driven back. And now that

they have been driven back, the people of Judah expect a new attack.

They expect that having gone back they will gather a largerassistance

and Israel alone is stronger than Judah, Aram is stronger than Israel,

and the two of them together what can we do against them? We've got

to do something important to resist them? What can we do?

V. 2 So it was told the house of David saying, Syria is confederate

with Ephraim, and his heart was roved and the heart of his people as

the trees of the wood are moved with the wind. They were greatly frigh

tened; the people as a whole were terrified, and Ahaz particularly

because Ahaz suspected that they would try to do away with him and put

in a puppet king, a relative of his who would do what they wanted him

to do. So we do not bave it explainedhere in Isaiah, but we have it

explained in what I read from 2 Kings, immediately, very secret$ly

Ahax gathered a group of his nobles, and said tothem, I have a clever
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idea which wiliprotect you. e will get a lot of gold and silver to-

gether from the Temple, but we will do it quietly so that people will

not know what we are doing. 1'e will send messengers way over actross

the desert to that distant land of Assyria'and take this tribute to

them and say, Ve will he subject to you; we will do what you lay. You

protect us then from these people around us who are attacking us.

And know that great as the power of Israel and Syria is compared to

us, the power of Assyria is far greater and they will attack from the

outside and keep Israel and Syria too busy to bother us. Tht he did

not realize was that when they would attack they would conquer them,

and then they would he face to face with a terrible power of Assyria.

And instead ofhaving a menace, they would have a far greater menace

right next to them. It was a scheme that would backfire that would

result in harm for them even though it might for the immediate future

be helpful.

But the immediate problem, they had figured this would settle

theultimate problem but the immediate problem is if there comes

another quick attack from Israel,, or there comes an attack before

Assyria moves against them, for us to hold to bold out till the

Assyrian forces. So immediately he starts in to reinforece these forti

fications around Jerusalem. He starts to reinforce them to make him

self safe from an attack by Israel and by Aran. The Lord says to

Isaiah, v.a, Go forth to meet Ahaz. In other words if isa. comes to

the palace and says, I have a message for Ahaz, Ahaz will say, I'm too

busy to talk to himi Ho won't bother with him. But here is Abpz out

there with a great force of people, strengthening the fortifications

and here comes God's prophet and most of these people believe he is

God's prophet and they are interested in what he has to say and he

starts talking to them there and Abaz can't just brush him aside. Ahaz
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has got, to be courteous to him. So the Lord said, Go forth to meet

haz, thou and !haar-jashuh thy son at the end of theconuit of

the upper pool in the highway of the fuller's field. Now why do

they tell us exactly where he was to meet Ahaz? It is because when

you read in chs. 35,37 of the attack by the Assyrians 30 years

later, the Assyrient }:ing who came with trerendous force and humanly

speaking was absolutely certain to destroy Jerusalem, he UZ sent

:Is emmisaries and they spoke to king flezekiah at that very spot

at the end of the conduit of the upper pool in the 1uigway of the

fuller's field. So people of that day could look beck and say this
or

is the very spot XXX! Isaiah warned about what would happen from

Ahaz' wicked scheme. Now we see it has happened! Here are the

representatives of the king of Assyria! So you see that this mention

is not just a little interesting archaeological point to know what

place it was they riot; (It is mentioned in cha. 36 of Isaiah and

gives the whole account of what ahppened at that time 310, s. later.)

So he said, Go up there and meet Ahaz, and say, Take heed, and be

quiet; fear not, neither be faththearted for the two, tails of these

smoking firebrands, for Vie fierce anger of Iezin with Syria, and of
Thrali ah

tie son of Pemaliah. Beause Syria, 7phrain, and the son of IZ

have taken evil counsel aginst thee, saying, Let us go up against

Judab and. vex it, and let us conquer it for ourselves, and set a king in

the riidst of it, even the son of Tabeel.' It's not certain who the

son of Tabeel is, but there is good reason to think that this was

a relative of Ahaz who might have a certuin amount of claim to the

throne, and who would be subject to the whiiis and desires of the

kingdoms of Israel ad Aram.

So they said, We are going to do this and Isaiah says, Thus
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saith the Lord God, It shall not stand, neither shall it come to pass.

For the head of Syria is Damascus, and the head of Damascus Is Rezin; and

within 65 years shall Ephraim be broken, a* that it be not a people.

And the head of Ephraim is Sajaria and the head of Samaria is

Romaliah's son. If ye will not believe, surely ye shall not be

established."

Well, now what does Ahaz need to Worry about? Gods says, You

are going to be safe. God says Damascus is going to be ovethrown.

He says even Ephraim (Ephraim isanother name for the kingdom of

Israel) is going to be destroyed so it is no longer a people. What

does Ahaz do? Does he say, Oh isn't this wonderful! God is going to

protect us. We don't need to worry any more. No, Ahaz says, This old

fool Isaiah here comes with these crazy things. The people won't

work. They won't hurry up and build these defences. We want to get

them built up quick so we can be safe against immediate attack,

and we know that what he says is right. We don't need to worry yet

because Assyria is coming. Of course Isaiah doesn't know thati We've

sent this secret message to Assyria and he's going to attack from

the other side and we'll be safe but we need to be protected for

the present; we need to keep them aroused to keep the people pulled

strongly to the present (emergency). We want to be polite to Isaiah.

We don't want to arous any opposition, but we want to get ride of

him as quickly as we can. So evidently we can infer properly from

what follows that on Ahaz' face there was a look of incredulity and

contempt; a desire to get rid of Isaiah as quickly as possible. So

Isaiah gave this promise: lie says, Damascus is going to he overcome;

Ephrsim 6S years from now won't even be a peoplel Ahaz says, What do

I care what happens 65 years from now? I'll be dead and gone before
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that time. If we don't get sorno help sooner than that, he says,

they will take over, destroy me and take over the kiiido;. '1e've

got to do something much better than that in 65 years. o Tsa.

said, Voreovor, the Lord spoke again unto haz sayin-. -- I would

take this that God gave Isaiah a new message. Isaiah had come and

had given the message God gave him; now as he sat stands there and

speaks to this unbelieving lTirg, Cod gives him a further message.

The Lord speaks to Ahaz through Isaiah and says, Ask a sign of

the Lord. You've got this look of incredulity onyour facet You

don't believe God iil1 protect ris people. You don't think Fe is

able. Ahaz says, I know we'll he safe in the end because we've got

this secret arrangement with the king of Assyria, e says to hiv

self. But he says to himself, Isiiah doesn't know anything about

that. Te've got to protect the land in. the neantime. Let's ret

rid of this fellow Isaiah and go on wit! our buii.clin of the forti

fications. lie's got that look on his face, and Is-ilak says to him,

Ask a sign of the Lord. Ask it either in the epths or in the

heiht above. And haz said, I will not asl:,neither will I tempt the

LVrd,. Isn't that a wonderful, godly, pious attitude! I won't ask

for a sign. o, we'll go ahead atd build our fortifications and we

know we've made a secret alliance ith the king of kssyria that will

protect us, so we want to get rid ofyou. How can we get rid of you

quickly enough? No, we'll look pious and say, Nc, I won't tempt the

ii rd. I won't ask for sign t teautiful attitude isn't ItI

ow Isaiah procedes to bring comfort to Ahaz doesn't he? Why

would Isaiah want to bring comfort to Ahaz.? Isaiah is not interested

in bringing comfort to Ahaz. Isaiah is not interested in giving ?ha7.

some evidence. Isaiah is interested in giving the iessage Cod has of

rebuke for Ahaz but the iressage for the people.
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So he says, Isaiah says, Lear ye now. O house of David - he

won't even address Ahazdirectly,.L addresses the wholehouse of

David. Ts it -a small things for you to weary iiien? But wil you weary

my God also? Therefore the Lord himself shall give you a sign.' God

is going to replace you. God is going to --- not to put up for

even with having a man, an unbelieving, ungodly man like Ahaz as
"
head of the house of David. fle's going to provide a man after His

" n choice, a real representative of God's People. "Behold the virgin

shall conceive and bear a son and shall call his name 1mmanuel. GId

is going to provide a real head of thehouse of David to replace this

ungodly fellow Ahaz. "Butter and honey shall he eat that he may

know to refuse. the. evil and choose. the good. "For before the child

shall know to refuse the evil and choose the good, the land thou

ahhorest shall he forsaken of both her 1ings.

You are going to be replaced. God is going to appoint one kere

who is going to be a proper head of the house of David, hut we're

not telling you when ne's coming. e may comel00 yrs. from now. ie

may come in 700 yrs. from now. God is not saying when he's coming.

But now suppose He were to come right now. Suppose we take Tmmanuel

as "a measuring stick for time and we say if the child were to be born

now, before the child was old enough to reach for the warm milk instead

of the hot poker - to refuse the evil and choose the good - %ithin

two or three years before the child would reach an age of much knowledge

the land you abhore would he forsaken of both her kings. And within*

the next two years after this the king of Assyria came, conquered
"
Damascus and killed ezin, and also killed Pekah and made the northern

kingdom of Israel' subject to him. It was made as an independent king

dom for another 10 years. yes? (Question: would you repeat what you

said about knowing good and" evil . . . ?) No, our time is short. I
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will have to leave that till next tire. But 7 wit to make this

point clear now thtt Lore the coring !naitiol i te e a ,easur

in stick. I! a ctild was horn right before he onid rrow

to roach or what is good Instead f for what i h4, before

le sföul! be o1 oriouh% to iao sitp1e choices the land roll abhor*

will be forsaken of both &ier ing e!in viii he ne. Pekab will

be gone within a very few years. god gives this as cotfort, not to

Ahaz but to the godly pe,plc there olooed to Isaiah as a prophet

While he rebukes fthaz by saying god is going to provide His own

Iuianue1 who is going to be the true king of the house of avid.

Verses 17-18 say that the Lore is oin to bri. on you and your

people days that Are wor than anything that has been since the

disruption of the kigdon. There are ot to core the people fyoi

Assyria. Verse 20 he cells it a rater that is hired, that is, Ahas

is paying. III this oncy to get the Iin' of ssyrie to hel' hi.

But he says they are to going to core end they are not going to

stop with Israel they are gotn to go or Into S"6*. So this is

the iiiediate eantng of the chapter --- it is Abet clever schewe j

not going to work; it is going to tfscarry risas he thinks

are going to protect hi are actually oinc to oVercove the area
onetpy

around. Judah too and becorc a nov enace, end this is going to core

in a very short time.

Now we will proc1k fran tbt point next time. Please read

over the ch. very carefully with these thins in end also

glance over the first half of the next chapter. Think shout this
to

problet of tiimaanucl. !f you have tine to ltaten/rend) anycemvbn

tary, especially an ungodly conentery that ntht try to explain it

aay,see what method they use. 'e will lobknt that another tine.
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( Announcement re 'The Church Around the ior1d' Leaflet)

We were speaking about ch. 7of Isaiah and made that 'omai III

Isaiah 7. Under .that A urvy of the Chapter.

Before wö got into that survey we had looked at 'Gliinpses of the

Future and had noticed that sometimes he looked a little ways into the

futrue; sometimes a long distance. You can't always tell-,, he docsnt

always iae it clear. Another thing is that very often i: the able anci

particularly in the prophetic. ôoiçs, something, is introduced simply

a word without any explanation, tIen. the explanation comes later. If

you stop when you first come to it, and ask, what is this and try to

figure it ailout, you may find you are gettirL into all kinds of

erroneous tanents', because the explanation may come later on. o for

-_that r.easextI am-Tint going .in ti ytst.more--t!)




nn yç icily

on vv. 14-it.), e will glance at them and go on through the rest of the

ch. and in fact make a survey of cii. 8 and then come back to vv.14-16.

There art- many matters about those 3 important vv. that become crystal

clear when when you have noticed similar statements later on, ut if

you stop arid try to determine right thenwhat they mean, you'll find

yourself argiing about all sorts of tings. If you'd go a little further

it would make this quite unnecessary. Th In the interretat1oii of

the bible you.will find many statements that are actually clear. You'll

find other stateaents that may be interpreted in one of two ways. You

have. to interpret; them in the, liKt of. context.. Then.you.wiIi find some

statements, espec. in prophetic works, that have to be talon in 1-.lie light

of the whole context. In this case the historic background is not ex

plained. It is axplaine4 a 1itt1e, 'ü.dnäs,t cha. in the prophetic books

don't do that! But here we have at the beginning of ch. 7 the a little

bit about the historic situation. Later on we'llfind chs. that become
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crystal clear when you find what the historic situation is but it's not

mentioned in the oh. Here it is, but brjf1y. So we had to get informa

tion from Kings. Now Chron, also has an account of events in the life

of Ahaz that probably occur before the time we are dealing with now,

and which are not particulary irportant n dealing with this ch. But in

Kings there are things of great importance for interp. of this ch. We

ran over the first part of the oh, quite rapidly at the end of the last

hour. I's, going to look at again the early part of the oh, and then go

on through the ch.

There are people who talk about what in this ch. would give hope

to Ahaz. I think if you look at the cb. as a whole, you'll find that the

That thing Is. is interested in is giving any comfort or hope to Ahaz.

Abaz was an apostate king who was opposing the work of God. Most of the

people were professedly following the Lord, but the great many were in

their hearts not following the Lord. So there is a great deal of rebuke

to the wicked people of the land who nominally were following the Lord;

a great deal of rebuke to Ahaz who was not interested at all in the Lodd

and there is a certain amount of comfort to the godly who were following

Isaiah. That's not the main thing in this ch., tho perhaps the most impor,

So let'.s begin at the first verse. The first v. has an historic situ

tion. !ezin king of Syria and Pekah son of Pnalia1i king of Israel

/ have made an attack on Jerusa1eu. They have been unsuccessful. They have




I.




ithdrawn, but it is expected they will return with greater force. So v.2

"And it was told the house of David saying, Syria is confederate with

Eprai't. Some translate that Syria is encanpied in !phraini. Lit. Syria

is resting on Ephraim. I think either interp. is possible. Wheter it

actually means Syria had cone far with her troops as Israel yet so as

/ to be camp%ing the-re or whether they -- this difficulty was piling on
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the other that they hid Syria to face as well as Israel, that is the

important thin'. T this situatiofl '.haz is making tlis plan with a

few of his nobles to got the Assyria. Ring to come to his aid. }'e sent,

I believe, he has sent before this a great sum. of money mentioned in

Kings. Sent if offf secretly to the :Zing of Assyria to get him to come.

That I have not found in any of th comientaries. They take it for

granted that this event ) occurs before Ahaz makes the confederacy,

with Assyria. I believe it is an important key to unlock the passage
passage

is to understand tMs fact, an not only this f$tt but Isa. 28 when

we get there-- that A'-az has ade this plan so he is interested now

not in fighting Israel and Syria to wit victory over them, but he is

interested in protecting Jerusalem until the king of Assyria comes and

conquers with his force. rut ho is and his wnole group are certainly

frightened as v. 2 ;3escribes.

Then v. 3, 'Then the Lord raid unto isa., Go forth now

to meet Ahaz, thou, nnc 'iear-jashub thy son. The conmentaries make

a great nany guesses as to Øho ld .hear-jashub was at this time. One

commentary si' he must hav te a stripling of 16 or 18 years! I

don't know whit on earth tiey b tiat oii I have no idea how to

decide whether Shear-jh'ib was an infant in arms, or whether he was

a young fellow along in ti.s teens. 3ne commentary says, The boys pre

sence would be ' r o ho;e to Ahai an probably prefare Ahaz for

a prophecy from the Lord. I think that's utter nonsense. I don't see

how the boy's preserc-e :ould have that effect on hhaz. It night have

the effect on khaz of c naLin ready to say, Let's get this

fellow out of bro so we can get en with the defense work. It would

get the sympathy of the people maybe - - seeing the young child with

him, having not only Isaiah kicked out but also the child. Now there
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is no doubt of course that the name of the child bas a meaning. I

doubt if anyone else in history ever naiied a child hear-jashuh. The

name means a remnant will return." Would that name bring hope or

despair? It depends on who it is that hears it. I would think that

for most people that name would give a threat - a remnant will return.

Well how can they return unless they have first gone into exile. It

conveys the implication they are going to he sent into exile, and

there is going to be misery ahead. In ch. we get the name of Isaiar's

second son which the Lord sells him to give -- ahershal&iasbaz,

another name I'm sure no child. ever bore excelpt this one. 'thirry

the booty; hasten the spoil." In other words, terrible times are abeadl

Misery is ahead. That's the second son - tells of misery. But the first

son is a name which would convey hope, but hope of something after the

coming misery. So it's threat of exile. flf course anyone who reads the

ffrst ch. of Is. finds threats of exile all thrugh CIA. 1, so that was

not a new thing for Is. Exile its coming, he names his son, there

will be a remnant that will return afterward. There is hope in it

for the godly. There is misery in it for everybody including the godly

because it means they all have a terrible thing to go through first

before this is fulfilled.

So he takes the son with him. 'ow whether Ahaz would have any idea

what Isaiah's son's name was whether it would mean anything to .Ahaz,

I don't know. But it certainly would (have meaning) to sore of the people

there. It would to those people who tonsidered I. a true protbet and

were interested in what he said. Then od tells him to go and meet Ahaz.

He told Elijah to go meet Ahab earlier because Ahab was the enemy he

had to go out to meet. It wasn't like when later on Is, goes to see.

Hesekiah the godly king who succeeded Ahe!; oe to see him in the
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palace and brings hii a message of hope from the Lord. This is going out

and meeting him at a dace outside because he wasn't interested in see

ing the pro'et. 1sc ho is iieeting ftim out there because the 1nessaos

are not just for 'iii! or primarily for him, but for the people as a whole.

I believe we are justified in inferring that Ahaz was out there directing

the bulldin of fortifications to protect the city, in order to hold the

city against the forces of Cyria. It was a time when Ahaz wanted the people

to work energetically to protect them against the nations. 1e wanted them

to feel the danger and be ready to fight vigorously to protect the city

but Ahaz knew if they could only hold out for a while they would be safe

because the Assyrians with their tremendous force would come and attack

them(thesc nations) from the other side.

It is interesting that the very spot which was selected for his com

munication with Ahaz is the place named in 36:2 as the place where later

the representatives of the Assyrian kings comes to call on the people

of Israel to surrender and we find the results of Ahazl cleverness in the

ssyrians being right there threatening Judah a decade later as described

in 36:2. So he says to Ahaz, God tells him to tell Ahaz who is wanting

:he people to be busy working hard and preparing to protect the city:

'ake heed and be quite; fear not neither be fainthearted for the two

ails of these smoking firc4brands,
for the fierce anger of Rezin with Syria

nd of the son of Rbialiah. haz, the last thing he wants is a message,

kae it easy, don't worry, you're safe. Ahaz wants them to work hard to

rotect the city and he expects an attack soon and protect the city until

he Assyrian force conies. But Is. says, Take heed and be quiet, because

rria, Ephraim, and the son of Remaliab alive taken evil counsel against
vex

iee, saying, Lot us go up against Jhdah and7ØT$U7it, and let usmake

breach therein for us and set a king in the midst of it, even the son

Tabeol ( a4,uppet king.) Thus says the Lord, It shall not stand, neitie
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shall it come to pass. ilel,1' thaz says, I know it won't stand. I don't

need a nrophet of the, Lord to tell r that! The '\ssyrian king is going

to come and deliver inc. ''e're goin' to be saved. Te only thin!' is we've

got to fight viporously in'the mean tiie till the Assyrians 'etzt here.

Se we don't want to tell the people, Take it easy, don't worry; we want

to tell therr, (et' busy and work and protect the city. 3 he doesn't like

the nessa'e particularly but Tsiah is popular and the people consider him

a servant of the Lord. It won't any for Ahazto 1)0 brusque with hi in

public; in private he can he brusque if he 'wants, but in public here he

adzz had better make a good impre"ssion while lie is trying to urge the

people to work hard.
stand neither

So he says, Thus saith the Lord, It shall not Utfi, shall

it come to pass. The head. of Syria Is Damascus, the head of P.iascus is

Rezin and within 65 yrs. shall Ephraim ho broken, that it be not a peopie.

Think what Ahaz felt. Sixty-five years from now Pp1iraii. will be 1.;roken!

Boy in 65 years they can attaci: .Jerusalen, they cai destroy it, they can

take Ahaz captive; they can reduce the whole thing under their power

what do we care about what happens 65 years from now! oiitehcdy said,

Why should we do anytthinz for posterity; posterity never did anything

for us! That probably was Ahaz' feeling right now. Talk about whet is

going to happen in 65 years t So Ahiz has a rather disgusted look on his

face whishing he bad some polite way he could get rid of this obnoxious

fellow. Isaiah says, I. you i,1-ill not believe, surely ye shall not be

established. If 'you don't put your trust in the Lord, you are going to

have real difficulty. If you go ahead with this scheme you've ',,YO-t in your

mind that you're not telling anybody about except a few nobles that are

waiting on you, you're not going to be established; you're going to have

difficulty. Then v. 10: Moreover, the Lord spoke again unto Ah3z. This

evidently means God gave Isaiah a further message to give. So Isaiah

goes on talking and says: Ask a sign of the Lord. I see the incredulous
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look on your face. I see your are not interested in talking with e.

You are only interested in going with your -,;c-r1., 3cferi ti city,

preparing for the attack. Thut's what you Vc:u (10T,!": V:z:rt to

bother with these tIings. Now (hid says, ¬ wfli prct¬ct tLe city.

You don't need to do all this. sk a si, aL it ir t1o teptb

in the heitht above. Tremeudous offer to Ahuz. wants to et rid

of him.' So Ahaz says, i ont ask neither pill I tpt the Lord. T

nctice it is a oeautiui stationt eautiful i;tt'?'crt! f

-is-- -6--with -.T -godly to




T 41

the circumstances. of ten we have to exaiie o cirCuta;ccs 1:'

understanding tti" meaning 0 pa aos. ft is OrroctIy o'.vow' t't

God considered it a miserable thins (to say) an' ut a Qiy

thin-, to say from the next verse.

i4esr ye now, ) nous o .iIavid: 1.,w it a for ;cu to

weary yen, hut. will' ye weary. ,ay (hid also'.' flils is riot tr5,i ope

and eopfort.. This is rebue1 is it a siali td to wary ;ut will

p werv my God *Ieo? ,buke Therforc the Lord will ve yoi n. sirn.

It s not a sign bf, hope, of comfort, exct to.te ofly rcirnt.

It i a sign of rebuke to khai. LiAO Lord :L -;elf Iii1i £1 you

t3n, ehoi the'irriir. i-- --e---th v-1-r-& -a'- r; s.;t, I

bearinga son, I see her calling his rae I::nuel. criri1y

the father names the child. !,ere s her calli, hT sor, '-d

with us. Then he goes on, iuttr and hcncy shall he eat, t'rt.

may know . . . , "lhat he hay know is a Vr;,: j;Ocr trvr;tcr.

The Hebrew is it could not aav etn that to 'nc'. ho.' iU

hotter andhon,y sake him to know the goo"' and refusc th evil? Tt

is a phrase which is often use to ilAdicato ti,. To t' tic ef

his coin' or at the tiie he cows. iur eioro the cLi3d shall 'ow

to refuse theevil andchoose the good, ur ho knois 'eu;h to rich
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for ti warn mild. instead of putting hishand on the hot stove, before

kw he knows enough to rake simple choices of what's good. and what's

har;fu1. "Evil" today neans morally bad, but evil in KJ's day is

often used of that which is physically evil. Like we have good cows

and evil. cows. 'e have evil figs. The word evil is used of all kinds

of t!f',:, t. is the ;. 'cvC. oi;tines it means evil and scae

times r.!tty. LikcJcry1 ab spe1 s about the 'naughty figs.

Naughty today can't be applied to fins, but it reans sowetinr had,

corrupt, spoiled. eforo he irows about it, to make 'those simple

choires., the Yand you abi ore will he fnrsi1cen of both her In

other rerci$ ( ears frer no' bpbrnii is broken. YhEt's wonderful, but

that does net affect Cin. much. Put within the time when a child

reacb the rei.nt of nlir'i' si'3e chcices. etir and Aokah will be

gone. TFey God knows thc, future and Cod knows that the thing to

worry about is not "ezin anti Peah., but Rezin's wickeciioss. So he

goes on andssays, The lord will bring on you and or. your people and

on your father's house, days that have not come from the day that

Tipbraim departed from Juda, ever the' king of -Assyria. That is the

disruption of the kigdot', the worst tbin that ever happenez when

the kingdom was broken and two thirds left AAAIAAJO allegiance to

the house of David - - nothing quite so bad since that time 7as

occurred as what is going to occur, what is going to con even the

king of Assyria. And Ahaz IM said, How on earth does he know about

my plan to get the king of Assyria? Who is the spy in my counsel

that passed tbis word on to Isaiah? Well he says, and maybe

nobody will cotc it. (Question asked: inaudible)

Yes 65 years is riemtinnot as the time when Ephraim will be no

longer a people. crs te time mentioned 1i when the king

of l3phraim who was there then, and the king of Syria will be gone.
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Within five years after this happened the Assyrians attacked Damas-

cus; they destroyed Damascus and carried the people off into captivity

and they carried away the spoils of Damascus. They also attacked

Samaria. They killed Pekak; they put an end to his dynasty when they

put another man as-ing who was supposed to he subject to.the king

of Assyria, anc they took a lot of spoil. So that there's another

10 yrs. that Israel, the northern kingdom, continues as a kingdom.

After the Assyrians come and take a great many away

into captivity. But within 65 years the people as a peop&e have been

assimilated by or a1cen off into captivity.

(Question: The NASB translates v. 16 as saying that in that cer

tain. time the land which . . . . will be forsaken. And you read it

I guess out of the King James.) Yes, the land that thou ahhorrest

skall be. forsaken. (Question: Of their kings. Now which.one is right?)

They are both possible interpretations of the ileb. word. But the

fact is that within the next few years both kingdoms were gone. But
land

one line remains still nominally independent. So you could say the

land was forsaken by the king, but I think that the meaning in this

particular case of the KJV is a little closer to the situation.

(Question: How long was it between this time and the prophecy

of that Messiah did come?) 700 years. This was pro-

bably around 734 B.C. We cannot tell exactly.

We continue. "And it shall cone to pass in that day that the Lord

shall hiss for the fly that is in the uttermost part of the rivers

of Egypt, and for the bee that is in the land of As;yria." Now you

meet people occasionally who say they take everything in the Bible

literally. Does this mean that flies are going to come from Egypt

and bees are going to come from Assyria. Maybes some did, but I don't

think that is what le is talking about. You are to take the fly here
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as a ficure for the Egyptian army, and the bee as the figure fro for

the Assyrian army, and he is saying that as I look toward the future

I see Egyptian armies coming, marching across the land. I see

Assyrian armies coming marching across the land. Re does not say how

on that is going to be. Put it is a fact that the Assyrian army had

two bumper states between ther and Judah. Those bumper states are

removed and the excuse for removing their is Ahaz paying this money

to the king of Assyria.

So he cottnues: They shall come, and shall rest, all of them,

in the desolate valleys -- you see no hope in it, no comfort. It is

rebuke. They will rest in the dsolate valleys, and in the, clefts of

the rocks, and upo- all thorns, and upon all bushes. In the same day

shall the Lord shave with a razor that is hired, namely by them beyond
Assyria

the river, by the king of Assyria." Now the land of L is often

spoken of as the land between two rivers. So the land beyond the rivers

is the people beyond the Euphrates river, and he makes it specific

by the king of Assyria". The Lord will shave the head, and the hair of

the feet, and also consume the beard. In other words the house of

David is going to suffer misery as a result of Ahazt clever planning.

The Lord is going to do this with a razor that is hired. What is a

razor that is hired? It is a ficure of speech. e are not taking it

literally. But the fact that something isn't literal, does not mean

it isn't clear. Figurative language can he even clearer than literal

language. This is perfectly clear that what he means is that tre

mendous misery for the house of David. The Lord will bring by a razor

which is a natural figure to use in cutting off the beard which was'

a terrible insult to any many in those days, to cut off his beard.

It is going to be done with a razor that is hired. I think this is
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very evidently a reference to the fact that Ahaz in sending this
hiring

great sum of money over to the king of Ahaz, he is )(UflX the king

Assyria to come and deliver him from the king of Syria (Aram

properly) and the king of Israel. The razor that is hired. But God

says your plan is going to backfire on you. The razor you are hiring

to protect you is actually going to injure you Judah.

It shall come to pass in that day, that a man shall nourish a young

cow and two sheep. Well, it is nice to have a young cow and two sheep,

isn't it? But is this great hope or is it rebuke? What isit? The

verse alone won't tell you. But when you look at the next verse, "IT

shall come to pass, for the abundance of milk that they shall give he

shall eat butter; for butter and honey shall every one eat that is

left in the land." Curds is perhaps a better translation than butter.

It's a product from the milk. The meaning is that there is to be a

tremendous depopulation. Many, many people are going to be killed

in war. Many are going to be carried into captivity. So there will be

-- - the few people left will have plenty of the products of the

sheep and cows that are there. Whst about the crops they are going
speaks of

to raise? The next verse teaches that. It shall come to pass that

every place shall be, where there were a thousandi vines that were

worth a thousand talents of silver, it will be for briars and thorns.

There is going to be such a depopulation that great parts of the land

are going to be completely uncultivated. "With arrows and bows shall

men come thither because all the land shall become briars and thorns.

All this land which is now cultivated in which they are growing crops

all that will be briars and thorns. Well, the sheep and cows they can

go in there and eat. For the few people left in the land there will be

plenty to eat of what they geOrom
the sheep and cows, but there won't

8 j
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he enough to take careof planting id harvesting and that land will

all go hack into just barren land with briars and thorns. And on

all hills that shall he digged" - - I think it would he nuh better

tianslated 'that are digged with the mattock'. All the hills that now

people are so busy working with their hoes and rakes and growin" crops

on, you will noteven he able to go into there because there will be

so rany hri2rs and thors, but it will be for the sending forth of

oxen, and for the treading of lesser cattle. Lesser cattle means sheep

and goats. There will he such a depopulation in the land -- now he

doesn't say how soon this is going to come looking to the future. De

sees tremendous depopulation, tremendous misery for the land as the

result of &haz' very clever scheme. So you see the ch. as a whole is

not comfort for Ahaz. it is comfort for the really godly people, the

really spritual people that are looking for God's blessinc', that are

looking for somebody to head the house of David that is a real godly

person instead of this ungodly wan Ahaz. But for the mass of people

and particularly Ahaz it is ier despair and misery.

Iefore looking more precisely at vv. 14-16, I want to look on

B, A Glance at di. 8. In other words I want us to see how the thought

octinues in ch. 8. Ch. 8 does not continue with what happened out there

where Ahaz was conducting his defense work. 'oreover, the Lord said

unto me, Take a great roll and write in it with a man's pen con

cerning hnhershalalhashhaz. Isa. is to write something involving

Mahershalalhashhaz - hurry the booty, hasten the spoil' War, desolation,

mieery ahead. Ahaz thinks he is protecting the land, protecting his

own flesh by getting rid of Syria add of Israel. Actually he is

bringing the Assyrians right next to him, doing away with the buffer

state in between. What before was something distant that they didn't
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think of is now something that is a constant meanace. "And I took

unto ate a faithful witness to record, Priab, the priest, and Zech

ariah, the son of Jeherechiali, and I went unto the prophetess.' Where

ever used elsewhere in the OT 'prophetesss' means an intrunent for

bringing God's messages to His people. Tt means a woman who was a

prophet in every other case in the OT. Now in this case the context

makes it clear he is taking about his wife. Was she also a prophet

like he was7 This is entirely possible. On is she simply called a

prophetess because she is the wife of a prophet? In our usage today

in America when we use a term like this we are apt to use it to mean

the person themselves. e would not think or calling the wife of an

editor an editressi or the wife of the President, a presidentess or

something like that. But in Germany at least prior to the war it was

always the custom that every wife was addressed by the title of her

husband. rs. Dr. So and So. :!rs. Professor So and So. Mrs. Editor

So and So. This is a matter of custom that varies fror place to palce.

We can't necessarily say their custoi was like ours. If it was, and

it very well may be because in every other case in the OT the where

the word prophet is used in the feminine, it reans a woman who

actually gave the Word of God, like Uuldah who verified the fact that

it was actually the book that Moses had written. Like Deborah who was

the leader of the people in one time of great deliverance. There were

women who had this qullity. But whavno other evidence that Isaiah's

wife was. So we don't know. Was she his wife? Or qas she a prophet in

her own right? 1e don't know. The Lord said, Call his name Mahershalal

hashbaz for before the child shall have knowledge to cry Daddy and Moinmie

the riches of Damascus and the spoil of Samaria shall be taken away

before the king of Assyria. It is exactly the samr~ prediction as was

givn before, except the time space i shortexI. In thet ot1'r case
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before the child knows to distinguish between what's good and what's

harmful, to make simple choices, This one is, Before he can even say,

Daddy and Momniie. That is a shorter space of time, but it is a little

later event. The birth of this child ahershalalhashbaz.

"The Lord spoke also unto me again, saying, Forasmuch as this people

refuseth the waters of Shiloah, that go softly" - that was a little

stream next to Jerusalem "and rejoice in Rezin and Remaliah's son'

- - that is they feel happy because they are getting the better of

these two kings that are next to them. He says, Now therefore the Lord

brings up on them the waters of the river. This is the way they often

speak of the great rivers of Mesopotamia. "Strong and mighty, even

the king of Assyria.' Tb e waters of the river is a figuratèfe expression.

He does not mean that the Ephlirates P. several hundred miles away will

overflow its banks and come to Judah. but he means that == he uses it

as a figure of speech of the Assyrian army. The king of Assyria and

all his glroy shall come up over all its channels, and go over all its banks

lie still keeps the figure of the river.

"And he shall pass through Judah; he shall overflow and go over,

he shall reach even to the neck; and the stretching out of his wings

shall fill the breadth of thy land, C) Immanuel.' Here the land is spoken

of as Immanuel's land. He the Assyrian is going to fill the breadth

of Immanuel's land.

Associate yourselves, C) ye peoples, and ye shall be broken in

pieces; give ear, all ye of far countries: gird yourselves and ye shall

be broken in peices . . .Take counsel together and it shall core to

nought; speak the word, and it shall not stand; for Immanuel." Now it

is interesting that in the KJV they have "Immanuel" at the end of v. 8
both

and theyhave God is with us" at the end of v. 10. In Rthxcases it

says Immanuel, but Immanuel beans God is with us.
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end
'ow in the second case you can say that in the/Assyrians will not

acconplish all he rants, because G01 is with us. That ales good'

sense. It deesr't rake sense in the first pert, so the JV takes it

in the first place at the end of v. 8 as a proper name. ell, if it

volIi to taPe it as a proper nape in the first place, it is at least

possibêe to talc It as a proper naire Inv. 30. peah the wcr aid

it shall not stand. Why? &cause of Tiiiiantic1. This is Iruanuel's

land. Cod has a purpose in this land. This is the land that is

going to Tranue1. This is the land fro which God's,

is going to pass out through all the world. God has a very

special interest in this land. It is Tiinaruel's land. 'For the Lord

spoke thus unto me with a strong hand, and instructed me that I should

not walk in the way of this people, saying, Say ye not, . confederacy,

to all, them to whom this people shall say, A confederacy; neither fear

uc their fear, nor be afraid. "?!?U? sanctify the Lord Of hOsts him

self, ana let him be your ear, and let him be your dread. "ll&i

sayinghere whathew1she all the peplewould do, ut'wh'*t'h is

advising the godly certinltodo. "He will be for a iahciuari; "but

for a stone of stumbling and for a rock of offense to both the houses of

Israel . . ." And he goes on and tells of the nisery that is coving as

a result of Aha' arrangement of lookingto the ssyrlans for help

instead of look to 'God for help. So w core' to vv. 21 añ:1 22 and

read of this terrible cllirax, "And they shall pass through it, greatly

distressed and hungry; and it shall con to pass, that whcn they shall

b hungry, thai herhal1 fret tberselve's, and curse their king and

their God, and look upward . . .(v.22).

So.hs. 7 and 8 are primarily ddresscc! to tolling of the terrible

results that are going to follow Abz' clever, worldly scheme of raking
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alliance with the nodiy. When T used to deal vth this pnssagc

in the days hack in 1941 and 142, ft ws very effective hecause it

so exactly fit our nresent situation when we were makir'. conror: cause

with Stalin in order to ovorcorie Ntler. The result is today the

German people are per!aps as well off as any people In the world, but

we have the russian forces right next to u with the hvir the

atom and hydrogen bons and who knows when they are going to use them.

If we hnd sinply stood for the Lord and not thrown in our lot 4th

Stalin and. let Sta'in and itler kill each othrroff maybe we's

have e peaceful world today, instod of a worlc in which you never

know when the communist forces ir.iy break out against us. Of course

today all that seems very distant and we hope it will seem distant

for the next 40 years, but you never know. If the friends of Pussia

succeed in immobilizing our CT and our FM and ivin then absolute

freedom to do what they want in this country, it right cone in

very few ye*rs. We don't know. Put an awful lot of the trouflea we

are facing are. due to the fact that we did not stand for right

eousness in those days but we said whoever is the eneryof our enemy

must be our friend! Therefore we rave all this help to t1in, which

was certainly no help to the Russian people who are in utter misery

and slavery today and all the world is in danger from it. That's very

parallel to the situation Aba! !ace1. When in order to get deliverance

from these two- smalinations thet were next to him, he brought In these

powerful Assyrians from a distance and XØ iiade common cause with them

and eventually went up to the fact that after th Assyrians ha con

quered it and there he took the inodle of tn altar the Assyrian Vin"

wanted him to put right in the temple of Jerusalem as evidence of his

loyalty and subserviance to the !tsyrians. So that is the situation of

these two chapters.
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A. Was our Survey of Cli. 7 and B. was our glance at ch. g, W

certainly looked a little more in detail at sore parts of it that are

introductory to the statements in cli. 9.

C. Careful Examination of Is. ii 7:14-16.

Verse 14 is by far the best known verse arong Christians in
two weeks ago

the cli. As we noted/the angel speétffcaily said that this vas 1 a

prophecy of the virgin birth of Christl The angel specifically said

that. Thenodernists today try to make it that it was only Mat. who

said it, and some fundamentalists are I believe misled by that. But
writing

Mat, was right, even if it was only Matt., he was right under the

inspiration of the Holy Spirit. So we don't need to make great con

flict over -whether it was Mat, or the angel. In either case it is

the NT saying that this verse is a prediction of the birth of Christ.

It calls him Inmianuel and predicts his virgin birth.

Now there is much argument about that word almah which is trans.

a virgin" cre. In the RSV it says "a young woman," instead. Some-

body told Martin Luther that all this meant was a youngwoman it did

not mean a virgin. M. Luther said, I will give 100 cronins to any-

body who will show me any case in the UT where almab is used for a

married woiian. And they said he never had to pay his 100 cronins.

Because of course there isn't any such. The thing thnt people rise as

an argueent against it meaning a virgin, is that there is a different

word in 'Deb. which seems to he the specific *U term for the word,

h.word hethulah which literally means "the one withheld." That is

the word which is often used t?t?? specifically as a virgin. I

will say that this word alinah which is trans. in the LXX maybe 200 B.C.

as a virgin, the word certainly can mean a virgin. There is no proof

that it has been ever used in Meb. to represent anyone who is not a virgin.

The only case that is alleged, as a possibility is in Prov. where it speaks
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of the way of a man with a maid. In that case some say this is the

way ± a man with a prostitute and therefore she was not a virgin.

But there is no proof of that in that case.n3 there is no oter case

where even that can be alledged. Now it is not a common word in the OT

though it s used about 10 times inthe OT. I would say that the word

rather than being a specific word witI emphasis on her being a virgin,

is a word which means a young woman, one\of whse chaftertStiCS

or qualities is that she it, a virgin. It inever used of a married

Woman. It 1 a youz.g Oman who is not married and it -,would seer to

be a good young women. A woulan\who is a virgiri,

Now our English word maid, I think, used to have that weaning in

some wirtings in the days of Q. Elizaeth. It ppeaks of someone whose

-= who married a young woman and found that she was no maid; she was
other

not a maid. In X*I1 words the word maid did not-mean a virgin, but

as used then it was a woman one of whose qualities was that she was

a virgin. We don't have any word exactly like that today and perhars

they did back in those days. But in the Greek (LXX) trans. a couple

hundred yrs, before the time of Christ, it is trans. parthenos which

is the regular word for a virgin in the Greek. This - The intreduction

duction to the RSV has one member of the committee who was not i

Christian, who was a professor in a Jewish colle'e. In the articir' by
.

him in the introduction to it he puts great emphasis on the LXX and

he says the LXX is dependable in most cases. He says except where it

has been altered in order to fit with Christian teachings. Of course

that is entirely theoreticai It is a fact that all copies of the

LXX that have been preserved have been preserved in Christian hands.

While it was made by Jews and used h Jews for many decades before

the time of Christ, within the next few centuries when creek ceased

to be a very common language they ceased altogether to use the LXX.
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All the copies we have of the LXX were made by Christians. Put there

is absolutely no proof that the translation of this as virgin was

a change. ?O can't prove it was in the ori':inal hut we can -say nost

likely that it was. Ias ta1kin to a young o"an who was takin a

course at one of our women's colleges which was founded by true

Christian people who required that all the students take courses in

Able. Put thou they all had to take !le the course were all taught

by unbelievers today. They would be better off without a course in
they

Pible than with that sort of course. She said in the class, IN#

the idea of the virgin is not in the Hebrew, it is copied from the LXX.

'ell you see there is just enough truth to that to make it effective.

ecause you cannot prove this word means virginx in the Pebrew, but

it is never used of one who wasn't a virgin. but the LXX translates

it virgin, and Matthew quoted the LXX and he uses it in certain

tense (?) to explain why the mother of Jesus could he a virgin.and

have a child, and it satisfied Joseph (?).

(Question: i'.re there materials other than those in the T that

would shed further light on the two words? Almab and bethulah?)

No. "\1l the ancient heb. we have is in the PT. Ve have a very little bit

on inscriptions that have been found. iut altogether it would not rake

more than a few pages. 1l our aniient !ohrew is Hhlical. )f course

in the "fiddle Ages there was some ehrew written but it was not a living

language it was written by scholars. !ut all our Leb. is the PT

except these few inscriptions that have been found by archaeologiests.

o that as far as the word is concerned it is a word that certainly

suggests virginity and it was thought by the LXX translators that it

necessarily involved it to such an extent that they translated it a

virgin. ell, it says the virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and
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his name she will call God with us. Now of course that isn't the Name

Jesus was specifically called, but it was the name which we often apply
8:8

to Him. He is our God with us. The name as you notice is used in IXIR

referring to the land. This is Immanuel's land. So this is a prediction

to Ahaz that the house of David -- you'll notice it isn't addressed to

Ahaz. Verse 13 it says is addressed to the house of David. The house

f David will not always have to put up with such leadership as it has

now with an ungodly man like Ahazi God is going to provide a new leader

ship for the house of David who will be God with us, Immanuel.

Now the next verse: butter and honey shall he eat when he knows

to refuse the evil and choose the good. And many a commentator says

this is royal food, while others say this represents the pastoral life

of our Lord, His early life, etc. All such statements are written be

cause they don't want us to look to the end of the ch. What is the

meaning of this butter and honey or curds and honey? Just look further

on in the ch. and you'l find that that at v. 22:' And it shall come to pass

for the abundance of milk that they shall given he shall eat butter;

for butter and honey shall every, one eat that is loft in the land. It is

not a roy1 food; it is not representing the pastoral life of our Lord.

It is a reference to the coming depopulation. You have that already in

v. 16, as you see from the use of the word also used in an explicit

sense later on in the ch. Verse 16 says "For before the child shall

i*w to refuse the evil and choose the good, --- before he can make

these simple choices both of these kings will be gone. And that's what

h appened within the next few rears. The king of Syria was gone and

Syria was incorporated Anto the Assyrian realm. The king of Israel

was gone and another king was put into his place who was supposed to

be subject to Assyria and who a few years later rebelled against

Assyria and the Assyrians come with great force and destroyed
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Samaria in 721 and took his people captive. o this ras literally

fulfilled within that length oftime.

There are some who try to get around the difficulty by sayin that

it refers to two sons: there is a son horn at that time who is Immanuel
Christ, and there is

and there is/the son that is born before that time ?/ before he

reaches this age both these kings will be gone and also there's is

a reference to a son born later. This idea of tryin: to get two

different meanings in a term which is singular is in my opinion very

very dangers unless there is evidence that it represents a succession

of some sort. When a specific prediction is given, I would say it

should refer to one individual. So to my mind the only solution is

that v. 14 refers to one child, and in vv. l 15 and 16 he refers to

the immediate situation. Most commentaries that go into it take

the view thatl believe is right that the child referred to is Immanuel

simply used as a measure of time. That is to say, he doesn't say when

Immanuel is coming. For all Ahaz knows Immanuel might be born right

now. If he was before he reached this age these things would happen.

That 1 think is the most satisfactory interpretation. But the other

suggestion made is that it is Shear-jashub, and that he talks about

Immanuel and then he says that before the child, and he points to his

boy Shear-jashub who in that case would have to be he an infant in

arms and not a stripling of 1. years certainly. I think that is not

an impossible interpretaion, but I think the other is the much more

likely. I think I must stop because most ofyou are due in another class,

but if you have any questions as to making clear what I said, please raise

them at the beginning of the next hour. If you have any ratters, alternative

suggestions, etc., I wish you'd write a note and leave it in the office.
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Next week I'm going to give just a brief quiz, just for 1( or

15 rninutes at the beginnin of the boar next. week, and it will cover sone

of the tatters we have discussed in class in these four sessions in-

cluding today.

are still on o. 3 Isa. 7, and we've noted in Is. 7 how

the background of it requires rcco'nition of other parts of the criptures

of the situation where Ahaz where Ahaz had a very clever scheme o bring

ing in the distant Assyrian to resque hin by doing away with the renace

he has fror the two smaller nations to the north of hir. Tsniah had been

sent to rebuke 'az for his wic,edness, for l.ookin to human help, the

help of the ungodly rather then God's help, and to assure Ahaz that God

is not going to put up forever with this sort of leadership of the house

of iavid. We noticed bow that at the end of ch. 7, the last part of the

cii. tolls wh$t the results are 'oin to be ˆX% when the ssyrians core.

Verse 20 spoke of them as a razor that is hirod. The king of ssyria

who is going to do great injury to Judab. In v. 22 and it shall corte to

pass for the abundance of rnilW that they shall be shall eat butter,

everyone left in the land; for butter and honey shall everyone eat that

is left in the land,'-and it goes right on to describe what is r'eant by

that. There will he a great depopulation; thousands of people will he

taken off into captivity. any others will be killed. There will not

be enought (people) left to keep the land from revertinc to thorns and

thistles and weeds but there will I-c abundant land for cattle -and sheep.

o they will have plenty of the products of the anir:als for the con

paratively s'all number of people left in the land, but there much

of the land ill go into ruin because there is noone to take care of

it. So he says, For the ahundance of this situation that everyone who is

left in the land will eat curds and honey, or butter and honey. It is
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certainly not exactly our butter today, nor is it oleomargerinel It
by

is some product of the cow which would be taken care if/the best

method they had available at that tire..

Then we larced very quickly at ch. 8 and we noticed that in

ch. 8 we have again a prediction of the coin of the king of'Assyria

and this time we are told that depopulation and difficulty wilicomo be-

fore Isaiah's second son is able to say Abbi " Tn other words

in ch. 7 we had the length of time until a child can make just simple

choices. Now we have the length of time till they can make very very

simple words. So we have a little later time, we have an interval !iven

for that brief period of time before the end of the menace fror. Syria

and from F.phraim, but which means that the Assyrians will be right next

to them and the Assyrian army will often (?) go right through the land

wrecking Israel and making great devastation to Judah. That was a quick

summary we made in ch. 8. At that point, and then I wanted to return to

look in detail at vv. 14,15,16 of ch. 7. The greater part of what I need

to say has already been touched on, but I want to put it together in

good form so I wonder if Hr. and r. P could pass those out.

The number you can make on this ditto machine is limited but I think

there are enough.

On this sheet I have connrents regarding Is. 7:14-16. It would

take n unnecessary amount 'f time for me to dictate these and for you

to write them down. So I thought I would type them ot this way and

give you these copies.

1. Verse 14 is a definite prediction of the virgin birth o Christ.

I think that is extremely important to recognize. Under that (a) The

NT clearly settles this question by quoting v. 14 as a prediction of

1-1s birth, and specifically of the fact that !le would be virgin-born.

We looked at that at the very beginning of our course. That should settle
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--for the-C is-tian- (b}- The Hebew word-almah-is never-useti of

married woman. t has a very strong implication that this wovan will
-

be a virin. it_isncbt_prci echpicij_tern fo gin but is

a ter-fo-r young ion- of whet-i1- would to- b-c--nnTde-rs-tood that one

of her qualities is that she is a virgiz. So the LXX ?OO yrs. before

Christ was not In error y tra ating it by-the_specific__Creek word

for- virgin-, jart1ienes- That word--4-s---tote in- the- NT Cc The verse -

Is not i póiiiseof conifoit t AhÜ Ttis a rebuke to this unworthy

head of the house of David an an assurance to thc odly that Cod will

-prey-ide One -wert by -te--earry---cu-t -the -pioi-i-ses- g vew t av-i-tL -(d-)---Verse 14- --

has noHiect reference to anything that occurred tn the tine o Isaiah.

There is no evidence_of any vi gin birth in the tine of Isaia__there is

no-evidence of any -ether--b+rth right at this tine that could be considered

toThe afui1Iiretts. oine hav tried to male out hat points

to Ahaz' son, 1!ezekiah, who sçedoj,and who was agod]y ruler and

- one-whe---was---on- very fr e-IT-terms---w-ith-I-saiah. 1ut it--i-s--easy to-show-

from the chronology that at this tin ezekiah was afready in his teens

and therefore would not fit the situation at all. You could not peal of

Mn s one- he ili he born -ihen he -was -already- inMs teens. oi ef

course there were many nany children born in the land at tiaf tune, but

there is no reason to connect any one of then with this prophecy. Tt

is a prediction of the birth oc"Chrlst. - --- - -

1. uddiñ isitTós are itot at all infrequeit ithe prEótTc

books. Now that is one thing that as one studies the propetic books for

the- firnt t4ie st-rik-es -i s -very- s-tr-ange-r tite of suet eE

transitlónsthitàccuy. One reason whywe can have a enrii Itloii

in way we would not understand or expect, is that this was rateria1

-on-gina-fly spken---rstheT- than writtert. It- was- then--ri-tten -down.
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even though there will be very little available then of things people

lave to work to produce. So it can he rendered either way. The transla

tion 'when he shall know is equally possible am! fits with v.16

while the other hardly fits with v.16.

(c) The period of time before a child ill reach the age of saUng

simple choices is given here as the interval within which both kinds would

disappear from the scene of history. 'cimple choises". and by the way

when we say "to knww good and evil', in Inglish today evil" usually

means something that is wrong, morally wrong. Put in the English of 300

yrs, ago 'evil" was broader than that. Just like our word 'good` now.

You can say this is a good man and mean he is a man who is morally good,

or you can say, he is a good cross-country runner, lie is a good hase

ball player. I!e did a good job of pulling the wool over thiâr eyes! in

selling little things for more th-an-they are worth! in other words "good"
-r
-- can mean successful, or effective just as well as it can mean Tnorallygoo&

Ye have tended in recent years to restrict "evil' to the r'oral aspect,

but "evil" in )1d )ng1ish covers that which is physically harmfull just

as well as that which is morally harmful. That would seem to he the main

thing in mind here of the child being able to know good and evil, that

it mean able to make simple choices; able to reach for something that is

helpful to him instead of something that is injurious to him. I got a

bottle of pills the other day and on the top it said, Keep out of the

reach of children. Those pills are good, they are useful. But we know

enough to take then, one at a time. You put them where a child can get hold

of them, and he may swallow the whole bottle and die! The child does not

know enough to wake simple decisions till he reaches a certain age. Ye

r
4robably reaches a pretty good age before he know thnt particular one. I

think this refers to simpler decisions than that. ut this period of time

is given as the interval within which both kings would disappear from the

scene of history.
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and take over away from Ahaz? Or does this happen later on in God's

euonomy? Jesus Christ told the disciples many times that we are not to

know when the Lord is coming back. The Father has kept that in His own

power. Christ, as far as we know, might come today or tomorrow and take

his owii to Himself. He wants us to be ready at all times in case He comes

now to take us to Himself and to prepare for His taking over control of

the entire world. He wantsus to always be ready, but we are not to

know when it will happen.

There are many signs that make many people think it may come

very soon. And it might. But we are just as wrong when we say it must

come soon as we are if we say it can't come soon. He might come today.

He might come tomorrow. He might not come for many many years. e don't

know. But He wants us always to be ready. Cocceius one of the great

theologicans of the 17th cent., wrote a book which on the basis of

Biblical prophecy he showed that the events of the 30 yrs. war in which

Gkrmany, Sweden and France and those other countries that were involved

was fulfillédg the predictions made in Revelation and Daniel, and the

coming of the Lord must be within the next few years! Cocceius

is dead and most people have forgotten all about his predictions. As far

as the Scripttre goes he could have beenzuright. christ could have come

then. We don't know when he's coming, but we should always be ready. That

was the way the Lord wanted us to be toward Jesus' first coming. He warned

Ahaz, Gad is going to send his own Immanuel, and He gave comfort to the

godly. God is going to sent His own immanuel. They could not know whether

lie was going to be born right soon, or whether it would be quite a

distance in the future. So since no statement is given as to when linmanuel

will be born, people at the time could not know whether his birth would

come immediately or whether it might be more than 00 yrs. later. Think-
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ing of t s if it rit occur irdiateiy it could be taken as a measure

of ti-, to indicate the outworkin' of Phaz' ungodly alliance, by show

in how soon the two kings whor he feared so greatly would disappear

from the scene.

(g) A less likely but not impossible suggestion has bean ad-

vaced, that the prohet, after making the prediction in v.14, pointed to

his own tiny infant and said that before this infant would reach the age

of raking simple choices both ki.ns would dtsap7er. if that is the

case. 14 tells of the coring of Iminanuel, and thenhe says 'butter and

honey shall he'eat and points to hie little boy. Shall he eat and be

fore he knows -- or shall he eat when he reaches the tine when he knows

to choose the evil and choose the good, for before the child shill know

to refuse the cvi. I and choose the rood, the land thou ahhorest shall he

forsaken of both her kines. This is not an iipossible interpretation.

Personally I think the other is the better. But I believe that it is

very important in Biblical study that we see what is defintely in the

Scripture and stand on it, and that we see where there are various

possibilities and do not make differences among Christians over natter

where the Scripture is not clear. Here the Scripture is very clear, I

think, that there is a transition and that the age of the c'tild is used

as a measure of time, and that these two kings were to disappear and the

result of course was that they were right next to the forces of the

Assyrians kings, so the danger was tremendously increased. Yes?

(Question: vv. l and 16 do not refer to isaiah's

child . . . . ?) It will be Immanuel's ? ? That's

what I meant to say under (f) Immagining Tm*anuoi to he born no' before

he would reach that age, this would he the situation in that case. No:

that might be another possibility - - if the child. Rut it sees to

there is some definite child in mind. I think it is Immanuel that's
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imagined, but it could be that the child - - - after all the ch. begins

with God orderin, him to take the child dth him. Did he just take him

so that these people who knew the childs name would see that Isaiah was

predicting destruction and also the fact that Cod's mercy would continue

after the destruction and a zemeaz renant would return? Or as there

some additional reason to have hir there and to point to at this tire?

We can't be dogmatic. Yes?

(Questèon:If butter and honey was to be the

the Tews (?) during the exile why would a child born at that time

eat butter and honey?) By the time he reaches this age there will be

a great depopulation in the land. Now of course you may

that this was not carried out to the full until after the exile

of Judah, but the exile of Israel took place within these next few years.

What he's bringing out here is that te king of .ssyria is going to come

and sweep over the land of Israel and also over the land of Judah. So

that even tho .Judah was not conquered, that is its principal cities were

not, the Assyrian armies came through at various times and did tremendous

damage. In the reign of !ezekiah there as a period when for three

years people of Jerusalem could hardly go out from the city of Jerusalem

because of roving Assyrian hands, and they expected to he attacked. and

annihilated as they tried in Is. 3 and 37. So he is looking to the

results éf this coin right next to Assyria. Now how truch of this is

for right away and how much is for further off, we are not told. But

enough of it "??8t is going to happen faiy soon that this can be

said about it.

So much for the paper which relive! you of writing down all that

stuff. Now you can start writing again. We will. go on to III.

III Is. 8 - 9:7. At 97,8 there is an Iivportant break. I don't

know why the Archbishop when he put the ch. divisions into his La tin ijble
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in the 13th century, did not make a break after ch. 9:7. It ray be he

had already made one before he did, and he was probably in a hurry on

horseback to get to one of his pastoral calls and he had to put it in

bud here and then so soon he just went on! iut that

was -- would have been a far better ch. division than the place whore he

made it! The ch. divisions should never interfere.with out understanding

of the Scripture) because they were put in by tbisARchhishop in the 13th

Cent. in his Latin Bible. Some people say he put most of them in on horse

back and whenever the road was rough and thehorse tripped or soirothing.

he put it in the wrong place. That is: rather imaginary. Ye don't know

exactly.how the circumstances were. But the noted English expositor,

G. CAmpbell Worgan once said in my hearing that in 9 cases out of 10

the ch. divisions are in the wrong place! I believe that it quite ex

aggerated. I believe that in 3 cases out of 4 they are well placed if

you are going to have ch. divisions. But there are many places where

they are not. And it is aiwasy good when you age going to study any ch.

in Scripture to look at what precedes and at what follows, and see if

you are missing an important connection.

We will look at this section from 8 to 9:7 and we will only

we won't have time to go into it in as much detail as wel would like,

but we will notice first

A. Isaiah's second Son. We mentioned him already last time. Maher-

shalhashbaz. 1 undirthat we shall call His Name. His name means hurry

the booty, hasten the spoil. We would think it was an inversion of order

-- The first son says, There is going to be a remnant coming hack. The

second son says,There is going to he great trouble and despoiliation.

Now the despoiliation comes before they can possibly core back. The first

son gave hope to the godly. You see how conditions were getting worse in

the land? You see bow God cannot hold back His judgment forever.
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But you cm know it is not the end. A remnant will return.

(Quóstion about meaning of the name). The name: Hasten the

booty, hurry the spoil. There's no "the". Hasten booty; hurry spoil.

It shows-misery-ahead as result of the coming of the Assyrian and

Babylonisna. Of course the child brought a note of hope. After this

misery there's going to be's remnant returning, but it also includes

in it thóimp11cation that there is going to be something they have
second

to return from. So that the first child implies the calamity; the/UUEI

one definitely asserts the calamity. So. No. 1 - His Name.

14Ô,:2. The New Indication of time. We're heard that a few

minutes ago. This hi1d is evidently younger than the measure of time

we have just previously been been looking at. Because he * before

he can make just the simplest sounds a child can learn to make, the

riches offlamascus and the spoils of Samaria will be taken away before

the kingof Assyria.

b. 3. The Results of Ahez Plan --- are what are stressed in

*:great part..of this chapter. We ran over this ch hastily last time.

We-won't take much time on it now as far as this particular v. is

con-cerned.Verse 7 -* 6 and 7 bring that out very clearly. "Porasmuch as

this people refuses the waters of Shiloah aid that goes softly and

rejoice over Jezin and Remiliah's son "-- these people are not listening

fol'.. 't*fl small voice of God. They are not looking to Him for help.

But the' are usinp their human schemes to get the advantage over these

kings of'these neighboring countries. Instead of looking to God for

help. And he puts the divine help under the figure of waters that were

in the 5trean of hi1oah. In contrast to that then, the Lord will bring on

them thewaters of the great rivers i.e. the rivers of Mesopotania, used

as a figure of course because there was no f&ood thart reached all the way
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from Mesopotamia to there. It is a figurative expression for the coming

of the great hordes of the Assyrian army. He says specfically "even

the king of Assyria and all us glesy, he shall come up over all his

channels and go over all his banks and he shall pass through Judab,

and he shall overflow and go over, he shall readh even unto the neck

and the stretching forth, of his wings shall fill the breadth of thy

kind, 0 Immanuel." Then he continues however, with assurance that God

nevertheless will be with His people.

Small a was the coming of the Assyrian power; small

b is Yet God will intervent. God is going to allow the Assyrian

/
force to bring great damage toHis chosen people, but He is not going

to allow them to destroy them. He will not even allow them to take Jeru

salem for another 150 years. So he says in vv.9-l0, "Associate your-

/ selves, 0 e people and you will be broken in pieces. Give you, all

ye of far countries. Gird yourselves nd you shall be broken in pieces.

Take counsel together and it shall come to nought, speak the won and

it shall not stand, for Immanuel." For God will intervene. Here we have

twice that word Immanuel. In the KJV, the firs the it is transliterated.

The second time it is translated, for God is with us.

B. Innnanuel's Land. He says this is Inmianuel's land. He does

not simply give you a declaration to that effect, lie is assuming it.

But the fact he assumes it is very clear. You cannot take this land,

you wicked people! Because Immanuel.. Because this is Immanuel's land.

This isn't Ahaz' land. This isn't the land that these unworthy descen

dants of David have really the control over. This land belongs to

Immanuel and no one can take it until and unless Immanuel chooses to

let them take it for a time. But Ut will take it back again in His own

time. So it is Immanuel's land. That connects the two chapters as you see

rather closely together.
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C.The (!nly security is to be Found in Cod and in Pis Plan.

That is one of the big points of this chapter 8. "These clever scten'es




- like dtaz scb-eeo-f-pittiug off one- powe-r-a--ginst anetLer an think- -

think-ing we're going to work out these human plans and through it all -e're

going to succeed. he says, It won't ia1<e any difference. Cod is going

to punish you, !nit Cod will not allow omp1ete viet-o-ry to the- enemy

/
-

unless and until e decics it is necessary as part of Wis plan. So for

- the immediate future, you have terribê tires riaht near. The norther__

kin-gdoiir taken hy the ssyrians, rade a pup. kin-gdni't for 3-f) ye-irs,

and then conquered and most of its people taken off into exile. The

armies of the Assyrians coming through the southern region, taking

nary- people captive--. Others having to hi-tie in th-ecities-.----You hve-- -

difficult times, but Cod will not allow at this time them to take

Jerusalem. It wilIbe another 151! _years before Ue allows that to bappen.

The only se-cttrity is not in huinn pl-ns an-ti sehetes, -not i tt-i-n-g -

off one wicked force against another as Ahaz as trying to do, but in

God and i!is plan.

1. Immanuel - the nane lmTnanuel used- as indicatii th-e continuing

presence of God. God is with us. This is Jimnanuel's land. These re are

TmmaneJ's people, God's.--plan will be carried out. All very well for

the world to make their alliances and their scheme-s and -pl-o-ts-,- }rnt

for those who are Cod's people they can find safely/only in Cod and

there their bunan schem sare ap to backfire as this plan of

Ahaz is sure to backfire. - - - -"

2. Isaiah and His Followers as a Sign We fin(! this idea ex
-

pressed starting in v.16. Find up the testimony and the law aion

iisctples --and i Trill wait- upon the Lord irho hithwc fli face from- the--

house of Jacob, and I v,-All look For ehold I and the children wison




-V
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God bath given me are for signs and for wonders in Israel from the

Lord of hosts who dwells in Mt. Zion." So he says, Isa. had a group

of people following him, believing he is a true prophet. Those people

are standing for the Lord. Isaiah's physical sons are given names that

have a meaning to carry the idea to the people. There is terrible

misery ahead because of the wickedness of the land, but God is not

through with His people. A remnant shall return. So in the midst of

a wicked world, Isaiah, his children and his followers, stand as a

sign and beacon light to the world of God's presencaØ, representing
Immanuel

the unseen command (?). The same is true in our day that those

who follow Iramanuel today, we are a beacon light in a wicked world.

God wants us to hold that light high, and to reach as many as possible

tocome to know Christ. He wants us to do all the good we can along

the way, but He wants us to remember that we never will establish a

perfect society on this earth. Only God can do that. And lie will do

that in His own time. The purpose of the church is not to establish

justice on earth. As long as there are wicked people upon earth, there

will not be justice. But it is to be for signs to attract

attention to the truth, to spread the knowledge of salvation and show

people how they can be saved out of the wicked world just as was

true of Isaiah and his people then.

3. This ch. then has a very definite warning against the occult.

In v.18 be spoke of the fact that he and the children whom the Lord had

given him are for signs and for wonders to bring God's truth to their

attention. Now, he says, vl9, "Behold when they shall say to you,

seek unto them that have familiar spirits and unto wizzards that

mutter. Should not a people seek unto their God. Should they seek for

the living to the dead? To the law and to the testimony; if they speak

not according to this word, it is because there is no light in them."
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It is a warning against apostasy.

4. We must test everything by Cod's Word (as is brought out $

so clearly in v. 20.

D. Trouble Ahead for Both Parts of Israel. You notice in v.14:

"He shall be for a sanctuary, that is He will he protection and defence

for the godly, but He will be a stone of stumbling and rock of

offence to both the house of Israel for a gin and for a snare for the in

abitkns of Jerusalem. The northern kingdom is to be overrun by the

Assyrians very soon. The southern kingdom will be overrun by them,

but not conquered by them now. They will he sent into captivity later

on. Trouble ahead for both houses of Israel. So we find trouble that

is coming stressed after v. 20. Verses 21 and 22 show the terrible

troubles coming humanly speaking as the result of Ahaz' scheme that

backfired. "They shall pass through it hardly bestead and hungry and

it shall come to pass when they shall be hungry, they shall fret them

selves-and curse their king to the*r god, and look upward and look to

the earth. No matter where they look they behold trouble and sorrow.

Theaz Dimness and anguish and they shall be driven into darkness.

The trouble ahead for both houses of Israel. Isaiah is not merely

interested in Judah, and in Jerusalem. He is interested in the whoêe

of the land of Israel, though the north is the province in view ('F)

than the rest. But he is thinking of both of them. That is brought out

very clearly in the next verse. The first verse of ch. 9, the way the

archbishop divides it this is one of the places about manbe one in

twenty where the Jews in the Hebrew Bible put in the ch. division a

little different from what the archbishop did. Here this next verse

is v. 23 in the Heb. Bible. In our English Bibles, we call it v 1.

"Nevertheless the dimness shall not be such as was in her vexation

when at the first he lightly afflicted the land of Zebulun and the land
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of Napthali, and after he more greviously afflicted her by the way of

the sea beyond Jordan in Galilee of the nations.' In other words here

is the great trouble that is coin.. It is coming first to the north

ern kingdom. These are parts of the northern kingdom. Those areas

mentioned "ero are the north eastern parts of the northern kingdom.

They are the parts the Assyrian armies enter first. Thcre i where the

trouile in actual physical form of attach from outside come first. It

is in these regions of ebulun, apthali, up y the Sea o Galilee

beyond Jordan in Galilee of the nations. That is the region were -

wilere they first come into the land.

E. The Promised Deliverance ihrough Christ. Yes. Mr. Howell.

(Question: . . . why you say that vv.21-22 refer to both

houses of Israel?) Verse 14 specifically mentions both houses of

Israel. Verse 1 of cn. 9 mentions places that were in the northern

kingdom, That's a good question. Whenever there is anything I don't

make clear, please ask. I want everyone to have it in mind. The fact

we have both houses specifically ientioned in v. 14. Then in 9:1 he

mentions these places that were not in the kingdom of Judah but were

in the northern kingdom. So he is looking at the whole land, not Oust

at the kingdom of Judah. Ue is seeing the misery that is going to come

to the whole land, even though his interest centers much pore in the

southern part than in the north. Yes?

Question: I don't know whether you want to comment on this, but

I iave a question. Behold I and the children which thou hast given

) Yes, Idid cokment on that. I did refer to I didn't refer

to these, but I pointed out te coparrison of Christ and is followers

in our age, to Isaiah and his followers in that age. That is --- the

in Hebrews it is specifically quoted. Not only that verse, but the

verse right.before it. I pointed out the reason for the quotation.
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I did not mention - -it. Out time is short, and I did not

(?) But those of you who are particularly familiar with that

will find that of interest there.

Verse 2(ch.9) in the Heb. Bible is v. 1. "The people who walked

in darkness have seen a great light; they that dwell in the land of

the shadow of death, upcn them hath the light shined.' Now in Isaiah's

time you might say, What is this looking to? When are the people who

walked in darkness going to see a great light? Does this look beyond

the exile? Does this show a return from exile? Isaiah often does that.

Often Isaiah talks about going into exile and then he looks beyond

and sees the return from exile. Does it lookat our present difficulties

and then look way ahead into the millennium? That Isaiah often does.

But in this case it is quite clear that 15. looked at the present

difficulty in the section of the land first entered by the Assyrian

army, and then he said this section is the section where light is going

to come first. Iiyon these people the liçht shined. The Jeiwsh peonle

whodid not think it looked forward to Christ, they movedthe ch, so

that they make a new start here. But it goes right straight along here

no ch. divisions in the early versions. 1 think those who moved the ch.

divisions here did it purposely, because Matthew quotes the7Øtwo

verses, and when Mat, describes how Jesus began to nreach he then floes

on to day that this preaching Jesus began up there in Galilee, this

preachings is afulfiliment of a prophecy that the land of Zebulun and

the land of Napthali, the way-of the sea beyond Jordan. Galillee of

kations, the people who walked in darkness have seen a oreat light! It

is looking forward to the preaching of Christ. Here aoain you have a

suggestion. This is going to come, light is going to first come to this

region where the darkness first began to hold forth eeemz because of

the coming of the Assyrian arm'. !ere'! where t! light is oinr to
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begin. flere's where Tesu 'is oiig to be;in ii preac]irt prcadin

the liht of His gospel. Well, you say, fib looks forward to the

long distant future, ay beyond return from exile. !'e doesn't look

ci.er over to the very end of the age. Put in between he stops with

t he first con'ng of Christ. oir how do we know that's whet e is

doing? We knot it because atthew says it was. e kno4 it because

he points to the very place where Jesus began jT p reaching, and

we know it because he goes right on in the n..t verses tC SPY IT- V.6,

"For unto us a child is herr., unto us a son i's give, and tJe

govern-rentshall be on his s!'oulder, aud Ms neec slis]1. he called, Vonderful,

Counsellor, The Mighty, Cod, the rverlasting ther, th Prince of

Peace. n under F. The Prorised Peii,rerace though GFrist, we hsve

1. The Light begins where the Darkness began. There we corpare

Mat. 4:1S-l. There 'atthew says, Jesus went into this region and

began His preaching there that it right be fulfilled that was spoken

by Isa. the prophet saying, The Ta, of !ebiun ancY the land of

Naphtali. . .(quoting verse) . . . light is sprinup.' Verses in

Matthew that Christian people retd over anti over but usually do not

get the full import of it because they do not have thecontextof is.

in mind, that this is where the Assyrian amy carp. This vas where
1lan of the

this wicked fl this unworthy head of the house of David resulted

in the entrance of t!is terrihiy isery of tLt' attack of the Assyrian

army and right in that place light is going to co're as Tmaime1 begins

His preaching in that area. Mat. Toes right or and ±ves te ervion on

the Mount and the beginning of the Lwght that cane through Jesus Christ.

2. Lasting Peace Car Core Only Through Cod's 'lan. Te succecling

verses here tell about the coring of lasting peace. First peace in the
g

heart, then external peace. They both can core only through Cod's plan

"For thou hast broken the yoke of his burden, the staf of his shoulder,
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the rod of his oppressor . for every battle of the warrior is

with confuse noise and garments rolled in blood. But all these

things will h for burin and for fuel of fire." God is going to

ring ornp1ete peace to this world. First He will bring peace to the

hearts of those who believe in Ills Son, through the first coning of

Christ. Second, Pe will bring universal peace theough the second

coming of Christ.

3. This Plan Involves a Mvine Child, g:6,7

te'1l hare to continue there next time, after we've had a 10 or 15

minute quiz on material covered t!"s far. Just a brief quiz. I don't

want to take iituch time - we've got a lot of ground to get over.
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(Instructions reardin' the iS minute quiz) Civin two sets

of questions. If you have an odd number (the seat) you have one

set of questions; if i is even you ave anctherset. If it is

odd numbered you have two questions:

1. Name five important features of Isaiah 8. imply name them.

The even numbers have only one question. Their question is As

fully as time permits discuss Is.7:16. (Question: Use Bibles?)

Yes, no notes of course. The second question for the odds is:

2. Discuss one or more of these as far as time permits. Use

your ovrt judgment which of them you want to discuss. (Question:

Ca odds have Bibles too?) Oh, yes. Hebrew, English, any kind,

any version. 1 will give you two minutes notice before you finish.

+ + + + +. 4 +

I believe it has become quite apparent from our stud), thus

far, that in studying a section of the Scripture such as these

parts of the prohetic books, it is necessary to get a general

ideal of the subject before you can interpret each verse individ

ually. There are some verses that are absolutely clear; no

question of what they mean. There are others that have to be

interpreted in relation to context. Most verses have some relatfton

to context, and consequently it was necessary for us to get the

general historical 4 situation in mind first. That is in the back

ground of much of it. There are many things we come across that

are very difficult to understand without the background of Ahaz'

conspiracy, plan, or-scheme to get the Assyrians to come and

rescue him;instead of looking to God for help he is 1ookin to the

ungodly Assyrian king. As Isaiah points out, this means that actually
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he does harm to his nation, great harm, rather than good. Only

in trusting God could his nation find deliverance. That is the

great backgroudd matter of it all. Of course the prophet looks

to the future and to us many of his insights into the future

are much wore interesting and much more important. But this is

the background that we have to have in mind to understand it.

Then we have seen that in each ch., you have to look at the

ch. as a whole before you can understand sone of the verses.

Some of the verses are immediately clear. For others, you have

to see the ch. as a whole. For that reason, I went tlirough ch.7

fairly rapidly noticing its relation. Than I looked at ch. 8

because you see some things in ch. 7 aremuch easier to understand

if you have at least a preview of ch. 8. Then I went back to ch.

7:14-16 which are the most difficult verses in the ch. iwi1arly

we took up as No.IT - Isa.8:l-9:7--- I see on the tape I misspoke

myself and said III. Of course this was IV

IV Is.8:l-9:7. (Of that section 1 gave you 5 main heads --

A,R,C,D,J, but ti related only to ch. 9 so I trust you did not

give that as an answer to the question that related only to ch.8.

You would give the four, I trust, main heads I gave and onöof

the subheads which 7 might seem to you particularly important.

But under these heads we looked at ch.8 rather hurridly, noticing

the main features. Now I believe it is necessayy, or possible,

IXUIflU mnow having done that, to go through it a bit more care

fully now. We won't be able to take time with the time we have in

this course to look at every detail of it. But there are some very

important matters in ch.8 which we need to view as a whole before

we can look at (it) properly. So I will look again now at these
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sections of ch.8.

A. Isaiah's Second Son. I don't know if there is more to

say about that now than we did, lie is told to have a second son

whose name will be "Hasten the booty, hurry the spoil." This is

not a sign of God's mercy; this is a sign of coming judgment.

The first sign he gave was a sign both of coming judgment and of

God's mercy. lie gave the view of the mercy first, but the fact

a remnant will return implies there is going to be an exile;

implies there's misery first. I won't spend more time of A. ut

B. This is Immanuel's Land. linmanuel is a very real character
predicted

here in our whole account. His birth is ?4t$$ in ch. 7. li

is however spoken of as if this is already His land, lie is a vital

factor in the present situation even though he is not yet born!

Of course the people didn't know. For all they knew He tight have

been born in some obscure place and be revealed to Israel years

later. They didn't know when !e would be born, lie might be born

off in the desert some where. Only the immediate friends would know

he was born. But oven then everybody could know that if he was

born then, by the time he reached the age to make simple choices

of what's good and what's harmful, the two kings would be gone,

both of them killed, Pekah and Rezin. They would see that happen

within that length of time.

Suggestion has been made that this was Maher-shalal-hash-baz,

Isaiah's second son in this verse. I think it is quite clear that
this

e bsn't because he couad not he spoken of as his land. The term

Immanuel is a term of God's blessing. Maher-s1alal-hashhaz means

misery ahead. He was merely an ordinary human being. But this was

One of whom it can he said, This is His land! And of course Jesus
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resent at the creation of ti" world. Jesus Christ

n'e.re at various times in the OT. Jesus Christ was a vital

factor in the universe even tFoi'ch fv ws not yet incarnPtec ir

human flesh. This is Tmmanuel's land, so nothing can happen to

it except as Immanuel chooses to permit it. ;efore this second

child, iaher-shalal-hash-baz was a certain age, the riches of

T)arascu and t!1c spoil of piaria will be taken away before the

kint- of Ayrin. The kingdq Damascus was capitol *f %as completely

sujugate. Tc kingdom Saiiaris was capitol of was forced to give

very hdavy tribute, much of its spoil was taten away. A puppet

king was put in over it for the next tea years. You have a question?
land

(uostion: Isho refarrin to any ama au iuspecific or
land

just man in general??) He is referring totbe land in which

At that tiie it certainly was the land of Israel,

the khole land of laraci - narth.rn.and southern kingdoms. Ue is

referring to that as Iamanu.l's land. Nothing can happen to that

except as God permits. Of course nothing can happen anywhere in

the world except as Go1 permits, but God has taken a very special

interest in the puce where ttC is' to ftLwelf. P. as

Inn.&rul's land. It was mentioned twice -- at the end of v.8 and

at the end of v.10. One not knowing Peb. or not having a Bible

with a footnote mentio*èng it would not realize it. This v. 10

ends with the words, 0 Irnianuol or God is with us. You can't

represent it in English. Ybu have to put it one way or the other.

We really need a note.

C. The only security is to be found in God and in flis pla.Under

this I gave you four heads. Any one of them night be iportant

enough to have made a main head. 4ny one of them would 1e entirely
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satisfactory as one of the five principal feature I ask for. The

first of these 1/ or C ?

l.t. Evidence that the only security is to be found in God and

in His plan is the same as our Capital B. Inimanuel the sign of

God's presence. It is only as they recognize God that true

security can be found.

2. Isaiah and his followers have a sign. That is the impression

you get from this passage as you read it in the light of context

-- that Is. and his followers or his sons are signs. Certainly
as

Isaiah's sons are as signs. They are given specific names/in the

case of a sigr. Isaiah in the days of darkness ahead as the people

turn away from God, Isaiah and his followers whom the Lord can

truly call His children, they are also a part of the keeping alive

of the They are for signs and for wonders in Israel. Yet

as we read this passage in the light of the NT, we he.in to wonder

whether this really is speaking of 1s3. and his children, or his

followers, or whether it is speaking about sorething else. 'e

find when we look at v.13: Sanctify the Lord of hosts, let Him

he your fear, and let him he your dread. Verse 14 says, lie shall

be for a sanctuary but for a stone of stumbling and a rock of offence

to both the houses of Israel." Certainly God was that. But it is

told in the IXK* NT how Jesus Christ is that sone of stumbling.

He is that rock of offence! So there is here a reference to Clod,

and Jesus Christ is God. Jesus Christ is a stone of stumbling and

a rock of offence. Very definitely we are told in the NT. When you

get to vv.16-17, the question comes up, Is it here speaking of the

prophet or is he here looking forward as he did in the case of

this child who was to be born. Is he here looking forward to the
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coming he coming to earth of this God wiio will ha a stone of
rock

stumbling and MUM of offence. He says, I will wait upon the Lord

that hides His face from the house of Jacob, I will, look for Him.

This phrase, I will look for Him, can be translated, I will put my

trust in Him. What does it mean to wait upon the Lord? We read

in Is,40 that they that wait upon the Lord shall renew their

strength. It means to put your trust In Him. It rnears to look to

hiin'with confidence. Now we look in confidence to the Lord, we

trust in Him. The one who says that goes on in v.18 to say, Behold

I and the children whom the Lord has given me are foi.signs and

wonders in Israel from the Lord of hosts."

We find in Ueb.2 that both of these statements are quoted.

Verse 12 quotes from the 22nd Psalm -"I will declare thy name

unto ny brethren, in the riidstof the church will .1 sing praises

untothee. Heb'. 213, the next verse says,And again I will put my

trust in Him which seems to be a quotation of v.17- "1 will. wait

upon the Lord, I will look for Him." The LXX uses this very word

that the NT. uses-- I will put my trust. Then it says in Hebrews

"And again, Behold land the èhildn whom Godhas given me. And Is.8:

v.18 says"Behold I and the children whom,the Lord has given me."

The question comes up, Are these 3 verses here 'like Is.7:14,

a specific prediction of the Lord JesusChrist and: what He will say?
foreshadowed

Are they that? And, it is ff *Htt*I by the situation of Isaiah.

That is to say today we have the Lord Jesus Christ active in the

world. We have those whom God haspérinitted to' believe on Him as

Saviour, who can truly be spoken of as His children. We are a

sign in the world of rebuke to sin ilL in the world, a sign that

people should turn to Christ, a sign of our trust that He is going
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to change the condition of this world and do away with sin in it. A

sign of the continuing presence of Gods power through Christ in

$ wicked world. Is this a specific prediction as some commen

tators very topiially (?) properly ('I) take it of the Lord Jesus

Crist, and Isaiah a prefiguration of it? Or is this a dàscription

of 15a. in his situation there which presents a type of what the

Lord Jesus Christ and His followers will be now. You can take it

either way, and I don't see how we can be dogmatic as between then.

The fctis that it, is true f both things. Now that is not ,a double

interpretation. ne thing I am very wary ot is double interpretation!

It is taking something that specifically means one thing ad relating

it to something entirely different4 It is definitely not: that. These

things are very clse1y related, and either on of theni is chat is

spoken of and prefigured by the other. Or the other is what is spoken

of and it is also a type of something thatwi]1 later COiue. I hope

I have made that distinction clear.

(Question Did you say:vv.i6,17,:18as referring to v. 11,4?????)

Verse 14hereshowed the situation of God in relatiOn to the people.

But in the NT it is quoted that Jesus Christ is the stone

I would, say that it is definitely referring., to the

immediate situation, but the reference wehavé Christso clearly as

Immanuel. The NT says he is that stone at which they stumbled. That

is Jesus Christ is the second person of the trinity. He is the stone

of stumbling one meaning, but a meaning

that applies at various That is v.14. I simply referred

to v.14 hero to show that Christ is very definitely in the situation.

But v.l and 17 are they Isaiah speaking, or are they Isaiah picturing

Immanuol as speakingj as Jesus 'Cist?
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(Question: indistinct) I don't know that we can tell which

of the two it is because both are definitely involved. It is

either definitely a prediction of what Christ will say which is

symbolized by Isaiah in advance, or it is a picture of what

Isaiah can say which is a type of what Christ will do (ata

future time?).

So we have Immanuel very very strongly in this ch. Very very

much in the background 0 It and in the foreground. If that is

clear, no. 2 here. We go on to

3. The Ch. has a strong warning against the occult. That is

in vv.19-20. "When they shah say to you, Seek to them that have

familiar spirits, and unto wisards that peep and mutter. Should

not a people seek unto their God." Now the K'JV goes on and says

"for the living to the dead." What does that mean? I think we

ahoild imply the "should" as in the first three Should

a people seek for the living to the dead? Should you try to

get a message from someone who has passedon? No, look to the living

God. Don't look to the dead for light for the living. It is an

attack against spiritism. It is an attack against the occult. It

is an attack against looking for the truth from some mysterious

source other than God Himself. It is very brief, but very deffinite

and clear on that point.

When my mother's sister -- my aunt, was with us in Los Angeles

and was very ill, her sister in law who was living in Ifelmuth, Mont.

went to a spiritist meeting and asked went to her to see if she

could get any information. She immediately pointed to the part of

her body in which my hunt had a malignat cancer and she pointed to

that part of her own body and said, Oh,Oh, and gave the sign that this

person would come to see her was looking for information about
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was looking for information about someone who was in that situation.

How she could possibly know that by human means, about the sister

in-law who was in Los Angeles, I cannot imagine. There may be some

sort of telepathy of some sort that may have enabled her to get

information about someone 1500 miles away. There may be. But I

don't believe there was any human means. Idon't believe anybody

told her that this woman was going to inquire about the relative

who was dying of cancer in ? Washington?. I don't think there

was. But she went on. I also think it is entirely possible it

was an evil spirit representing the dead, pretending to represent

the spirits of the dead convey this information. But she went on,

she said, But I don't see any dead; I don't see any dead! Well,

two months later my aunt died. So that as far as predicting the

future is concerned there was no prediction of the future involved

whatever, but there was a realization involved of a present

situation. Now an evil spirit could not predict the future, but

an evil spirit could tell what is present somewhere else in

the world. Whether it was an evil spirit, whether it was some

kind of telepathy I don't know. But it is forbidden here in this

verse -"seeking for the living to the dead.' Looking to spirits

and the occult and to methods of astrology and any of tlicse things.

He goes right on to say, To the law and to the testimony. God's

word is our only source of truth. If they speak not according to

this word it is because there is no light in them.

I was in the bookstore of Union Theological Seminary about 40

years ago and I noticed a book by Prof. Kauffman, professor of

philosophy at Princeton University - A Critique of Philosophy and

Religion.. I purchased it. I found it most fascinating the way he
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handles philosophy, but what he does with religion - - he shows

utter ignorance. I!e says what do you mean by God. Yousay there is

a God. What do you mean by god. You can't find God therefore.

Therefore there is none. It seered to be utter purile (?) on

religion. The took was fascinating in many of its discussions

particularly on philoshophy. So when I saw a hook on the

religion of a heretic by the same author later on, I purchased

it. In this book he gives a very fine picture of the kind f

qualities that a person ought to develop in himself. Very use

ful, but what reasons does he give? to try to develop these won

derful characteristics? From his viewpoint th..e is no reason.

Pc enjoys trying to develop good qualities, yes. Iut if there is

no God what is the objective? If somebody If enjoys living in

sinful pleasures then that is all there is to life for hi,. Why

should he try to develop the kind of characteristics that professor

Xauffamann describes? There is no reason if there is not a God,

who has given meaning to this universe and who has given us Tis

Word. To the law and to the testimony, he says. If they walk not

according to this word, it is because there is no light in them.

So much then for the wirning against the occult.

4. We must test everything by the Word of God, v.20. t is

closely related to the occult but much braoder, extending much

further. Oh, how ready we are to believe something because our

parents have said it, or because we have heard it said, or be-

cause it is the general attitude among the people with whom we
thing

have been associated. To me a most amazing MI is how much of the
consciousness

Scripture hardly enters into the conscience of the average Christian.
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A few matters of what he has heard from others is what he goes by.

And if he goes to a sound Christian church most of these are

good matters. I'm happy for that, but I believe God wants us to

study His Word as a whole, to go to the law and to the testimony

for His answer to all the matters of life. I think this is extremely

importnat.

I gave E. last time -- Trouble Ahead for Both Parts of Israel.

I don't think we need spend more time on that because this is very

clear in v.14 where he speaks of he'll be a rock of offence to

both the houses of Israel. In v.2lff., espec. 9:1 he mentions

specific places which are in the NW part of the Northern kingdom.

He shows that he has all of Israel in r.ind, not tust the kingdom.

of Judahi Trouble Ahead for both parts of Israel.

Capital 3 C?) I rnenU" last ti-ire, The Promised .-Deliverance

Through Christ. Under that I mentioned No. 1

1. The Light Begins Where the Darkness Began. These verses we

read in the NT -- the land of Zebulun, the land of Naphtali, the

way of the sea byyond Jordan, Galilee of the nations, the people

that walk in darkness have seen a great light. iut I don't think

many Christians realize why these particular places are named in

Isaiah. They are the places where the Assyrian army first comes in.

They are the places where the darkness comes, where the warrior

comes with confused noise and tXJ(Øˆ# garments rolled in blood.

At that very place where the darkness began, there Jesus began flis

preaching ministry. There the light began. The prophets looked

forward into the future and he soinethin quite a distance off and

something else much further off and in between these two. lie sees

these different things in the future, but he doesn't necessarily
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tells us the order in which these things will occur. lie may not

even know the order himself, as Peter said the prophets tried

to find out what time or what manner of time the Spirit of

Christ which was in them did signify when lie testified of the

sufferings of Christ and the glory that should follow. But

he looks in the future and he sees this section here in NW

Israel.where the Assyrian army first came in with the garments

rolèed in blood, with the confused noise of the lories (?),

where darkness first came up, fight in that section Christ

begins His freaching bringing the light to that area. So No.

1. Light Begins where the darkness ends.

Then a second matter that is made very clear in these verses:

2. Lasting Peace Can Come only through God's Plan. We'll

speak more of that lasting peace later so I won't more than

mention it at this moment.

3. This Plan Involves a Divine Child. That is very clear in

ch. 7 where it was first predicted; very clear in ch.8 from the

mention of Imaianuel, but here it is stressed 1 in 9:6, "For unto

us a child is born, unto us a Son is given, and the government

shall be upon his shoulder and His name shall be called

these various characteristics are mentioned wkich we'll look

at a little later.

F. A Further Look at the hransition from Darkness to Light.

It's a little hard to know just how much time to spend on this.

(Question: On v.14, you said it predicts hard times (in-

distinct ? ? 7 Are these verses referring to the Messiah and

His coming?) Verses 17 and 18 are definitely, but v.14 is

referring to the immediate situation and the hard times that
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coming. God is going to he a stone of stumbling and rock of offence;

we know in the NT that Jesus is the rock of offence, he is the rock

that followed in the wilderness. He is the rock here that is the

stone of stumbling then. He was God long before lie became man also.

( Question: So you are saying this is referring to the present

situation, but is a type of Christ? Or does it refer to Christ?)

I say that v.14 refers to Christ, the Second Person of the Trinity,

it refers to God, specifically to Christ. Verse 15 i simply the

immediate situation. "Many shall stumble, and fall and be broken

and he snared, and be taken." That is true of these who oppose
work

the Word of God at any time, but very especially (indistinct???)

Then v.17 and 18, I don't know whether they are describing U

Isaiah and are a type of Christ, or whether they are describing

Christ and are symbolized by Isaiah. They fit both.

Let's return now to F. The Transition from Darkness to Light.
invasion

In v. 21 there is darkness as a result of the Assyrian ?$?9??.

There is misery in v.21. In v.2 of the next ch. there is light

and joy. Where is the transition? There have been interpreters

who read v.21 this iax way: "And they shall pass through it,

greatly distressed and hungry; and it shall come to pass, that when

they shall be hungry, they shall fret themselves, and curse their

king and their God, and then they'll look upward." You see the verse

ends: 'they will look upward.' Whoever put the verse division in

I think must have had that in mind. Tht this verse is misery end

ing with joy -- then they'll lookupward. Most interpreters thik

that that is a wrong interpretation. They think that the two verses

should not have been separated. That is, they will look upward and
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look to the earth, and whatever direction they look they find only

trouble and anguish. Now you can't be dogmatic between them. Is

the transition in v.21 -- misery and then they look upward? Or

is it that there is misery and they loo;, upward? Or is U it

that there is misery and they upward and they look to the earth

and wherever they look / they find no hope so long as they turn

away from God, they are not looking to Him. Wherever else they

look upward or downward is misery. I think most interpreters take

it this way. I don't think whoever put the verse division in did

or he certainly would not have separated their looking up from

their looking down. So I think the transition was misunderstood

by the ones who put in the verse division. But "they shall lohk

to the earth, and behold, trouble and darkness, dimness of anguish;

and then" if you have the KJV, they shall be is in italics i.e.

they shall be driven to darkness. The words are "driven to dark

ness" and some take it, 'they look to the earth and behold trouble

and darkness, dimness of anguish, but the darkness will be driven

away." So they get the transition at the end of this verse. There

is misery, but the darkness is driven away. Now you cannot be

dogmatic between them.

(Question: You mean they will be driven away into

darkness?) Yes, then misery. You can take it

that way - w- they will be driven into darkness; or you can

take it the darkness is driven away. There is no way to decide.

What we know is that in v.21 you have misery. In v. 2 you have

joy. Do you look at the misery and look at the joy, look at the
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misery and look at the joy, or do you keep looking the misery

and then look at the joy? You cannot say'. You cannot be dogmatic

between them. Now, of course when you make a translation youhave

to pick one or the other! That's the sad thing about it. You

have to pick one. And theye are many points at which you are

absolutely sure your translation is exactly what it says, but

there are other cases where different interpretations are possible.

Here we have 3 or 4 verses in arow where different translations

are possible, but it does not affect the meaning of the passage

as a whole which you take. So it really does not make any difference.

I think it is important to bring that out. That there are cases

where it is tremendously important which translation you take;

there are other points where it does not affect the meaning of

the passage. And here you have a definite transition, but exactly

where it comes, you could put it any one of several places.

I see that clock moving faster than I expected. So I'm afraid

we'll have to defer this subject till next time.
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Isaiah 9

Last time under IV we were discussing P - The Transi-

tion from Darkness to Light. We noted that you cannot tell exactly

where the transition is. Tt is absolutely definite that there is a

transition. e 1ave utter darkness; a.fok' verses later you have

absolute light, and you have a continuous passage. But there are

several verses in %rhiCh there is a certain ambiguity. TFt is* nothing

strange about FTebrew. Every language has aitbiguities. In every

language sentences may have various possibilities o interpretation.

To my wird one of the most important in Scripture studies is to

determine what is definite and clear in Scripture and stand on it,

and not to fuss and argue about matters Scripture-does, not mate

clear. I think there is nothing Satan is more happy to do that to

got Christians to fighting over things scripture does not in*ke clear.

That does not mean we shculd not study the things that are not

clear. Where it is not clear to us on first reading it *ay become

clear on second reading. Where it is not clear as we study it one
something

time we may when we have the problem in mind find UUI*U else in

Scripture that clarifies it, and gives us the answer that we would

never have know if 'e did not have the problem in mind. I believe it

is very important that we try to keep that attitude of standing n

the thin that are definite and not dividing over things that are not

clear and definite in Scripture.

e are not exactly sure where this transition occi ., 1;tit we are

absolutely sure It does occur.

G. The Promised Son of David. That is the subject of the rest of

this section that runs from 8:1-9:7 where the ch. division really should

have come. The promised child has been a vital matter at various points
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all through this part of Isaiah. It is not at al1inccurate that o

should call it the rook of Immnnue] because Intmanuel is introduced

in ch.7. Une VOTSC 15 unquestionably shout Immanuel. Two verses that

I believe are also about Him - there might be differences of opinion

on those two but there can be none on v. 14. Then in ch. 8 we have

two verses that are definitely about !m.mnnuel. Then w' havc a group

of passages 0:1 about three verses on - - that may point recifirly

to Immanuel, at least it foreshadows if not point to tin.

Ch. , the first part entirely leals with liuranuel, the promised

Son of David. The great purpose of ch. 7 1* not to brIn confort to

.&haz, but to rebuke Ahaz for his worldly peace, for hl.s worldly effort

to play off the ,reat powers against each other and make his nation

safe instead of trusting nod. And he points to the fact that God is

going to provide a worthy son of David in the place of this un

worthy son. Ho does not tell gust when Tmwanuel would be born. c

were not told tht in ch.7 or in c!'. or in ch. 9. fle never reveals

when Inanuc would core, but he reveals very definitely that be 'Ill

come. So we have the pro;üsod Son of flavid that covers these clis. And

I did waat to look briefly at a ilatter which I'll plnce first through

it refers to a verse further on in the chapter.

1. *cO tures. T'rn not sure we could deduce these t'io natures

frot tiis verse alone. 4ut since t!e two natures of Cbrtst are clearly

taught in the ;T, we are, T L:eve, entirely justified in finding then

in the boinrin of v.6. For unto us a child is born; unto us a on

is given." It can be sugcsted that this is just 'Tei-. parallelism,

saying the same thins in two different ways. ut 'hon. you look closely

at it you find there is a real difference between the two statements.
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I"is work cf I riiiin 1it (V.2) e 1redy looked at that nd "e

noticec ho that passage is qucted in "at.4:l,l6 wher¬ it says that

ticse thir.gs ere done t1atit r'ict he fuilled. Jesus an

prcachin at certain 7 place in order to fulfill tile rTefliCtiOn

that Isaiah c.av about the ceririg of lift




. Thit the co'iin of light

through the ;reachin of C'rist w'ld hegi'i in the rerv sa'e place

where the terrible dar1ness ega :ith the ush of thc ssyrir. army

which entered from te E rart cf rii stine.

To we have these words In v. i , 'the I nn of Zehulur aml tile

land of Taphtali, 2nd . . . the ay of the ze" heyoiid Jordir, in

Galilee of the nations." This is cetd In 'thtthe.

The arc lhep very reasonal-'iy put his ch. dlvtslon iher he did

here though I think it culd lave 1-eer vvch hetter to pnt it after

v.7. Certainly v.1 is titly connected with 'at precedes, but more

ti'tly uitc to wht frll.es. ",ion the ch. di.visins ere taken

frow t1- Latin ih1c arc' placed in the print coie of the b.
Who

Hble, the Jews/did it 'oved the ch. divisions heal a verso, because

if you do not see Christ ber' it is loica1 to think that you finish

one sihject tith t-e coin of the ssyr1ans anr' you trt a new one

with the coming of light. $'c they started a verse later, which is

quite logical from their viewpoint. ut the fact rerais tliit tile

lcica1 division is after v.7, tt the transiti.n is cradually

here and that there is close correction !etweer v. I and v. 2,

the eact meaniuF of which %oulcl not !e very clerr to any reader unless

God gave bi'- a very spcci1 revelation, until Jesus to preach

right in that area, rd fulfill that specific quottior. Thnt these

people liiiin in that area where tc drkress h,-c' he:ur wleTc ti-to

Assyrian army had first come in, that upon them at Ills first coming, the
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light of the narvellous preaching of Christ. Now that we have already

looked at as the heinning of great prophetic work and Jesus is

prophet, priest and king.

As Christians we tend to think particularly of His priestly work.

Certainly as iTebrews shows e was our great high priest who made the

sacrifice and He Himself was the sacrifice which He offered. !,'is

priestly work is what makes our salvation possible. It is tremendously

important, his priestly work described in Is.53 and prefigured in

all the sacrifices of the (Yr. But this particular passage here does not

speak of his priestly work. His prophet work is a ministry that evangeli

cal Christians tend to neglect. I don't know about the modernists to

day but 30 yrs. ago there were many modernists who spent a great deal

of time discussing the teachings of Jesus, and they brought out many

great truths from them and many ideas that I don't think were in them

at all. But the thing I was disturbed about at that time was that so

many Christians tend to neglect feeling anything of the depth of the

riches of the prophetic teaching of Christ. I don't mean by the pro

phetic teaching what's going to happen in the future necessarily. That

is a part of it. but His teaching about the meaning of life and the way

we should live it, etc. The Gospels represent a great and important part

of His work, his work as an interpreter and an explainer to us of what

life means. That is the phase that is stressed here in v.2.

But His kingly work is also stressed in this section. 1 mention

that then as No. 2 - - Tis Kingly ork. This is particularly stressed

in v.7. In v.7 we have the statement "of theincrease of his government

and peace no end." The kJV has in italics there shall he', and as you

know in the UJV italics means an insertion in order to make it easier

to understand. The fleb, has no verb. 'There is no end!' to the end of

the increase of His government and peace uponthe throne of David and upon
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His kingdom to further it and to establish it with judgment and with

justice from henceforth even forever.' What does that mean? ˆ- 'from

henceforth?" Does that mean from the time He t returns to this earth

to set up an absolute visible control over the earth? Does it mean

from the time when lie began to give light through His preaching and

reach individuals and they reached out and touched other individuals

and they carried the message of salvation through Christ? Does it mean

from the time when Isa. spoke?

Certainly Jesus has ruled the world from the very beginning. John

tells us that by Him all things were created. He was the instant

of the creation of the world. He had been active from the very begin

ning.in the physical control and He has been governing all along. But

His government has become clearer in the hearts of His people since

the events described in v.2 - since He began to spread light in

people's hearts; We believe the time will come when His government

will be physical 7$)4 visible as all men will at least outwardly give

allegiance and obedience to Him and whatever He commands. His great

kingdly work is here stressed. That leads us to

3. His Divine Titles. "For unto us a child is born, unto us a

Son is given and the government shall be upon His shoulder.' The govern

ment of the universe is on his shoulder. The government of all the

nations will be on His shoulder. But His government now over His people

He leaves the responsibility with each of us to place more ofit upon

His shoulder, lie wants to bear us upon His shoulders. He says, Come

untonie.. . and take my yoke upon you. He tries to take our govern

ment upon His shoulder, but He leaves us in this age with the necessity

of voluntarily transferring more and more of the control of our lives

to Him, so that the term "of the increase' is a very real term in
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the life of the Christian. Are we increasingly turning over the

government of our lives to Him?

(Question: Is the government there His personal rule over our

lives?) It covers all of it. Pis government over the universe, it
may

is hard to say how far that has increased because that is complete.

His government over people in a visible way will certainly tremendously

increase (indistinct ? ? ) But His governmett over the hearts of

His people this verse particularly applies, because it says "of

the increase." And the true Christian is one who is conttantly coming

more and more under the government of Christ in the voluntary (?) aspect

of his life. It is sad how much worry and anxiety there is among

Christians. For logically there is no reason for worry and anxiety

because the government of our lives should be upon His shoulder. It

actually is, lie controls everything that happens to us, but when some

thing which with the best effort we have to prevent it, yet something

bad happens we can know it is part of His will. The government is

upon his shoulder and it is for our good, or He would not permit it.

As Paul says, we can rejoice in adversities, as long as it is not

adversity brought in as a result of our own foolishness. We can re

joice in adversity because He has a purpose in it for us. Yet we are

better off with it than we would be without it. There is in every

true Christian an increase of his government seen. In the universe

His government is constant.

That word "peace' is a word which in the 1-feb. means much more than

our English word peace. Sometimes it is translated "wellbeing" which

sounds rather weak to us, and yet 'we11being" if you think about it is

a little nearer the meaning of it than peace. It includes the cessation

of war but it is much more than that. Peace with God, peace our hearts,
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We use the word 'peace' in different contexts to express much more

than the word peace alone seems to mean to us. Peace here certainly

does not mean lying down and letting evil crush you. That certainly

is not what NIX peace means at all. It certainly was Christ's

to oppose evil in every possible way. But the 1eh. greeting is

shalom peace. And that does not just mean, I hope you're not engaged

in a war! It means, May things go well with you; may your life be

on the best possible plane. It means wellbeing. (Indistinct / /

? ? ? ? ) But it's much more than just the idea of

cessation of war.

These terms are very interesting. His Name. His Name shall be

called. The word name as we noted in connection with Immanuel, name

does not simply mean a fl.label. His Name is a label. A name is

* way that you identify someone but in Heb. "name" is used with much

deeper meaning than that. It is used to signify something in one's

character. It is used to indicate what one really is. So Jesus was

not called Immanuel. That was not the handle by which people would

call Him or refer to Him, but Immanuel indicated His character. He

was God with us, not merely in the sense of indicating that God was

with us but actually He was God who was with us. So Tinmanuel describes

His character. Jesus . . . ? ..describes one particular aspect of

His work, ills work of salvation. That aspect which was most conspicuous

to us in the purpose of His earthly life was to give His life on the

cross for the sins of all who would believe on i-Tim, His Name. Jesus

means the Lord saves. Immanuel describes another aspect of His character,

a very important one. Here we have another which describes

His character.

His name shall be called Wonderful Counsellor. Now in the KJV there
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is a comma between Wonderful and Counsellor. In wany more recent

versions there is not a conunan between them. 'The reason for that is

that we have the term the Mighty Cod which is one unit composed of

two words; the T'verlasting Father is a unit of two words; the Prince

of :eace is a unit of two words. Therefore it seems to some to be

more reasonable to take 'ionderful and Counsellor together i.e. a

WoaderTKl of a counsellor, or therefore a Wonderful Counsellor.

Actually in the Hebrew arrangement it would be just as sensible to

call Rim a Counselling Wonder as a Wonderful Counsellor. When lie

appeared inone place in the OT and they asked what His name was, He

asked, Why do you ask what my name is? The KJV translates it seeing

it is wonderful." The word used there is exactly the same as the word

used here. His Narc is Wonderful. He is indeed wonderful beyond any

human being, in a dft different area altogether. He is not

just a wonderful counsellor, One who can.give us good advice; He is

wonderful in every sense of the word. So I incline to follow the K1V

appraoch here of taking this as two different names rather than as

only one, though one cannot be dogmatic. He is indeed wonderful and

we have this other evidence that it was far beyond simply being a

wonderful counsellor. As for the other suggestion I just made i.e. a
is one who is

counselling wonder might be perhaps better because He/wonderful far

beyond can reach or even imagine; Heis so wonderful

and yet is willing to condescend to us, to give us His counsel in

His great taachings in the gospel, to give us His counsel tody in

His Holy Spirit, through the study of His :ord. He is a wonderful

one who is alsoready to counsel His people.

The next phrase, the Mighty God, is literally a God of a Mighty One.

The word here translated mighty is often.translated "hero".
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It is a strong'. and powerful man; one who is able to accomplish great

things. (Indistinct ) Most translators

render this the Mighty God." That's a.tremendous thing to say about

this One who is going to be born and whom he predicts that His name

will be Migh.ty God.

(Question: Is there any possibility of translating that "Wonder

ful counsellor of the mighty God'?) A wonder of a counsellor of the

mighty God. It is not impossible. I don'tthink anybody has ? ?

(Comment: That was ,a Jewish argument that I heard.) The Jewish

version Qf th 01 which was published c 70 years ago now (1917) in

Philadelphia, it just transliterates,' it says: His name is called

Pele-joez-el-gbbor-Abi-ad-sar-shalom. Then it has a footnote that

says this means. "The mighty God the Everlatting Father, the Prince

of Peace is counselling wonderful thing."((What it actually says

is: "That is, Wonderful in counsel is God. the Mighty, the Everlasting

Father, the Ruler of peace."))

Now it would be possible to take it that way. Ithink that would

be a much more reasonab.e way to take it than the way some suggest.

It's possible to take it that way, but most interpreters think it

extremely unlikely that suc a name so long such a

long series of names as that. It is much more nature that it be

(an exceptional series of statements (? ? ?)

(Question: Could this possibly be "a god of the mighty one?")

? indistinct ? is looking forward to Hiscoming.

I would not bade any proof on this, but I would say this fits with

it, very well. A God of a Mighty One. No, there is no ZZEEtf "the'

before Mighty One. It is a Mighty God, or a God of a Mighty One.
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That is possible. It is not the common term for god; that is

elohim. not impossible, but ? ?

You cannot prove all the NT teachings from Isaiah but you find

wonderful intimations looking forward. And this is certainly

evidence that God gave Isaiah a glimpse of the fact of the deity

of Christ. But I would not say this is an absolute proof of

(Question: Could we insert the word "be" - Wonderful,

Counsellor, Mighty God, etc., etc. so as Messianic force?)

It is possible. The verb "to be" as we use it in English can mean

to make a change: it was light and it was dark. There is a change.

Ot "to be" can mean it is light i.e. a condition. Now this latter

is usually not expressed in Hebrew. It has to be inserted; it has

to be understood. You say, The morning is beautiful. In Hebrew you'd

say, Beautiful the morning. You understand the insertion. Now it is

not impossible, (indistinct ) but it is unlikely. Un

likely but not impossible.

The Mighty God is a tremendous thing to say about this One who

will be born. If one is not convinced from the NT of the character

of Christ and His deity, it is natural to try to interpret it in some

other way. I would not say this verse proves it, but I would say it

is an amazing thing that here in Isaiah there should be this suggestion

of it very very strong. It is certainly the most natural way to take

it, but it is such an astonishing thing that it is no wonder some try

to take it some other way.

The next phrase, the Ever1sttig Father. About 40 years ago practically
ad

all the modernists took the word XX there which means long, very long

period, which we translated as 'everlasting". There is another word

which means booty. The modernists were insisting a few years ago that
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the Everlasting Father is the Father of booty! Father of spoil. But

I believe they have all given that up now. It has not commended itself.

They nearly all recognize this as the Father of Eternity, literally.

The word Father comes first. Father of eternity - - they take the

eternity as describing the Father. i'd personally like to take it

as the Creator of eternity, the One who controls all eternity, but

the word Father is not used enough with that sort of a n1eanig, to

warrant our taking it that way. Most interpreters feel that eternity
modify

or everlasting must WZThZZ8aZhy Father.

Now to call Jesus the everlasting Father immediately contradicts

the doctrine of the trinity where lie is the Son not the Father, But

here it is describing him not in his relationship to the Father,

but in his relation to his people. He is the one who is our Father

in the sense that He cares for us, watches over us (indistinct)

He gave His life to save us, and He will continue to do so as far

forward in the future as anyone could possibly go. lie is the

Father of His people way on through the future.

Then the term Prince of Peace -- it's a little strange, that

Father of Eternity is taken as Everlasting Father but the Prince of

Peace is not usually taken as the Peaceful Prince. I think it is

justifiable to say that Prince of Peace in view of the context

because in the verses shortly before we have an account of the peace

which lie is going to 4 bring. In the next verse we say that of
those things in

the increase of His peace there will be not end.' So in view of/the

context I believe we are justified in saying that this is not the

Peaceful prince af but it is the I Prince who establishes peace.

It is the Prince who brings well-being, who brings cessation of war,

and not merely that, lie brings an end to all the results of sin.
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and bring an end to the results of all of Satan's wickedness, and

establish wellbeing for all . He is truly the Prince of

Peace. And at that point I would like to go back a few verses and

4. Look at the three verses that we skipped over without

examining them c'osely, vv.3-5, because the term peace relates so

definitely to them. This whole ch. is read in S.S. and churches

everywhere at Christmastime (espec. these verses), and we are

very familiar with vv.l,2,6,7. But vv.3-5 we read but don't pay much
faitly

attention to. We sort of slip over them. It is very easy to see

what the specific details in them mean, but as to exactly what they

are pointing to, I don't think it is possible to be dogmatic. This

is one thing on which we cannot he dogmatic. What exactly is he speak

ing about in vv.3-S?

lie is speaking there of something that Christ is going to do for

His people. Does that mean XX that vv.3-5 are necessarily sonething

Chirst is going to do after lIe comes to earth? Well, in ch.8 we saw

that the land of God's people could not be conquered except as God

chose to permit them because it is Immanuel's land. He was active

before. So I don't think you can insist that a time of vv.3-5 is

necessarily after the time of v.2. 1 don't think you can do that.

There is -- I saw a note someone wrote c. 60 yrs. ago. He said in

v.3 Isaiah complained that despite the wickedness of the Northern

Kingdom, her afflictions are light, her prosperity great. That in

terpreter very evidently took v.3 as referring to the Northern King

dom which was destroyed in 721 B.C. and therefore as not referring to

something after theE coming of Christ. I believe that God is tre

mendously interested in these attitudes that all of us are to have.

He is interested in our having understanding of the future, in so far
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as it affects our attitudes. But I believe we can make a great

mistake if we think that prophecy is history written in advance so

that we can tell exactly what is going to happen in the future. I

don't believe that anybody at the time of the first coming of Christ

could have told in advance a great many of the things which became

perfectly clear when they saw them happen. And when they saw them

happen, and stiliniore when Jesus explained the Scriptures to them

and showed them how the OT was fulfilled, awxx they saw how

exactly lie fulfilled the predictions of the OT. But these predictions

sometimes jump from one subject to another rather rapidly. The pro

phet, in other words, looked at the immediate situation; he saw what

was in front of him, he saw the needs of his peopèe. lie saw the

message God wanted him to give these people, and then he saw things

along in the future that had a f relationship to these people here

and now, and he might look at one thing in the future and he might

look at another thing in the future, and he might look at a third

thing in the future, and when we try to get a precise chronological

progress in a passage we 1!M often are pushing something into it

that isn't necessarily there. I believe that we make great mistake

in doing that with the OT, and I believe there are many who make a

great mistake in trying to do that in the NT. I think it is very

important - the attitude lie wants us to have, but when we come to

dividing up among ourselves over our interpretation of details of

the future of His promises we want to be very careful we are not

reading into Scripture.

Now vv.3-5 could he taken as referring to something that is going

to happen to Christ in the distant future. Certainly vv.4-5 could

be taken that way. Verse 5: 'For every battle of the warrior is with
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confused noise, and gatnients rolled in blood; but this shall be with

burning and fuel of fire.' The 'with" in KJV is a bit confusing

there. What is means is that all the piraphenalia of war, the boots

and the garments rolled in blood, all this 1s going to b& brought

to an end. it is the same prediction that we find where it says

(Is.2:4) "they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their

spears into pruninghooks". Ts it however, a prediction, of a complete

cessation of war, or is it a prediction of a temporary relief from

war? You cannot be dogmatic on that, regarding v.5. We would like

to think v.5 looks forward to the time when our Lord will bring

the end to all a wars as lie certainly will do. But vv.3-4 look

against that. "Thou hast multiplied the nation, and not increased

the joy (the KJV says; most more recent translations say, "and have

increased the joy". If you look in a recent translation it says,

You have multiplied the nation and have increased the joy,' they will

nearly always have a marginal note saying "another reading is, you

have not increased the joy.' It is the difference of one letter in

the Hebrew. Whether It is larnedh aleph "not", or lamedh yaw "to him".

But the actual text of the Hebrew is 'not". And way t do you have to

say increased the joy to him? Why not just say increased the joy? So

there are some who say that the text is better than the margthaal

note that the that really this is with the waw, "increased

the joy to him." We have no way to be sure whether it is increased

the joy, or have not increased the joy.)It is easy to interpret it

either way: You have multiplied the nation and didn't increase their

joy, but tkixv then there comes something that makes them joyous

before you like the joy in harvest. You can take it that way. Or
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you can make the transition earlier, 'You have multiplied the nation

and you have increased the joy, they joy before thee like the joy in

harvest . . .' But vv.3,4,arid S point to a great deliverance, and

in view of the face that chs.7 and 8 have been dealing with the
Syria

terrible menace I when the M?1U and Israel were attacking Judah

and Ahaz brought in the Assyrian force in order to deliver them,

and by this clever political scheme did far more harm than good,

in view of the fact that that is the great stress there on the

terrible misery that is going to come to Israel and to .Judah through

the Assyrians, but in view of the fact that Tsaiah also preiicts

that the MZ Assyrians though they shall conquer the Northern

Kingdom and will do terrible damage to most of the people and cause

this terrible depopulation, that they will not be able-to conquer

Jerusalem. But that Jerusalem will be delivered from them by a

very great and wonderful deliverance, such a great deliverance that

it is described t!'ree times in the OT. It's described in Kings; in

Chronicles; In Isaiah. This tremendous deliverance when the Assyrians

came and conquered practically all of Judah,held it in their possess

ion, were going to take Jerusalem and it looked absolutely hopeless

and yet God caused that thousands of them (the Assyrians) should be

killed not by any human instrumentality and the king had to turn

around and go back home. This deliverance from Sennacherib is one of

the great themes of this part of Iwaiah, and these three verses fit

exactly with that. "You have beoken the yoke of his burden, and the

staff of his shoulder, the rod of his oppressor, as in the day of

Midian." The day of Midian is, of course, the time when Gideon led

the people against the Midianites who had held the Israelites in
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subjection for many years, and suddenly a little band under Gideon's

leadership followed God's-coimnandand routed the great force of the

Midianites. Now this is a reference to that. There is to be a great

deliverance like that, Of course this against Sennacherib was very

similar because the tTemendous host of Sennacherib held most of Judah

and Jerusalem was shut in for-nearly three years. People hardly

dared to leave the city because of the possibility of roving Assyrian

bands. The Assyrian king calling on them to surrender, telling them

that their situation was absolutely hopeless, and in that situation

God caused that one morning they would wake up and find thousands

of thèèr soldiers dead, and the result was Sennacherib had no choice

but to go back to his own land.

Now we have the Assyrian record that tells us that Sennacherib

that great boastful Assyrian king tells how he came and made an

attack against Judah and he says he shut up Hezekiah king of Judah

like a bird in a cagel in Jerusalem. He says that hezekiah says that

the fury of his onslaughts was ter±ifying to flezekiah, and Hèzekiah

gave him a large alnouiit of gold, a large amount of silver, and went

back to his own land. He boats of shutting him up like a bird in

a cage which sounds very very small when you compare what he says

about the other cities how he conquered their and led out their people

captive, and killed many of them, how terribly he treated them, and

all he can boast about Jerusalem is that he shut Hezekiah up in

Jerusileni like a bird in a cage. I believe all scholars recognize

that even though Sennacherib does not admit it, that his boasting

about shutting flezekiah up like a bird in a cake means that he did

not succeed in taking Jerusalem. The second largest city of Judah was

conquered by Sennacherib after a great seine. Peple were taken captive
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(was this)
from it but it was muc' inferior to Jerusalem,/the city of Lachish.

But in Sennacherib's capitol, in his palace there has been found a

great picture which says underneath: the conquest of Lachish in

Judah. It shows people behind the great walls of Lac"ish and the

Assyrian army coning (against ther) bringing their battering rains,

and attacking the city, and then it shows thefl taking it and carry

ing the people off captive. I call that Sennacherib's consolation

prize. ecanse of all the Teat cities he conquered and the tre

mendous victri.es he ld 1ere and there, he picked the secoid

largest city in Judah to put up this great picture in his palace

celehratn' !i5.s conqnests in crder to coifrt 'ir'elf t'at I--- eid

not take Terusle. (ocl lc'' the rat nr!'cr of 'is soldiersa and

left ht 'elples irni he' had to return. Tit s described in full

in Kings, Chronicles, and Isaiah 36 and 3. C'ro'i.32 tells about

it. 2 i. 1S:13-1:7. It is told at length s one of the great

deliverances that Cod ,rave. It 'as th¬ deliverance of haz' son

UezeUah fror ennacheri1 thr 'irhty I'SSVTIai-I ruler. There is a

long and full account of it in each of these places. 'o these,

particularly i'v.4-S, in the light of the whole coitet can very

possibly be a prediction that Inmanuel is oirg to deliver the land

fron this terrible Assyrian nenace that Maz opened it up to. Now

it can very possibly, I said. tc cannot dogmatically state that that

is what it is speaking about because it doesn't mention Pozekiali

and it doesntt mention Zennacherib. It doesn't nention the Assyrians.

It is not impossible that it is lool'ing forward to the complete en

of war with the return of Cirist to this earth, but it certainly is

difficult to relate to aiytbing in the life of Christ in is first

advent. It is very difficult to relate to anythin; at that tine.
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Now there have been some who have. They have said when he broke the

yoke of his burden and the staff of his shoulder, the one of these

is the ceremonial law and the other is the sacrificial system which

has a hold on people and this was U$X broken and they were freed

from it and we are free in Christ . All that is true, but I don't

think it is in these verses. I think these verses look forward either
His

to what Christ will do at $% second coming which in that case is

described here between the description of the beginning of his preach

ing and the description of His birth, or else it is looking forward

to the fact that Iminanuel is going to protect Jerusalem fez from this

great Assyrian menace which Ahaz has open up by his wicked scheme

but which he thought very clever scheme.

So those are the two possibilities of vv.4 and 5. That I called

No.4 Examination of vv.3-5.

5. All this is Due to God's Zeal. Notice the end of v.7: "The

zeal of the Lord of hosts will perform this." He is the Mighty God,

the Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace, and yet as the NT tells

us God the Father sent the Son to be the Saviour of the world. It is

the Triune God from which we receive our silvation; not one member of

the Trinity. So the passage ends with the statement, "the zeal of the

Lord of hosts will perform this." These tremendous predictions of

these first seven verses here, these are to $be brought to pass in

spite of Ahaz clever scheme, in spite of the wickedness of the situation

God is going to bring this about. I thought I'd get further today

than this but we'll continue there next time. I wish you would look
and Isaiah

at these passages in Kings and Chronicaies/tht I mentioned and have

this deliverance from Sennacherib in mind when we meet next tine..
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I want to say a couple r'ore words about No.4 and briefly mention

No.5. I asked you for today to look at the references to the account

of Sennacherib's invasion. This is a generation later than when

we began in ch. 7. In ch.7, Ahaz was king. About 30 yrs. later

his son flezekiah was king. In the time of Is.7 it was Tiglath

Pilezer of Assyrianwho came against the Northern Kingdom and against

the Kingdom of Damascus. During succeeding years he died and there

were a number of successors. The time this occurred in connection

with Hezekiah, it was a century later and Znnacherih was king. The

his father Sargon was the one who had conquered Samaria. So that at

this later time what Is. had predicted had come to passe that the

Assyrians being right next to .Judah, the bumper state Israel and

Syria having been removed was a tremendous danger to Judah.

And id you notice in those passages in the account of it

it says that Sennacherib conquered 46 walled cities of Judah. That's

a tremendous number. e ravished most of the land of Judah, but

Hezekiah was left in Jerusalen with its strong walls and Zennacherib
attention

did not immediately attack him. Instead he paid his atntøon to

the possibility of conquering Egypt, and he delayed some time in

attacking Jerusalem and contented himself with getting messengers

to appeal to the people of Jewusalem to surrender and tell the

what terrible things would happen to them if they did not.surrender.

For nearly 3 yrs. Jerusalem was about all there was left of Judah.

The people of Jerusalem could rush out into the surrounding countries

and pick up what grew of itself but they did not dare go out 1on

enough to plant and harvest because Sennacherib's roving bands were

coming into the country. They were especially at any tine a terrible
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attack irorn Sennacherib an then s we react mall three or ries

places st.cidenly Sennacherib had a qres.t catarophe ut which

thousands c his soldiers were killed. 1e icund it necessary :u VVe

up his luca of conquering erusalein and to recurn.

As f rentionei under o.4, verses 3- nay very well point

to that catastrophe, uarticularly 4 and tftat cat;tropy for

nnacierib. for thou ast Droen t yoke of his urdei and tile

staff o his s;iouldor, the rod of iis resor, as in te da.y of

lidian. I or every battle of trio rirrior is with confuso'd noise, and

psrrnents rolled in iood -- this as .s well-known fact to tfle people

of .Julah. 11outlss many refugees tiad crowded into Jerusalem. iiey

knew whet the ssyrtan tas doing d in their own land, and ic was

haz' fultt !Js fault tiat they now had no buffer states to protect

them. fut he said that this shall be for burning and for fuel of. fire.

It is possible in tiese verses that Isaiah looted forward to tnat

wonderful intervention of Cod to d-liver theu froiii 'ssyria. In tie

light of the great emphasis in these chs. on the Assyrian anger, I

incline to think that thnt is what is here spoken of. I. v;oi'ld not

he dcgiatic about it. It is possible that instead of that 1e is look

ing forward to the complete er. of war in the wcrl throu7ti christ.

That is ]so ,ossibiiity, of these verses. ie have noticed tile

perspective in these verses. n -my case it uoes not ove iorard in

direct chronoioica] way. because we have Jesw; prochini' in v.2.

Then if this is the .ssyrien w return having not1cet how Jesus will

begin to pretch in the very area whore the i\ssyrian army first entered

the land of Israel. They we return to the dJiverance fror Vile "hssyrian

in vv.4,5 and then we go on to the birth of Christ in v.6. Now if
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you take it the other y, you 'ave Jesus preaching in v.3, then you

loo1 forward to the complete end of way which has not yet cone, look

ing even beyond the present. Then you look back again to the birth of

Christ. o in either case it showec the 'roat daiger of asunin" a
chronology(?)

chronological step by step progress in the ? ? If they say

after this will come that, when there are terms like that then we have

statements on which to say there is chronological progress. But

very often the progress is logical rather than chronological. And if

this is about the Assyrians he speaks of the Assyrians conin in

and then notices how that is the very place where Jesus will begin

to preach the word; the light will begin to come. Then he shows how

the Assyrians are going to be destroyed; God will deliver fron them

and then he shows that all this is going to hpen through the won

derful birth.

Those are two possibilities of interpretation of this. Now

this is one of the great Jeliverances God wrought for Nis people. It

was so iiiportant in the eyes of the Israelites that it is told three

times in the Bible. i?yron wrote a great oeni celebrating it and

vividly describing it the way God ]elivered the people from this

great Assyrian army. ennacherib himself in his annaistells how he

conquered 46 cities and U had these great victories in tie land

and then he says, flezekiah I shut up like a bird in a cage. Then he

goes on to say that the brilliance of my great majesty overwhelmed

I!ezekiah so he sent emmnisaries to vie carryinQ a certain large amount

of gold and 800 talents of silver to my captive city of inevah.

You notice he does not make any claims to have conquered Jerusalem

or to have overthrown ezekiah but made iiezekiah subject to him.

I have here this book, Archaeology and the 01 by Jas. 1.

Pritchard. which is a selection from the two large volumes that he
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published or the ancient texts related to the OT and ancient

texts related to the OT. The title is not very accurate. Two big

volumes. They give a selection of the literature of the ancient

near east and articles in it were written by experts in the different

fields. rritchard simply asked them to go and gather the material

together into those two big volumes when the one of them on Texts

has now gone through three editions. In this book Pritchard has

made selections of two big volumes to give particulars related

to the CT. In it he gives quotes Sennacherib's words, and he also

gives pictures in here of the great volumes (?) columns(?)

that Sennacherib put up in his great palace showing his conquest

of Lachish the second most important city of It is

hard to think of any reason why he'd put up great pictures of his

conquest of Lachish if he had taken Jerusalem.

As I mentioned last time I call that Sennacherib's consolation

prize. Now .'hen it comes to the precise history of that time we

are in a position where it is difficult to know a great many of the

precise details. That's true of the history of alrost any period.

But of course in the isEt few centuries, the last 3 or 4 centuries,

we have a great deal of written material that has been preserved.

Back in those days we have the accounts in the !ihêe4,and as far

as Assyria is concerned we have a great many contrets by individuals

that have been preserved hut that does not tell us much about Israel.

We have lists of the kings with the number of years they reigned,

and we have at the time of Sennacherib these annals which you might

say are propaganda documents. Ie had his court scribes draw up these

accounts and the great events of his reign. These were circulated.

in his kingdom. But just how dependable they are as history can
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be questioned because there is no way we can check thorn at all.

We do know he was not above boasting in any way he could. I was

greatly pleased when I read his annals in the original aby1onian

at the University of Berlin and as we read them we came to this

place wherebe describes this and he said Sennacherib had sent him

800 talents of silver and a certain amount of gold, to have the

professor there point out that the amount of cold is the sare as

the Bible describes. In the Bible it says 300 talents of silver

ei while Cennacherib says 800 talents of silver. 'ell it pleased

me to hear this professor of Assyriology who as far as I know had

no particular interest in the Bible say, "h, well, it's quite

obvious Sennacherib simply lied and augmented the figure. It's the

attitude cf so many so called $f Bible students today in the

liberal schools in wherever the Bible and some statement of an

ancient writer differ to say the bible is wrong. This man knowing

Sennacherib's boastful habits and those accepted in

this particular stater'ent that Sennacherib had liedi

lie doubtless lied in another way. The. Bible says that when

he started to attack Judah that ilezekiab sent to hi these 300

talents of silver and this amount of gold and tried to make peace

with hiir, but Sennacherib was not willing to make peace without

having Jerusalem surrender to him. That hein the case ezekiah

simply shut up the gates of Jrsalem and awaited a seige. A seige

would have been a big undertaking. You see the pictures he put up
± n

in his $j palace and those conquests of Lachish - that was a big

undertaking. He said Jerusalem would he a h1er undertaking but

with the tremencous power of Sennacherib he could have done it, but

he was not in a hurry to start. It was a large undertaking. He could

doubtless have $04 succeeded in it but before the time came God
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marvellously delivered, and Sennacherib had to go hack home. Now

Sennacherib, after he went home, }Iezekiah Ninevah.

Doubtless the is correct that FTezekiah gave him this

and made this effort to and when he found

he did not succeed then he shut up the walls of Jerusalem, but

everything else in Judah was taken. Judah suffered tremendously from

the Assyrian conquest when ended with Sennacherib going back home

and Hezekiah again to establish his authotity in

Judah.




I thought I would read you this from Sennacherib's Annals, and

also read to you Byrons poem, but I am not going to take the time,

because we have quite a hit we want to get over. I'll just mention

that what I gave you here as o. S last time, I told you I want to

change to No.6 because I passed over with the end of the hour coming

on a little more suddenly than I expected, I passed over v.7 which

must be mentioned here. Call that o.5 - The Divine Child's Ever

lasting Government. We had looked at His Divine Titles, v.6.

No. in v.7 it says 'Of the increase of his government and peace

there shall be no end". Notice it does not just say His peace shall be

very great, very tremendous. It says of the increase of it tTcre shall

be no end. Our God is not a static God. There is a foolish idea that

one sometimes comes across in hooks of theology that God is absolutely

timeless, everything is now to him, there is no past and no future.

There is absolutely no Biblical basis for anything like that. God

is a dynamic God who feels sorrow for the sin of his people; feels joy

when men are converted. Jesus Christ, the Second Person of the Trinity

became man at a certain time in history. Before that time He did not

have a human body. Since that time he does have a human body. God

is dynamic, not static. This v. says, 'Of the increase of his govt.'
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there shall be no end. There is a progress. God exercised a certain

government through these kingd of Judab, through is presence 4ith

the people of Israel. We have noticed repsatedly in previous chs.

references to this divine child as being already a reality, tho

he is not yet born as a human being, He is the Second Person of the

Trinity. This is Imanue1's Land. I pointed out in ch.7, one v. that

very definitely refers to im, and to more that .nay. I think it is

very likely on a final exam I will ask some of you the question, Point
certain

out vv. in crtai chs. that refer definitely or possibly to

Innnanuel. e had in ch.7 one that is definite, two that perhaps.
In

In ch,8 we have two that are definite, tho one it/the tnglish trans

lation you would not realize that. We have also a passage of three

verses which either refer specifically to Liin or it is describing Isa.

as a type of Him. In either case I would say that these three verses

he is very possibly that. Now in ch.S we have a good many verses

referring to this divine child, ho the increase of His govt. was

present in those days, but the great part of the world wanted the

evil one. But throug4 those who like Isaiah knew the Lord, and who

looked to the sacrifices that God had ordained as representing the way

God would provide a propitiation for their sins, through then. the Lord

exercised a govt. among His people. cf course the universe God con

trols all Vie time. Ihert is nothin: that can stop his control of the

physical universe. ut in the universe of men tie has given en a large

amount of autonomy, but of the increase of Lis government and peace

became much richer after Jesus Christ came, as the knowledge of Christ

was spread through manynations, and many people accepted hi as their

Lord, and !e wants in the person of each one of us the increase of

His government to be constantly going on so that we are more and more

subject to His will, and less and less working/in accordince with our
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own selfish desires. Then, of course, we know that when lie returns

He will then establish Ills government over the world in a far(greater)

way than at any previous tie. ('Ces?) You answered my question just

as you finished your sentence. )

So that this statei;ent, f the increase of His government and

peace there shall be no end, upon the throne of David and upon his

kingdom,," Here, of course, the chronology (?) He is going to raintain

the control of the throne of David, and He will make it visible upon

His return. "Upon the throne of David and upon his kingdori, to order

it and to establish it with judgment and justice from henceforth even

for ever." i'nd. it, is a strange thing that when they divided this

into verses they left in v.7 two complete sentences. You would think

"the zeal of the Lord of hosts will perform this' would. he another

verse. Many verses are as short or shorter than that! Put it is in

cluded in this v. and we wentioned that as point S at the end of the

hour last time, and I'd like you to change it to No.6

6. All is Due to Cod's Zeal. Sometime If you'd like to akc an

interesting study o the Hebrew word taizc this word zeal which is

often translated "jealousy". The Lord's zeal, jealousy, burning de

termination to work that which is right and just. The zeal of the Lord

f hosts will perform it -all it's due, is Cod's zeal (?)

This finishes section 4 which was this wonderful presentation in

ch " 9.




V 9:R-lO:4. Ps we mentioned before after v,7 there certainly

should be a ch. division. It Isone of the places there is no question
that

there should be a ch. division. I'm going to put all of tlit and all of

the next ch. together into one chapter one divisionof ourlecture.

There should not be a ch. division where it is at the beginning of ch.1O.
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That as a very poor ch. division. Now these ch. divisions as you

know were made by an English Archhi.chop. At least they are generally
divisions

attributed to him. In the 13th cent. he made ch. flflU in his Latin

Bible. They say he did it as he rode horseback. We don't know. But

he made the divisions. Some are excellent, some are very poor. Three

centuries later when they first published the first Hebrew Bible in

printed form, the man who did it, the Jew who prepared a printed copy

of the Hebrew Eible, took the Latin Bible and transferred its ch.

divisions into the Ileb. Bible. He transferred them exactly as they
19

were in about cases out of 20. About one in twenty he chanced!

We noted that the beginning of ch.9 he changed to move the division

one verse later.

I take it that the beginnig$ of ch. 10 is one of the poorest

ch. divisions in the Bible. The reason for that, we made clear under

Cppital A. I called Capital

A The FourStanzas of Judgment. 9:8-10:4. There is a poem, a poem

in four stanzas and each stanza ends in a refrain. 9:12 ends lith the

words for all this his anger is not turned away but His hand is

steetched out still." The next stanza ends in v.17 withthe words, "For

all this His anger is not turned away, but His hand is stretched out

still.' Verse 21 ends the next stanza with the words, "For all this

His anger is not turned away but His hand is stretched out still.'

And 10:4 ends again with these same words. 10:5 starts a new subject.
should

That's where the division/come is at v.4.

These four stanzas are beautiful stanzas with great truth about

God's dealings with His people. I'm going to rush over them though

because we have other matters I want to spend much more time on. So

I will rush over them and simply mention

1. rphralm's Pride 9:8-12. 1 call it Ephraims Pride because
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9:9 says "All the people shall know, even F.phraiin . ." I trust you

know EphraiTn is the largest of the tribes in the N. Kingdom.

So the term Ephraim is sometimes used for the whole Northern Kingdom

as in this case. 'x The Lord sent a word into Jacob, and it has

lighted upon Israel.' Jacob we use to mean the man; Israel we use to

mean the nation. But in the OT each of them may be used either for
the

the man or for the nation. So here it does not ap mean a man and

then the nation; they both refer to the nation. It's a parallel usage

which is a characteristic of Hebrew poetry.

Then it says, All the people shall know even Ephraim which

refers to its largest tribe, and the inhabitant of Samaria which is

the capitol of the northern kingdom. This stanza describes Fphraim's

pride and how God is going to destory the northern kingdom. But he

says for all this His anger is not turned away, but his hand is

stretched out still. Because God still intended to reek His punishment

upon the Southern Kingdom. So v.13 is trans. "For the people turned

not unto him that smiteth them." I think it might be better to trans

late it 'but". The Heb. wbrd ki can be taken either way. Since it

begins a stanza, I would suggest that though I would not be dogniatic

on that.

2. I'm just simply going to call itute Disaster, 13-17.

Here He speaks of the different people in Israel. The prominent people

who speak lies, the people who are leading them astray. They are going

to he destroyed. Probably he is still talking about the northern kingdom,

though Israel may cover the whole or just the Northern kingdom. Verse

17 ends that stanza.

3. I'm going to call Wickedness Leads to Famine. 9:18-21. file

tells in it about the wickedness of the people is going to result in
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famine and you think particularly of the wickedness of Ahaz in making

this deal with the king of Assyria and as a result the people are

going to have a very difficult time having enough. Butter and honey

shall they eat, for everyone that is left in the land. There'll be

so few left eventually that they will have plenty of pastural pro

ducts but very little of anything that needs cultivation. This des

cribes the period before that, before the great depopulation.

4. I'll call, Selfishness Leads to Devestation 10:1-4. "Woe

unto them that decree unrighteous decress, and that write grèeviousness

which they have prescribed; to turn aside the needy from judgment

v.3 What will you do in the day of visitation . .? This word visitation

is an Old English word which I doubt if many of us use today unless

we say, Oh I guess you would not say visitation, you would say visit

now. 'jut visitation in the Old English represents a day of sudden

great change, which can be a day of change for the worse or a change

for the better. The Heb. which is often trans. visit in the OT is never

used to make a call, but always means to make a great forceful change.

We don't use visit in that sense at all today.

"The day of visitation and the desolation which shall come from

far? to whom willye flee for help? and where will ye leave your glory?

Without me they shall bow down under the prisoners, and they shall

fall under the slaim, For all this his anger is not turned away, but

his hand is stretched out still."

Now I'm going to go on to B -- Assyria's Success and Failure,

10:5-35. This should he one ch., starting here with v. 4. It has in

it some very interesting and important thoughts. Notice Assyria is

specifically mentioned in v.5, "0 Assyria, the rod of mine anger."

In v.12, he speaks of the king of Assyria at the end of the verse.
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And in v.24 he says"O my people that dwell in Zion, be not afraid

of the Assyrians." The Assyrian is the subject of the rest of this ch.

There are certain very important thoughts in this cli.

1. Assyria is mod's Instrument to Punish Ills People. Ahaz had

thought that the great power of this mighty aggressor of the Assyrian

would be something he could ?lay off against Tsrael and Syria to

protecthimself. 'sod says the Assyrian is God's instrument. e says

the staff in thier hands in ;iy injignation. I will sent him against

a hypocritical nation," od is using the Assyrian for F!is+e+

purposes. That is an important thought there of manythings in might(?)

light (?) many things in international affairs. Cod uses great wicked

forces often. Tie uses the anger of kicked men to accomplish his purposes

in the world. ire ii is using the Assyrian to punish His people.

2. Assyria's Pride. 10:7-11."hiowbeit he ieaneth not so, neither

doth his heart think so; but it is in his heart to destory and cut

off nations not a few. For he saitli, -ire not my princes altogether

kings? Is not Caine as Carcherish: is not Jiamath as firpad: is not

Samaria as Damascus? In other words all these cppitals of other countries
and

he could conquer them Ø destory them or make them entirely su)ject

to him. 'Shall 1 not, as I have done unto Samaria and her idols, so

do to Jerusalem and her idols?" The boastfulness of the Assyrian king

is brought out here, and is very similarly protrayed in Is.36 where it

tells about the amlassy he sent to get the people to surrender to him,

and in ch.36:6-20 we have a picture of the words that the representa

tives of Sennacherib gave boasting; he called upon in v. the Israelites

to surrender. H said,. Surrender and y king$ will provide you with

2000 horses if you are able to put rides on them! See how he is be

iittIling them, and then when the representativas asked him to speak

to them,in the Aramaic language instead of Hebrew so the people on
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the walls would not understand. They are standing at this time out at

that place described in v.2 by the conduit of the Upper Pool in the

highway of the Fuller's Field, the very place where Isaiah meet Ahaz.

The representative of ennac11erih said, I've not come here just to

talk to you folks; I'm come to talk to the people on the wall. ie

yells out to the people on the wall, lie says, Hear the words of

the great king, the king of Assyria. Don't let Jiezekiah deceive you.

Come out and surrender to the king of Assyria and I'll take you away

to a land like your ;own, a land of corn and wine, a land of bread

and vineyards. Beware lest Elezekiah persuade you saying, The Lord

will deliver us. Pave any of the gods of the nations delivered his

land out of the hand of the king of Assyria? Where are the gods of

Naniath and Arphad? where are the gods of Sepharvaim? and have they

delivered Saniaria out of my hand? Who are they among all the gods of these

lands, that have delivered their land out of my hand, that the Lord

should deliver Jerusalem out of my hand?"

The great cry that the king of Assyria is pictured here in

ch. 10. God used the Assyrian as His instruernnt. But the Assyrian had

a tremendous pride. That's in 10:13, "By the strength of my hand I

have done it, and by my wisdom; . . . Ihave removed the bounds of the

people and robbed their treasures . . The Assyrian thinks that he

is able to do all this by his power.

3. God will Punish Assyria, 10:12-19. Verse 15 says, Shall

the axe boast itself against him that heweth therewith? or shall the

saw magnify itself against Min that shaketh it? / . . . Verse 16,

Therefore shall the Lord, the Lord of hosts, send among tkxfax his

fat ones leanness; and under his blory he shall kindle a burning

like the burning of a fire.' You notice the figure of a forest in

v.18. "He shall consume the glory of his forest, and of his f±xtx
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fruitful field . . ." Verse 19, "The trees of his forest shall be

few, that a child may write them.'

4. Ultimate Deliverance for God's True People 10:20-23. Here

he looks forward - we don't know how far. "It shall come to pass in

that day." This phrase "in that day" in present day Fnglish means

the day I've just been speaking about. ie had a student once that came

from Czechoslovakia, and he had been here quite a while and spoke

English very well but he had one idiom that I don't know whether

it came from his linguistic background or not. All I know is that

he frequently said, "Well it will be that way' and he'd go on. We

in English usually say,"It will be that way" and we mean the way

we have just said. lie used it for the way he was about to say it.

This phrase "in that day" as used in Isaiah, normally means in the

day I am about to speak of. It may nean the day you have just spoken

of; it may not. It may continue the same day; it may be a distant day.

In this case he's been saying, I think we can idiomatically represent

v.20 as saying, "There will be a day in which this will happenl It

will come to pass in that day - not the day when the Assyrian empire

is destroyed, but some day in the future, he now speaks of. It will

come to pass in that day that the remnant of Israel, and such as are

escaped of the house of Jacob, shalino more again stay upon him that

smote them; but shall stay upon the Lord, the Holy One of Israel

in truth. The remnant shall return, even the remnant of Jacob, unto

the migty God. For though thy people Israel be as the sand of the sea,

yet a remnant of them shall return: the consumption decreed shall

overflow with righteousness." God predicts in these verses ultimate

deliverance for God's true people, but the time of it is not here stated.

In Rom. 9:27-28 the Lord promises after showing how many branches of
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of the olive tree are torn out of it in order that branches of a

wild olive tree may be grafted in, then he says the tine will come

when the original branches will be grafted in again, and so all

Israel will be saved. That does not mean all Israelites through the

ages, but it means that the nation of Israel as a nation is entirely

to be saved. There will be a great remnant that will be a part of

God's true people in that wonderful event predicted in Pom.9.

The ultimate deliverance of God's true people but the tire not

stated. Now we come back after looking way forward:

5. A Promise of Complete Deliverance from Assyria 10:24-34.

"Therefore thus saith the Lord Godof hosts, 0 my people that dwell

in Zion, be not afraid of the Assyrian: he shall smite thee with a rod,

and shall lift up his staff against thee, after the manner of Egypt.

For yet a very little while, and the indignation shall cease, and

mine anger in tneir destruction. And the Lord of hosts shall stir

up a scourge for him according to the s1augter of idian at the rock of
after

Oreb; and as his rod was upon the sea, so shall he lift it up AAfot the

manner of Egypt. For yet a very little while, and the indignation shall

cease, and mine anger in their destruction." And the Lord of hosts

shall stir up a acrouge for him according to the slaughter of r.idian

at " the rock of Oreb: XII1IXflXil and as his rod was upon the sea,

so shall he lift it up after the manner of Egypt. And it shall come to

pass in that day, that his burden shall be taken away from off thy

shoulder, and his yoke from off thy neck, and the yoke shall be

destroyed because of the anointing.' Now that anointing is a trans

lation; the Hebrew sinply says 'because of the oil. The word is

shemah(/); it is not the word mashiak. The word shema oil. But it

refers to the oil that was used in anointing, so the word anointing
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while not a literal translation is not an incorrect translation here.

"Because of the anointing' i.e because of Immanuel. Because Immanuel

God's Messiah is going to bring this about even before lie comes to

earth in human form.

(Question: The NASB has an interesting translation: because

of fatness.') Well, it doesn't say fatness; it says oil. It is the

oil regularly used in anointing. If you say "because of the oil"

it does not make much sense. We have to interpret and that is a

possible interpretation" because of fatness' But I think the other

because we have the Messiah so constantly presented in these passages

I think the other is more likely. Yes?

((Question: Darby's translation has anointing" with a foot-

note under it Lit. oil. Sore translate this metaphore fatness.?)
represents

Yes, you can say oil represents fatness; you can say oil flXKIX

anointing if you want to. If we did not have the Messiah anywhere

in the context I would say you are dragging it in to get Messiah

here. Put when we have it in verse after verse before and after it

seers to me it is iost reasonable to see it here. But it is just a

little tiny on the idea, and you certainly couldnot

bring it in here if you did not have it so clearly in previous and

subsequent contexts. Two references to Immanuel in v. S as you

noticed (??) and the many other references to the divine child. I

would not be dogmatic and say "fatness" is wrong, but I would say

"the anointing impresses me as far more likely.

(Question: You mean anointing in the sense that a king is

anointed?) Yes. It was customary that kings and priests, rarely

prophets, were anointed. So Jesus is called Christ which is the

Greek translation of the Hebrew Messiach which means an Anointed One.
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(Question: Is this the oil that was used, the temple oil,

the ceremonial oil? or is it referring to olive oil?)

Well, it doesn't say; you can take it either way. The word can

be used either way. If you just want to say "because of oil" that

is a literal translation, but that would not mean anything(to us).

It is one of two things: It is either "because of fatness" and

then you have to supply that it means that the Assyrian LKJZ

got too fat and boastful and thereful God destroyed him; or you

have to take it that it means the oil with which the divine child

was anointed. The Jewish interpreters often took this definitely

as a reference to the Messiah. I don't know if they were unanimous

in that but many at least did take it that way.

That was 5. A Pjmise of Complete Deliverance from Assyria.

Now under that small a

a. The General Picture of Deliverance (which I just

read to you, .10:24-27).

h. A Vivid Picture of the Danger, 10:28-32. These

verses would not mean much to you if you were not quite familiar with

the geography of Palestine. But it names towns north of Jerusalem and

pictures an invading army coming from the north. "He comes to Aith,

he is passed to Migron; at Michmash he has laid up his carriages:

They have gone over the passage: theyhave taken up their lodging at

Geba; Ramah is afraid; Gibeah of Saul is fled. Lift up your voice, 0

Daughter of Gallim; cause it to be heard unto Laish, 0 poor Anathoth.

Madnienah is removed; the inhabitants of Gebim gather themselves to

flee. As yet shall he remain at Nob that day: he shall shake his hand

against the mount of the daughter of Zion, the hill of Jerusalem.'

Now if you were there and saw these places and saw them come down that
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that hill country north of Jerusalem nearer and nearer comes the

armies. This is not necessarily a picture of something that has

actually occurred. It is a picture of what would he expected from

the Assyrians, that he CØØ would come and conquer Jerusalem and it

iragfies the people imagining him coming down from the north, the

natural direction to come from Assyria.

Now when Sennecherib sent his representatives he came up from
Israel

over west of I'iri, all the territory west of 311E was taken by

the Assyrian and all of Judah so there was no way to know what

direction his troops will come. But it is a vivid picture of the

terror of the people as he gets nearer and nearer and nearer AAA

in vv. 28-32 and then comes see the downfall of Assyria.

Verse 33-34, "BhBB18 Behold the Lord, the Lord of hosts shall lop

the bough with terror, and the high wees of stature shall he hewn

down, and the haughty shall he hunthied. Andhe shall cut down the

thickets of the forest with iron, and Lebanon shall fall by a mighty

one." Now the first part of this would he an excellent picture of

the destrucion of Sennacherib's army. But it seems to o beyond the

destrucic of Sonnacherib's army. It gives the historical account

elsewhere (of that) elsewherc n the Bible. It says Sennacherib's

army was destoyed and he returned to Assyria and there two of

his sons, as he was worshipping in the house of his god, attacked

him and killed him. We do not have adequate knowledge of the chrono

logy, but it is most likely that this was about 20 yrs. later when

he was tilled in this conspiracy by two of his sons, and the

younger son Fsarhaddon hocone king, in place of theee who had been

fired (?) against Mn and fled. But this picture may go beyond

the destruction of Sennacherib's army. It may look forward to his
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destruction, and when you get to U.v.34 it certainly looks still

further to the entire destruction of the Assyrian force which came

V( nearly a century later. Nearly a century later when the Assyrian

seemed to be at the very height of its power under Sennacherib's

grandson Ashurbanipal, there was an attack rade by two nations: the

Babylonians who had been subject to Assyria and had gained their

freedom, and the Nedes. The two together attacked Assyria, destoryed

the great capitol of Nineval, one of the great cities of the world

so completely that the very place it had been was forgotten for

well over 1000 yrs., and the Assyrians fled to another city, the

city of Flaran where Abram had gone before he went into Canaan, and

there they made their last stand and they were destroyed and the

full Assyrian empire came to a complete end. It was a fall like

is described here - he cut down the thickets of the forest with

iron, and Lebanon shall fall hy (like) a inichty one, and here there

is a chapter division, and it is quite a reasonable place for a

h division, but it is not a major division, because the next verse

should be taken right in connection with this verse, but I will make

it a separate head, I will call it chapter (??)

6. In,manuel's Kingdom

(Question: (Indistinct) Is that word used for Assyria?)

Yes. Lebanon was the great forest and here it is used

as a figure for Assyria.

(Question: Did you say vv.28-32 that these were actual places

that fell to Assyria?) No, we do not know whether they fell or not.

But this is a picture of an invading army coring down from the north

to places you might expect them to. Now the Assyrians fanned out and

attackdd a lot of places, and never (indistinct) But this is
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fear

more a picture of whet they would do, than a p discription of one

particular (activity??).

(Question: (INdistinct??) Yes.

(Question: In vv.28-32 is that describing would

take ?lace? ) They did invade Palestine, and took most of it.

Nobody knew from which direction Sennacherib would cone, and naturally

God intervened (indistinct? ? )

(Question: And then you say when Assyria is destryed in vv.

33-34 that'snot necessarily at the same time? ) No. I would say it

is a foreshortened perspective. The prophet looks forwird and sees

the Immediate deliverance of Judah, but before the Assyrians actually

ever come to conquer Judah they coirpletely and that
ians

was nearly a century later, and it is the abylonains who eventually

take Judai. So hero we have

VI Imnianuel's Kingdom 11:1-10. Under that

A. His Character 1]:l-5. and undor that

1. The transition. I ant to bring out the transition here.

In 10:34 the great forest of Lebanon, this great forest that represents

the mighty Assyrian empire falls. Then 11:1 there comes forth a

rod out of the sten of Jesse, and a Braich rows out of his toots.
kingdom

In other words it thinks of David's cooing as going down as it did

later under the Babylonians, disappearing, seerii to be gone, I$

this little tree of Jesse. The great ssyrian eTrpire falls and that's

the end. There is never a rebuilding of the ssyrian empire. But out

of this smaller tree that falls, of the house of Jesse, a branch comes

up out of its roots. So we have here the coming of Christ again, in

verse I here again in contrast to the downfall of the great Assyrian

empire.
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This next passage telling about Cl,rists character and about

the establishment of His kingdom is a very important passage. We

won't have time to look at it today. Particularly I want to mention

an assiment.

(Question: 'ou1d you repeat those headings again under VI?)

A. His Character. 1 The transition.
assignment

I wnnt to ierition an I have not given you much by
ass igiaerts

way of specific a 1AIH, and I tant to mention one for next .
as si gnlent

Wednesday. This will not be a 1on If you do it as
SS jnr:ent

a bricf XI)! it will be stisf.ctory; if you do rcre I wish
so

you would/indicate on the ,*et pages.

ere 's what 1 want you to do: read Isa.28 without using notes,

anybody's comments or commentary or a discussion by anybody else,

simply on the basis of what you find there divide it into sections,

not less than 3 sections, not more than 6. Divide it into sections.

Give a brief statement of what title for each section just as it

occurs to you from 1ookin at the text. A brief staterient. Then

make a brief statement what you think the chapter is about, what you

think it says. I'd like to have your paper next time at the beginning

of the hour. If there is something in it you don't make sense of, if

you have difficulty understanding it don't worry about it. I'd like

to have what you find. That is all the assignment for J:z time.

Please do that without looking at any commentary.

If you wish to go further then on the paper you can say No.2 I

have looked at this commentary,this discussion, whatever it is and I

find that tx it says thus. Anybody who wouldlike to go further and do

some study in commentaries or disscussions of cli.28, I will be glad to

have on your paper what you've done approx. amt. of time you've ptt on

it, but that is not part of theassignment.
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r
with what fol1s. ''ntlone. last ti.a the transitio fro the previous

chapter, t!1! great forest falling, the overwhelming, disaster to tie

great e'r;lira of ssyri;. In contrast to this the little stump of Jesse,

the little st'm that's left after the kingdem of David seems to cone

to an end, The 'ssyrian empire ends but out of this stump of Jesse there

comes ot a y a little stoot, and this rod jumps up and develops',

tremendously. There you have ho. 1 te Transition. The ch. is sharply

distinct fnm what precedes and jet closely connected with it. Very

definite relaticnship.

2. s Spiritual Likeness 11:2 nd the Spirit of the Lord shat l

rest upon the spirit of 'isdo and understanding, the spirit of

counsel and iight, the spirit of knowledge and fear of the Lord. nero

is a description of the Spriit of the Lord which rests upon Pore

we get into the mystery of the hrinity, a mystery which we cannot tinder

stand, but which, we can definitely learn a considerable number of

facts about. 'Pc learn from the PT that Jesus Christ was fully God. Ie

always was God. There never ..,as an instant when he was net God, and

was not conscious of the fact that he as God. when he was a babe

lying in the r:anger he was at the sane time directing the stars in

their orbits and controling the universe. he was fully God. There i

only one God, yet Jesus is distinct froi. the Father. Just how we do not

understand. ''c use the word person which is a very poor way to say it. I

don't know a better way. He is distinct fro;. the Father. He is equal

with the Father. There is only :ne God. But there is also the holy

Spirit. here e find taat Jesus Christ, the Son of David, had the Spirit

resting uron him and he did things in the pwwer of the Spirit. Jesus

was fully god when 1e was here on earth and yet he gave us an illusration

of how we can life in the Spirit hy the way tie lived in close contact

with the Spirt of Sod at every point in Ills history.




j
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The Spirit rested upon Hii without measure. There are these descriptions

of the Spirit - His wisdom and understanding, counsel and might, knowledge

and the fear of the Lord, which Prov. tells us is the beQinnino of

wisdom.

3. His wise judgments. Here the v. division does not seem to fit

exactly. I'm going, to call this 3-4a, His wise judgments. 'And shall

maize him of quick understanding in the fear of the Lord. Ie shall not

judge after the sight of his eyes neither reprove after the hearing

of his ears, but with . . . ' These verses aFout His character are

not a description of Jesus' first coming; they are not a description

of His second coming. They are a description of This character. There

fore anything stated about Him in it can refer to either period, or

to the time in between. It describes His character. But there is much
has

thus far that is very definite application to His life on earth as

described in the Gospels.

When however, you ay with righteousness 11C will jddge the poor

and reprove with equity for the meek of the earth, you can think of

instances in His earthly life when they come under these categories

but it would seem likely there are still more in the future, that

will definitely also conic under this category. It is a description

of His character and of His method of acting rather than of a specific

event. Then you come to

4. His Forceful Intervention. If we did not have the Apostle Paul

as an interpreter of Isaiah, one might feel that the whole of v.4 was

a unit and that the last part like the first part was simply a description

of the character and general activities of the Son of David. But Paul

says here we have a very specific prediction of t) a very specific event.

The last part of v.4 says, The shall smite the earth with the rod of his

mouth and with the breath of His lips shall He slay the wicked.'
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Paul in 2 Thes. refers to this verse as something that will be

familiar to those whom he has taught Christian things. In one of

his very earliest letters, writing to a Gentile church where the

people were would h've had no knowledge o. the )T probably until

he began to teach then, he refers tothis as something with which they

would he familiar. 1e is talking about something else, and he says in

v.7: 'The nystery of iniquity already works, only he who now hinders

will hinder (old Eng.) until he he taken out of the way. Then shall

that ?icked (old English - you would not say that wicked; you'd say

that wicked One if we meant an individual characterized by wickedness)

one be revealed ("that Wicked* seems to imply someone with whon they

we'alreády quite familiar - that is that they knew about from his

teacing). --- whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of "is nouth

and shall destroy with-the brightness of His coming. It is too bad

in a way they had about six diffefent companies in connection with the

KJV, each makin a different parr! of it, and while in the end they

were all supposed to look over the whole thing, yet they did not try

to make it cons stent. thus in the Gospels, Isaiah is called by the

Greek form of the name - lsaias. hile when you get to James you find

that it uses the Hebrew form (Elijah). Eoth of them are of course the

same Greek word, but in one caséthey transliterate the Greek and in

the other case they represent the 'ebrew. This !eh,. word can mean

"breath, orwind, or spirit. It in v.4 of ch. 11 says, With the

I'isips shall fle slay the wicked. But in 2 Thess. he ways

with the spirit of His routh fle shall destroy the Wicked One. yell,

the wdid could mean Spirit in either case, or breath in either case.

Both the reek and the Hebrew words have both possibilities. Perhaps
77

for one who knows the original it is helpful tosee it in two possible
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itb God's holy law. It jicans that which should he in this world aart

from sin. There is no other word. The people of the world don't lcnow

what this word means; we have to teach them what it mears. o can't

substitute any other words that I 1now of. But righteousness and faith

fulness characterize Uis activities.

B. The Character of His Kin-dom. ll-lO. After telling these things

about Him, it goes on to describe certlin things that will happen:

certain attitudes that will he characteristic that would seem in some

way to relate to is activity and His character as described lofore.

It is definitely related to it when you get to the end of the pasae in

v.10 whcre it says Tr. that day there shall be a root of Jesse whic)

will stand as au ensign of Vie people to it shall the Centil.es see. and

the place wicre He is shall Le glorious. At the end we find a definite

tie with what precedes, that this is a description of His rule. So we

look at these vv. together rather than one by one right now. c note:

1. It is an earthly kini.dom. V.9 'They shall not hurt nor destroy

in all my holy mountain for the earthshall be full of the knowledge of

the Lord as the waters cover the sea.' This is a picture of an earthly
than a

situation; it is not a picture of heaven, nor of some other state UI

condition that is to exist on this earth. The earth shall be full of

the knowledge of the Lord and it is described as characterized ly the

mention of farious activities of various animals. Now we could think

of the animals a.s figurative, representing something in heaven. But it

certainly seems iore natural to think of then as representing s changed

situation upon earth. In Arcs 4 we have a pssege we won't have time to

examine - I don't mean Amos 4 but Micah 4 -- we have a situation which

is clearly a description of the kingdom of the Lord, and it begins wibh

the words, And in the last days it will coic to pass that the mountain

of the house of the Lord will be established at the head of the mountains
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and exalted above the hills and people will flow to it.' Younotice

how that parallels the statement in v.10. There will be a reot

of Jesse which will stand as an ensign to the people, to it shall the

nations seek." In Micah, the ch. before ends with a description of

the destruction of Jerusalem. "Therefore for your sakes shall Zion be

plowed as a field and Jerusalem shall become-heaps, and the Trountain

of the . . . high places of thb forest.' Ii-three places nentioned in

the last verses of the preceding ch., are the three mentioned in the

first c. of ch. 4 that ate going to 1)e $ thus exalted. It goes on

giving the details at the time of peace. It parallels that described

in ch. 11. I think'we can-'say positively that whit is described here

is an earthly kingdom.

2. It is a Universal Kingdom. That is made very positive in v.9.

'They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mt. for the earth shall

be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea.' T}ere

is not bit of the sea that is not covered by water, and there is Ø

no bit of the earth that shall not he covered with the knowledge of

the Lord. It is a universal kingdom.

3. It is a time of freedom from external danger. Here is the point

at which many interpreters completely misunderstand the passage. This

is the same point th*t±% is brought out clearly in Amos (you mean 1icah)

4 . But that is the main point that is stressed here in vv(-R - an end

of external danger. Many take it as meaning that the character of a

Christian is so changed that instead of being a wolf as he night have

been before, he is now a lamb! V But there is no mention here of a wolf

being changed into a lamb. It says the wolf also shall dc1l with the

lamb. There is still a wolf, and there is still a lamb, and they dwell

together.
Aft And they don't dwell dogether by the lamb sleeping
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inside of the wolf! Put they dwell together evidently without any injury

coming to the lanh. "And the leopard shall lie down with the kid, and

the calf and the young lion and the fatling together, and a little child

shall load then. nd the cow and the bear shall feed, and their young

ones shall lie down together, and the lion shall eat straw like the

ox, and the sucking child shall play on thehole of the asp, and the

weaned child shall put hs hand pn the conatrices den." Well, what is

wonderful about prediction a little child will put his hand of a

coukatrice's dcnl You tale a little child that does not know anything
out

yet oCU to a place where there are dangerous animals and the chances are

he will walk right up to them and think nothing of it. It is not saying

that a child will, do somethin:: like this; he is saying there-will come

no harm to the child, that there will he freedom frc.p external danger.

After my first year in semtiary, I went out to Mexico to do some

mission work in the desert there. One night I talked with a man

who had told me of an experience he had had when he lived in a little

cabin on the desert. He said he was sitting in the back room of the

cabin. 'is wife was away on business somewhbre so the little child was

in the front room, and "e was sittin in the back roor of this little

two room cabin. As he sat there reading he began to hear a sound of

greet mirth from the front room. Ue could hear a sound as of something

slapping aI!1t$? against so'ethir.g, and then there was a louder slap,

and t1'ienhe would Lear the little child just roar witF laughter. Then

he would hear another salp and a louder slap and then the child would

roar with laughter. be %vondered what the child was having so much fun

about! So he stepped to the door and glanced in and his blood nearly

froze when he glanzed in, because there was the screen door, and outside

the screen door was a big beautiful rattlesnake, and the child would

lift his hand and hit the screen door and the door would $0 fly half way
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open toward the snake, then the snake would jump and hit the screen

door and the door would slam shut and the child would laugh. Then the

child would hit the door again and then the serpent would jump at the

door and try to get at the child and that little thin screen would be

all that was protecting the child. o he grabbed his gun and ran abound

outside the cabin and shot the snake. The child did not hesitate to

put his handon the cockatrice's den, hut what this is sayinr is that

there will be a situation in which there will he nothing wrong in the

child doing this, in which the child will he perfectly safe because the

serpent will no longer be dangerous. It is a time of freedom from

external danger.

(Question: Would you !? tell us what time that refers to when

these events take place?) A later time, we'll get to that. I want to

get the qualities first and then we'll see WbN it might he.
two

First I'd like to say about two words about t words that are very

importnat in Bible interpretation. One is figurative language; the

other is spiritualization. I've heard people say, I take everything in

the Bible literally. I wonder if they have ever read it. The P.ihle

like everything else that ever was written contains figurative speech.

There is figurative language in every book. It is just about impossible

to present things without using figurative speech. But there is a term

that has come to he used -spiritualization. I've heard people speak

of it as raising something to a higher level, and as far as I can see

what is meant by this term spiritualization is taking everything as

figurative, interpreting a whole natter as figurative. Like one

says that everything in RtTtt Revelation is symbolical,

it never presents the thing it has in mind; it is the symbol that is

described never actually the thing. You take a principle like that andAft AM

you cnn make anything mean anything at all. I look at figurative language
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as being like a little pinch of salt, that is put onto a dish of soup.

You pour a little bit f salt in it and you have greatly increased its

value; but you pour a whole bucket of salt on it and you ruin it.

Spiritualization is taking things as figurative to the extent that

anything car. mean anything.

At this point w do not wish to prejudge the question: Are these

animals figures or human beings? Do they represent a change in the

character of human beings, or do they actually mean animals? Well, they

car. be taken as figuratively as a figure for the doing away of war and

fighting and injury of one human being by another. It can he taken

that way - as a figure. But to spiritualize it is to take it as meaning

something very different from what it obviously means. What it clearly

means is freedom from external danger I Not the changing of the animals

so that they are all identical, but the doing away with a situation in

which nature is red with tooth and claw as the poet said.

Out at the Grand Canyon, I heard the naturalist there giving a talk

and he described the balance of nature and how important this was. Now

he said ther was an animal in. the Canyon that is a disagreeable sort

of thing, just a scavenger, and they said let's hunt it down and get

rid of it. \nd he said, I aid, wait a minute, we musn't upset the

balance of nature l Let's investigate and see what will happen. So he

investigated and he said ifyou destroy this animal, it will mean that

you will have. n.omorcentt.jry plant. The century plant is a very

beautiEul thing in the Canyon that has little shoots going out in all

directinos that are very sharp. Not once in a century, but in a number

of years, a shoot comes up out of the middle of it to a height of

about S or 12 feet and has very beautiful flowers on it that last just

a few weeks, and then they disappear and there is just this sharp spineAft Aft

again. But when they are in flower they are one of the beautiful features
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of the landscape. Now, he 'said, therew is an animal that is able to

jump u into the riddle of thisover these spines and destroy the

center and enjoy eating the central part of the certury plant and

ke this keeps the century plant froi spreading all over. But this

aniral is kept down by this other animal you are thinking of desteoying.

It kills a certain number of animals and keeps them down so that they

don't entirely destory the century plant. "e said, one time they tried

to get rid of mountain lions in the National Forest just

north of the Grand Canyon, arid they brought in hunters and they killed

a great any mountain lions. The result was there was sickly doer

falling au dead all over the road and causing all kinds of nuisance.

Fe said the mountain lions kept the deernopulation down, and this

(killing of the lions) upset the blanace of nature, Put the balance of

nature todiy consists in fighting and destroying of one type of animal
our

by another type of animal. It is a characteristic of a world today.

This is something that will no longer he characteristic in this time

right here, if this is literal. If it is describing people it means

that people will not attack one another or injure one another, that

there will he no such thing any more in the world. It is a time of free

dom from external danger, and that is the primary meaning of this

description of all these animals.

4. It Seems to he a Time when the Curse will have been removed.

The natural way to take it with all these different animals described

here is ot take then literally. If you take them literally, it is a time

when the curse will have been removed. Now we just cannot take for

granted that it is to he taken literally. There is the possibility to

be considered of taking it figuratively, but if they are taken literally

it will be a time when the curse will have been removed.
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Gen. 3 tells us that after the fall of man, God made a change in the

creation so that the grouuid brought forth thorns and thistles instead

of the flowers and the fine plants naturally growing the weeds grow now

and the good paints have to be cultivated. an has to work. Nature is

red with tooth and claw. This is a characteristic of our present age.

Our bodies are subject to decay and misery and sickness. It is all a

result of the fail of man. This is described in en. 3 and reading

this description in Is.l1 one would tend to say it must he tht. od

is oin, to remove that curse from the creation, not iust from man's

body, yes, but from the creation also. 'J'ut that would h too tremendous

a thing to simply just tie up this passage alone. If we had not/ other

evidence for it, I would hesitate very much about drawing it from

this passage alone. ut here alt again we find Paul throwing light on

a situation. In Pom. 8:lSff. !!e says for the earnest expection of the

creation (the word can be taken either as creature or as crëatin

--the creation (that would include man's body: if you take it as

creature you .oiild seen to limit it perhaps to his body; the creation

would include his body and also thc rest of creation) waits for the

manifestation of the sons of Cod. For the creation was male subject of

vanity, not willingly, but by reason of him who hathsubjected t} same

in home, because the creation itself shrjl he delivred fro;i the bon-

dage of curruptión into the glorious liberty of the hilr:; of God."
creature

In all these cases where I've read the creation' the bJV says 'craatvue"

but in the next verse it translates the same word as creation. "Verse

22: For we know that the whole creation roans and travills in pain

together until now . . So here Paul says there is poin to he a

removal of the curse frcm the world. raul says it and that fits exactly

with the natural literal interpretation of this passage in Is. H.
Aft Aft
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It is interestin that Keil and [>elitzsch (in this case it's

flelitzsch) in his comment on this passage, takes it literally, but

he says that the Reformers - Calvin, Luther and all the Reformers

have taken all these figures from the animals world as symbolical.

Modern rationalilts on theother hand understand them literally but

regard them all as a beautiful dream, and wish." That is his state

ment which is not quite accurate, because I have here Calvin's

Commentary on this passage, and when Calvin describes the passage if

you took the latter part of what he said you'd get exactly the im

pression that Delitzsch gives of him, that he takes it X$XXXI

as symbolical. Well he does that, but he doesn't stop with that. !e

says, here on p.3R3 of Vol 1 of his Commentary on Isaiah:

The Prophet's discourse . . . amounts to a promise that
there will be a blessed restoraticn of the world. e describes
the order which was at the beginning, before man's apostasy
produced the unhappy and melanchcly change under which .e
groan. When comes the cruelty of frutes, which prompts the
strong--r to seize arid rend ana devour with dreadful vicleice the
weaker animals? There would certainly have been do discord
among the creatures of cod, if they had remained in their
first and original condition. When they exercise cruiety
towards each other, and the weak reed to Le protected against
the strong, it is an evidence of the disorder . . which has
sprung from the sinfulness of man. Christ having come, in
order to reconcile the world to God by the removal of the
curse, it is not without reason that the restoration of a
perfect state is ascribed to him; as if the Prophets had said that that
g1den age .ill return *hich perfecthappiness existed, before
the fall of man and the shock and ruin of the world which followed it.
l'hus, God speaks by Posea: I will make a covenant with the
beasts of the field, with the fowl of the heaven, and with the
creeping thirLgs (Ios. 2:18). As if he had said, When Cod shall
have been reconciled to the world in Christ, he will also
give tokens of fatherly kindness, so that all the cerruptions
which have arisen from the sinfulness of man will cease.

And he goes on by saying how this means that there is to be a removal

of the curse and the restoration of original conditions, but then he

says, however, it chiefly means that Christians will havexkzv their

character changed so that they will no longer fight and tear, etc.

Then he goes on and lays great stress on that very vital teaching in
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in the Gospels that the character of the Chrstian is changed, but that

is not what is being presented in this passage. Andhe comes out quite

clearly in the first part of his statement of the fact that the passage

does teach the coming of a time when the curse will be removed.

5. t Question as to When this situation will Exist. Has it happened

yet? I do not see how. anybody could think that it has. When will it

happen? There are three views. People often think of these views as

if it were like you speak of Christianity you have a dozen major doctrines

perhaps, maybe 20 doctrines that everyone who holds to the name of

Christian will agree on. We have these great systems of belief; we

have a great ninny things involved in it. But here are three terms that

should proahly only refer to this one question: When will this time

he that is described in Is. 11. These three terms are Premullennialisni,

Postmlllennialism, and A-millennialism.

We'll mention Postmillenniali.sm first. The term Postinillennial.ism is

derived from Rev. 20. The word millennium means thousand, and Rev. 20

six tines refers to a period which is called a period of 1000 )'TS.

The term though is not generally taken as meaning a specific length

of time., a 1000 yrs,, but rather taken as a time in which there will

he a complete end of war, a time in which there will be peace ad

universal joy and happiness. As the term is used it expresses the

stress is not on its exact length, but on its nature. Now postraillennialism

says that such a time as is described in Is. 11, taking it as firgurative

and not as referrinc' to animals, but as referring to human heins, is to

occur x before the time of the coming of Christ. Therefore the term

postrrillennial means the return of Christ will be after the millennium.

ThIs is a yew which many have held. !1engsteberg, the great German

defender of the faith, we who wrote some very excellent4ooks many of
Aft

which have been reprinted recently, but it is very interesting how he
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says the 1000 years described in Rev.20:20 began with the conversion

of the Gerrnan3 in about a little after ! 800 A.D., and that was

the beginning of the millennium, and when he was writing at about 1850
of

he says already in our day we can see the beginning £ that rising of

troubles and chaos describedin key. 20 where it says that Cog and

Magog will rise up arid there will be difficulty at the end of the

L:illennium. Now I don't know many people that would agree with Hengs
in thinking

tnherg/that the millennium was from about 850 to about 1850 par

ticularly since we've had about another 100 years since that time, and

we've haven't had universal peace yet! In fact there has been no century

in which ttiere has not been thousands of people killed through war.

Very fetc would agree with UengsteEherg.

arfield who did not work exteniveiy in eschatology, did very

excellent work in many other fields of theology and wrote many excellent

things on other things in other branches of theology, went into

eschatology comparatively little. But he took the position that the

1000 years is not necessarily a long period of time, though it may he

a long period of time, but that it means that every man, woman, and

child in the world will have been converted and thus war war and

difficulty and trouble 400 that comes from human wickedness will have

been entirely done away with before Christ cores back. There are

people who erroneously think that Dr. J. Gresham Machen was a

Amillennialist. Actually, he was a postmillennialist. I I ft him

ay in classroom, he said, I do not necessarily/Ø// agree with

Dr. Warfield, that every man woman and child will be converted before

Christ comes back, but he said, I cannot believe that the Holy Spirit

will be unable to cause at least the overwhelming people of the world

to be Christians. ('E course the question is, Is that the purpose of the

Holy Apirit? Does the Bible anywhere say that He is going to convert
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the world, the whole world to Christianity? /. century ago there were

]any who felt that everything had been (?) and we are going

to have this great millennial. pericd soon. I don't think there are

many people who hold it. nowadays: there's been such i tvrnin; for the

worse in rany ways. Post?'i.llennilsr is not advance by many, at least

not by name by a great many people now. ut postuilennialisr, I think

can easily he shown not to fl.t with the NT teRchin. But as far as

the OT teachin9 is Cr? concerned ti pssa in Ts.9 does not

say WHEN this is -going to be. And if you take these animals figuratively

you could think of it as a description of a period of time to come

before Christi returns!

Now rertillennialisr't holds that this is a descriptien of a literal
an una 1

removal of the curse. That there is a change in the aiairal creation,

that there is a change in the bodies of all on the world and

particularly of course of huamn !eings, and that the time of this

is after the return of Christ and it is brought abeut by His presence

here ruling in righteousness. Of course the term as we 'entioncd is

derived from Rev. 20. At one tine I ';as teaching the OT in a seminary

and presenting the teaching of Is. and these various passages, and

ien some of the students came to me and told re tit in another class

in that seminary there was a course in the Took of Revcltion in which

prenillennislism was being very stron1y tacked. And that the professor

who was giving that course said that these OT passages which seemed to

describe a golden age are one thing, but there is no connection between

them and Rev. 20. These is nothini to show a tie u, to show that Rev.

20 is necessarily related. That struck me as a very interesting argument.

I wondered just what the answer would be. Just how do you show that

Rev.20 is definitely onnected with these passsges in Is. 11, Micah4,

isaiah 2 and many other n1iec inths CT Than T T b.,,
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already pointed out to you that Paul says that the vicked One

whc the Lord will destory with the breath of !'Is miouth,. who is

described hero in Is. 11 points to someone after Paul's tie, sore

thing still future. Then I noticed that the same fi ures are used

in Rev. 19. In Fey. 19 you have a description of heoven hein opened

and a white house and he that sat upon hin called Faithful arid

Tue and with righteousness does e judge and male war. Verse 13, 110

is clothed with a vestwve dipped in blood, 'is nanc is called the

ord of God. There would seen to be no question that this siss isa
Christ

description of the coning of Jˆ in cb. 19 here. Verse 15 says, ;ut

of his routh oeth a sharp sword that with it 1e should smite the

nations and he should rule ther ith a rod of iron. There is that

figure of smiting the earth with the sword that procedes out of -1-is

routh. i.e find the same figure iven in v.21, 'And the reinant

fzwere slain with the sword of him that sat upon the horse, which

sword procoded out of his mouth. Then. it immediately procedes to describe

the hinging of Satan for 1000 yrs. that he should deceive thenations

no more. SO it seers to me we have here. a very definite tie up between

the, passage in Isaiah which describes the 'rie who destroys.. thit ,ichod

One with. the breath of "Its mouth and the description and statement by

Paul which shows that it definitely refers to sor'cthin vet future.

And the figures used in the two places, in kvc1ation uin' the same

figure of the coning of Christ just beforethe eztrmz description of

the millennium in ev. 20. There are those of course, who interpret

this In Rev. j that the sword procedin out of His mouth with which

e will siite the nations as beinz thc preaching: of the 1-ospell --is

going to he the instrument, and arfield says that the whole e'1asis

here is on the conpieteness of the victory of the 'ospc1. Tbt hefere
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k the millennium everyone will have been won by the sword that procedes

out of is outh, in other iords everyone i]1 have beer converted!

That is the postni1lennial viei.

Third, there is the arii1ennia1 view. I -,,-ill not say view, I will

sny a:.il1erinialisrn beaause there is rio such thinc as an anillennial

view. Fostril1erj,iia1is: iesns the return of Christ is after the ril1enniuii.

Freri1lenni1ism means the return of Christ is before and precedes the

n3.llenfliun. '\iillenniumisr ricans the return of Christ has no relation

to the iri]lenniuri; it means there is no irillerLnielr. '\ -niillernialisr'

means there is no such thing. e11, if there is no such thing, to what

is it that these passages refer? You will find about as irany different

vi.eis on that as there are awillcnrLialists who have given much study

to it. For instance nrfield s-ays, though arfie1d definitely takes

a postri].lennial view, he gives the interpretation of flcv. 20 that it

is a description cf the saints in heaven in the intermedFate state.

At the present tire the saints in hevcn. Satan 1s hound that he should

deceive the natiois no rore means that satan cannot injurc; the saints

in heaven. i.arfieid s;ys in his hoc'i Jiblical octrines in the ch.

The Milleniiuu and the Aiocalypse and hen it CoreS to the 100() yrs.

he says that 'the sacred niirler seven in corihination with the equally sacred

number three forms the nurbernf holy perfection ten, and u'hen this ten is cut

cubed into a thousand the seer has said all he could sa' to convey to our

rinds the idea of absolute corpletencs tc says it hts rothir to do

with tine: it siriply means the completeness of the joy of the saints

in heaven. The fact t1-!Fit it says that atnn will he so bound that he

cannot deceive the nations anyncre. Pr. uswcll says. Tn rcadin war

field's chapter on this one has the impression of a r?nt wind 'rc

ocouptid with other thins trvin to dismiss an unfaniliar subject with

as little attention as possible? \arf.i.e1d wrote so many .rine things, I
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hate to this article of his, on the millennium hecause

it is the sort of interpretation that can wake anything mean any

thing. As lean Alford says in his excellent commentaries, he says

on rev. 20 that if you can male it T'!(.-nn other than the r'illenniun

you can rake anything :ean anythin! -

(uestion: iillenialists interpret the "illennium from the

ascension of Christ up until the return, is that true ? ? ? indistinct? ?)

No, the ar'iilennialist is one who sily believes there is no millennium.

Some postil1ennialists like arfield believe it is the condition of

the saints in heaven now. Sonic tahe it as being a general picture of

the church. come take it as refrrin to sorothing else. Fozens of

(indistinct) It is not a view, it is a denial. Lut there are these

three areas of approach to the subject.

(Question: I read recently about this in and review by

a man who does not happen to be a theologian that it was very hotly

contested the name amillennialis" calling it the gospel

millennium). el] , there night be a position which is called gospel

millennialism, but the terir, arnillennialisr includes that and a dozen

other positions.

.:e won't have tiire to discuss this now, but if you have any ideas

or questions bring ther' in itb you next week and wel']] o on to

cli. 28 (indistinct ? ? ?)
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VI B. The Character of His Kingdom. Under that we were looking

at No.5, The question as to When this Situtation would exist. That
- pointed

question is not ans. in the book of Is. but I find a certain connection

between it and certain NT hooks which seem to make this very clear

that it is after the return of Christ.

This a.m. I spoke on this general theme in chapel an response

to a very intelligent question I was asked after class last time. I

omitted mentioning this a.m. one thing I think is very clear, I don't

like the term pretrib, posttrih, or midtrih because the Lord says -

we are not to know the times or seasons. So whether it will be in a
tribulziton

period of terrib1etØ$/ in the world, or a peridd of absolute peace

and safety seemingly, or a time when half the world is in trib. and

the other half not, the Lord says, You don't know when it's going to

he, but whenever it is be ready! Of course that is not dealt with

in Is. 11. So we go on to No.6

. Examination of verse 11--- verse lO it is. This-is arabic S

is the question as to when this situation will exist. Arabic 6 is

Examination of v.10. Verse 10 seems to he closely connected with what

precedes. I do not say it is connected because it begins with the word

and in that day," because I believe there are many times in Scripture

when the xzk phrase "in that day" means the day I am now about the

speak.of. In our presen-tday English most of us when we say "in that day"

we mean the day we just finished speaking of. But there are a number

of cases in Scripture where it seems to be "the day I am now going to

speak of", so I don't think we can draw from that anything as to the

connection between vv.$9 and 10. But T do believe that from its context

that v. 10 is closely connected with what precedes. "In that day" there
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will he a root of Jesse. That ,certainly ties it up with v.1 when it

is said 'there will. come a rod out of the stem of Jesse." There will

he a root of Jesse which will stand as an ensin of the people, to

it shall the Gertiles seek, and the place where Te is shall be glorious.

To trans. here 'his rest shall be glorious (KJV) is a possibl'e trans

lation, but the lieb. verb nuach has two different meanings, closely

related meanings. One is to lie (Imp and rest yoursel'f, "there remains

a rest for the people of God.' That is a very importnat thought. hut

the same word is also used as if I would say, "1 rest *the boo~ on the

table.' It is used simply for occuryinr a position. It is used in

both ways. Fither interp. could he talen here. The PC's have generally

taken this statement"his rest shall be glorious" as beinp the

sepulchre. The fact is the Vulg. translation is "his sepulchre shall

be glorious.." And there is a place in Jerusae today in the middle

of the church has been since 300 A.D. considered by a great many people

to he the actual sepulchre in which Jesus wa buried. Special services

are held there by the Greek Orthodox and by the PC's and by some other

broups. That may be the'place, it may not. 'e don't know. I believe

this verse looks forward 'to the millennium like the preceding verses

and that it ties right in with Is.2 where we read: Tt will, come to

pass in the last days that the riountain of the Lord's house will he

established in the head of the mountains and shal, be exalted above

the hills" -=that certainly is figurative language; it does not

mean that the hill where the temple is is oin to become thussands of

feet higher than the others; it does not rican it'isgoing to become the

highest mountain in the world, Lut it means and if it did how would

people flow to it? You don't flow up hill., you flow down hill,! It's

figurative language descrihin its exha1tntio.a stater'ent of tremendous

importance, to which nations will be drawn, not physically though they
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will go there physically, but drawn there because of their desire to

learn the truth. It will be exalted and many nations will flow untoit

and many nations will say, Come let us go up to the mountain of the Lord

to the house of the God of Jacob . . . . for out of Zion shall go forth

the law and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem. Some have interpreted

this verse as describing the present age with the Gospel going out from

Jerusalem and leading many people to core to the lord! This v. could be

interpreted that way. But when you continue with the next verse: e

shall judge among the nations and shall rebuke many people and they shall

beat their swords into plowshares and their spears into prunin' hocks.

Of course that is what happened ri1t after the world war i'.c. puts

its battle ships into mothballs, and destroyed great deal of armaments

and sold many of its iiunitions at very cheap rates and then discoverd

very soon that Russia was building up its k army to the extent that we

would be in terrible danger if we destroyed ours and so they turned

around and bought, back, the at five times what they had sold

before, a great deal of that equiprrent and build a larger army than

we had ever done before and if .,-e had not done so we probably would have

been conquered by this time. The age of universal peace has not- yet

come. But it is predictedhere in v.4 of ch.2. That period then when the

notions come to the root of Jesse and His place of His abode is plorious

is predicted in 11:10 and' also described in ch.2 and also in Amos (you

mean Micah).

VII (On which I had expected to spend a fifth as much time on as

I have on every Roman numeral before because we have considerable

ground I want to get over. So I will run rapidly over VII The Remainder

of the Book of Immanuel. This consists of two parts:

A. Blessings for Israel. B. A Song of Praise. 12:1-6

A. Blessings for Israel 11:11-16 The last verse in ch. 11
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"There shall he a highway for the roannt of the people uhich shall he

left from Assyria like it was with Israel in the days when they came

up out of the land of Egypt." There are groat changes described here

blessings God will give His people but it is not said whether this

continues a description of what will happen in the millennium or

whether it describes sorcthing that will 1appen previous to it. I do

not believe we can be sure enough about it,. I think the obvious nean

ing is very clear. I don't think there is any point in takin'- our tire

to go into details of it with the other important things we hire to

cover this term. I'll say the same thing about ch. 12. Ch. 12 is

a Son of Praise. You will receive real blessing from studying it, and

applying it to your life and heart. But I don't think we'd gain iruch

by taking time on it in this cass, at this tine.

(Question: What relation, if any does ch.1l11-16 have with ch.

40, the first part about the highway in the wilderness being made

straight?) I don't think it has ny connection. It's just a (indistinct

words). It's iiteresting to find a word in one part and find it in

another, and very often it .gives you a clue to something important,

but in others it is merely that the .same o;4 happens to he there. I

think that is true in this case.

(Question: 'It shall come to, pass in that clay that the Lord will

put forth his hand a second time to recover the remnant of the people

Wh*t is the second time? Is that referring to: the. now or did it

happen later on?) We don't know. I don't think it means the second

specifically any wore than another tiwe.You see this is written before

they went into the first exile and 1-e.has brought them hackfroi Egypt.

Whether this refers to the return from Babylonia which Is described

in cbs. 40-50, or whether this refers to recent great movements or to

something yet future, Idon't know.
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(Question: You used the expression, the Book of Imrianuel. r

don't seen to recall that heading unless it's an early heading)

Yes, I have used that heading, it did not originate with me: it

is very commonly used as a heading for chs. 7-12. It is the book

of Immanuol because all through this section there is the wonderful

child, Inuanuel, which is in the lackgrrund of the picture. This

is Immanuel's land. Cod is controlling it; hehas special interest

in it. Eventually Inmanuci Himself will reign there. fle reigned

from heaven tJ'iere before He cae to earth;' He gave His wnnderfu1

teaching there; He willevontually reign again there when He reigns

over th whole world. o this was called the look of I'mynanuel.

VIII Is. 29

We have skipped in this class from ch. 12 to ch.28 because

because the sectioj from cli. 28-351s very closely related to the book

of Immanuel. This relationship is not specifically stated, but as

one studl2s into it one more and more sees the close relationship.

I asked yo'i last week to give me an outline of it simply based on

the English text. If you wanted to do any study of commentaries,

that's fine, but I wanted you to make your outline first just 6f what

you would find in the English text. I have read all of those papers.

It is not i'y intention to return tEcr, but if there Rre any of you

who would like theN hack, plase leave a note for me in the office

and I will get it to you. I'll glad to return them to anyone

who wants them, but it was in no sense a test. I wanted to

your interest in the chapter by seeing what you would iix find

going to it simply without any preparation, and secondly it would

he helpful to re 11 letting me know what I needed to make clear by

going over your papers and seeing the different way it impressed

different people. I asked you today to make an outline of ch. 29.
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ftass in assi'nr'ent for today) Tn nsi. nin' this ch. 2 T did not
ass i"u it in the hebrew, hut there is a very i!Tortant ratter

connected with the eb. of it which is very important for its

interpretation. Those of you who knew Heb. would have noticed it

but I did not assign it (in eb.) and I wanted all of you to be

on a level for this assignment. hut for our interpretation of it

It is important I call your attention to it. This is v.7 which

begins: "And they also have erred through wine and through strong

drink are out of the way.' As you read that in Prigllsh in this

translation it does not seem to make a sharp distinction from what

preceded. Put in the ITch, it is customary it is customary to

say that they have done something, they will, T will,you will

-simply to use a verb with that particular form. It is not

customary. in fleb. to express the pronoun separately. The I'eb.

verb means they have done', "he have done', "I have done', etc.
the person,

3ut in lieb. you can .use the pronoun to emphasize and in that

case it is quite common in English translation to say, '1 even iT.

have done it; or as for me I have done it, or some such thins.

Because we have nothing in Fnglish that exactly corresponds with

the fact that the verb including the pronoun and then adding the

pronoun. Now this v. goes one step beyond that. It starts with

the ITefew word whic1 literally could be translated "and also

these.' You wee what a sharp break that makes! 'And also these'

--- indicates a sharp change here.

There were a number of your papers that spoke.ahout the full

ch. or most of it as dealing with God's relation to Ephraim. I'd

say that maybe a quarter of the class at least spoke of the whole

cli. as God's relation to Tphrain. You'll notice the name Fphraim

occurs only in vv. 1 arid 3. In v.14 he says, !'ear the word of the
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Lord you scornful men who rule this people . . in Jerusalem.'

One paper suggested a very novel idea that the people of Fohrair

had conquered Jerusaler and therefore were the people that ruled

at Jerusalem. That was only one paper that wade that particular

si'ggcstion. but fro our study of ch. 7-12 e rientioned the fact

that the northern kingdom ias as its principal tribe Fphraim

and is often called Fr.hrair, and that isa. did rost of his

work in the southern 1;incdom. Sc' if is not naturally to be

expected that he will spend a lot of tire dealin with the

northern 'kindoni unless it specifically so states. 'E is

definitely speaking about it in v.1 and in v.3. The northern

1indorn with threatened Judab with corquerin it as described

in the becinnjn of I? seven. This northern kingdom

ras defeated by Assyria and the 1ingdor f Syria ws overthrown

and the northern lcirgdon! was allowed to continue for a period

of another a little over 10 yrs. Then Assyria attacked the

ndrthern kingdom and conoucred it so very early in Isaiah's

P-inistry, as least not later than the riddle of his r'inistry,

the northern lcingdor' of Lphrai' was taken off into eiie. Now

actually only the first part deals with Fp1'rair. The rest of

it is talking about the people of Judab.

Tr understand this ch. particiilrly it is necessary to hive

the situation in mind. So

A. The Situation, row do we determine the situation? in

,which a prophet gave a ressge? In cb. 7, the 1.ool, of Tiir'anucl

began with a specific staterent of the situation i11erc we were

told about tie attacl by Assyria and Pphrair and about Ahnz'

Isaiah's soing out to Ahaz to got give hin cod's message.
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We learn from King and "hronicles x that ihaz made this deal

with issyria in order to protect H.nself from Assyria, and

fror i2hrainl - - that Assytia :odld attack then and he would pay

large sum; of money to Assyria and Is. pointed out that that

would end in Assyria also coning into Judah tkin most of the

cities of Judah, only Jerussiem s left, an then God miraculously,

wcj1d intervene and saved Jerusalem frcn iein taken.

Thus in the six cbs. we have locked at, Is. startin' with

rebuke tc Ahaz for this wicked scheme, telling him that God would

in his own time replace him cith a tnie head of the house of

favid, t!o essiah, that Irimanuol. tartin with that he lools

forward to these cvents of the next few 'ears - the next 5(! yrs.

Now we have exactly the same sitiatior here. !t is not stated

but is quite easily gathered from the statenents in ch. 2S-9.

It is exactly the sac.e situation with one factor changed. I call

it 1. under .

I.. The Ccneral Situation in I. 2 and foliowin, is the

saire as that in k cb. 7-12 with one factor changes.

2. That one factor is that Is. ac1dre5sos nobles instead of
the

addressing/kine. Ch. 7 he went out there when \haz as on a

defence inscction. ohservi" the fortifications to protect them

against Israel and yria. end there he spoLe to hii in a situation

here Ahaz could not cake hi' ton for fear of offerdinc the

people. cc' he wanted to et to world' vicorously to protect the city.

In this case he is not speal inc to tc kin bul: to the nobles,

pcrhaçs a little 1ter wher it is evident that the nien hs

succeeded. yrir 1'es been takc.n captive by the A yins. Jsrel

hn beer greatly ceakened, and row the nobles are boidin a prcat

lar.qui.et to celebrate, and he is speaki,nr in these cbs. to the
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leaders of the people, to the nobility which was standing with the

king.




(Question: The nobles were celebrating what? ) They were

celebrating the success of Ahaz' scheme of petting the Assyrians

to deliver them from Israel and Syria.

(Question: But he's not talking to those nobles is he in

v. 1?) No, but the section of 28-35.

3. Fcsune of the General Situation. T don't know as I need

to repeat thed*tails of that. 1,1.1 just rapidly mention t under

this; a. The fear of Israel and syria
b. The Secret treaty with Assyria
c. The predicted results.- great injury done to Judah

by Assyira. And yet God will not allow Assyria to conquer
Jerusalem.

We took a little time looking at Sennacherib's attack and

how God delivered Jerusale' from it although Sennacherib had

conquered all the rest of Judah and carried away Quite a few

people.

(uestion: that was the third of those you mentioned?)

I think I'd better not take the time to repeat now. They were.

a repetition of what I had. already.satd. (Indistinct)

The fact that in 7:12 and here is, has glimpses of tb

distant future, in Is..7 he looks forward to the virgin birth

of Christ; in di. 9 he looks forward to his birth, his preaching;

in ch. 11 he looks forward to his rule over th whole earth.

4. The Specific Situation: is. has to use unusual means

to pet a hearing. e noticed this in ch.7. If riezekiah riad been

king, Is. would have gone to the palace and given him God's

message flezekiah was always glad to hear God's message. e was

anxious to do what God wanted him to do. But Ahaz did not want to
Isaiah

hear God's meeesage, and flit had to catch him at a place where
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you could not shut him up, where he had to listen or else i would

hurt the morale of the people whom lie was tryingto hold together

until the Asyrians came.

In this case he was speaking to the nobles who werever close

to the king and do not want to bother with him, do not vats want to

listen. So he looks for a chance to make them hear him. And he finds

an opportunity. They are having a: banquet. They are celebrating the

alliance with Assyria and the fact that Syria is no longer a danger

and Epliraim has greati (been) weakened in structure (?). So

as they are celebrating this in the banquet,, Is. walks in and

faces the people there. I videnly these banquets were held with the

nobles celebrating and having lots of food and drink. Other people

could come and go rather freely so long as they did not make a

nuisance of themselves, if isa. made a nuisance of himself they

would throw hint out quite quickly. But isa. faces them and say:

.oe to the crown of pride of the drunkards of Ephrain.' And the

nobles think that exactly fits the spirit of the banquet. 'Woe

to the drunkards of Lphraim.' Look at these people up in Ephraim

who thought they were going to overcome us. Look at them! God says

woe to them, these drunkards of Fphriam. The Assyrains have come

and taken away Syria and Ephraim arid they are reduced in strenght.

:hose glorious beauty is a fading flower, vhich are in the head

of the fat valleys of thrr, that are overcome with wine.' You see

these Judacan nobles kind of half gone themselves, thinking those

drunken Lphramite nobles up there isn't it wonderful we don't

have to fear them anymore! 1e goes on:" Peholcl the Lord has a righty

and a strong one which crown of pride, they drunkards of

Lphraim shall he trodden under feet.' Tsnt that wonderful! Ephraim

is greatly weakened. God says they are brought under font. God says
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that the Assyrians are not going to he content with weakening them; they

are actually going to take them off into bondage about 10 yrs. later.

"And the glory of Judah which is on the head of the fat valleys shall

be . . . eats it up." And can't you just see these Judean nobles turn

ing to one another and saying, I was a little worried when that fellow

Isaiah stepped in, 1e might sort of upset the pleasure of our banquet!

But he's just fitting in with the spirit of the occasion! He putting

woes on 1phrain and we're celebrating the fact that we don't have to

fear Ephraim any more. Let's hear what he has to say! Let's let him

go on a little further. Le'ts hope he does not start getting on that

religious line though.

hut Is. goes on in vv.5 and 6: "In that day whall the Lord of

Hosts be for a crown of glory and for a diadem of beauty unto what's

left of the people, and for a spirit of judgment to him that sits in

judgment and for strength for then that turn the battle at the gate."

And the nobles say, Well, he's getting on his religious line now: I

don't know. Maybe, we'll hve to kick him out before long but maybe

he'll get back to the spirit of the occasion! So they don't get any

concerted feeling to throw him out though some of them are getting

to wonder a little by this time.

In v.7 it is "but these also" -- the KJV just has 'but they

also" which doesn't really carry (the meaning). "But these also -

he probably points to some of the hobles here sitting and gloating

about how the Fphramite nobles are going to he wrecked. 'But these also"

he said. "have erred through wine and tbrough strong drink and have

gone out of the way. Tbextpnriest and the prophet have errer through

strong drink; they are swallowed up with wine, they are out of the way

through strong drink. They have erred . . . for all tables are full of

vomit
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vomit and filthiness so there is no place clean." That's probably

exaggeration; it probably wasn't all that way - part of the banquet

may have been that way.' As he says they are not enough stirred to

kick him out but they are beginning to murmur and complain.

B. Isaiah's Tactful Beginning, lie makes a prediction which

was fulfilled 10 yrs. later, a prediction of God's destruction of

Ephraim hut he gives it to these Judean nobles and thus is giving

God's truth but is giving it in a way that will get a hearing for

the further message. Now he turns to rebuke these he is talking to,

and now they begin to complain.

C. Isaiah's Message Continued.

1. God the only source of true strength vv.5-6.
2. The direct ct±icism of thc nobles vv.7-8'
3. The murmurers dissent vv.0-10

In vv.9-]0 Isaiah is notspeaking. The nobles are speaking. The people

there iR the banquet are talking. Now it does not say, but practically

all interpreters agree on this point. It's the only way to make a

understanding of the ch. is to understand that vv.9,lO are these

nohels objecting, whispering but loud enough so that Isa. can hear

to one another complaining about what Isaiah is doing. They say, Who

is he going to teachknowledge to? Who is he going to make understand

doctrine? Those that are weaned from the milk drawn from the breasts

- - in other words they say, What does he think we are? A hunch of little

children, that he comes in here and critisixes our drinkinc'! We're all

of age. We're all adults! What right has he to talk that way' Maybe

we ought to think about throwing him out. !e 4820 goes precept on

precept, line on line, here a little there a little.' Isaiah thinks

we're a bunch of children andhe'c come in and going to give his

religious teaching step by step by step by step, and now he gives us

this terprance lesson and starts preaching and starts critisizing us!
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Well they are r.urmuring these things.

4. Isaiah's Rejoinder vv.1l-13. }1e answers: 'They say, for

precept must be on precept. Ue says, For iith stammering. torgues

-lips and another tongue will he speak.' .'hat does that. rein? God

has been trying to give them His iessagce's been giving them his

truth, His word. ne's been giving it. in clear simple language so they

can get it and they won't listen. So he's oin5 to speak with stammer

ing lips and with another tongue. That is looking foriard to the results

of Ahaz' plan to deliver them from Israel and Syria. This plan means

that the buffer states are removed; the scheic backfires. Assyria is

brought right next to Judah; the Assyrian army will come right into

the land; they will overrun the land. The terrible situation described

at the end of ch.7 is going to take place. 1.e great danger described

in connection with Sen'iacherib's invasion is going to occur. ".'O won't

listen to the gentle words of the prophet, to the teaching he presents!

Alright, God will speak with stammering lips and another tongueYou'll

hear these Assyrians talking in words that are about as similar to

Hebrew sayings as say French is to Italian. A person who knows a lot

of French can figure/tout a lot of Italian, but it's difficult to

understand. It sounds sort of as if he stutters, stammers. In another

tongue it sounds like stammering. God is going to use the means of the

Assyrian invasion to force you to listen to rj5 word, if you won't

listen to the gentle teaching that you're critisizing. So he says,

With stammering lips and another tongue will he speak to this people

to whom he sajd, This is the rest wherewith he caused the weary to rest

and this is the refreshing, yet they would not hear! But the word of

the Lord would come to him, precept upon precept, hereXXItIXXX

he repeats their own IX phrase you'! notice. "Precept upon precept,

lineupon line, here a little and there a little that they may go and
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fall hatard and he broken and snared and taken. Ysu have refused to

listed and He gave it to you this way to thatsthe way to talk to

children, we're adults, we don't need that we're going about in our

own way; we've got our clever scheme of making this alliance with

Assyria, we'll protect ourselves. God says, lie will speak to you through

the Assyrians. You would not listen when He gave it; he'll give it to

your differently.

(Question: Who is the referred to in v.13? 'The word

of the word was unto then', is he referring hack to the nobles?) He

is referring to thenobles. You see the previous v.12 says, 'to whom"

he says; it is this people. Tt's the nobles, it's the leaders of the

nation who have turned away from God. Very good question.

(Question: The NAS1 . . . there's a little note here that

says, 'these Heb. monosyllables the habblings of a child Is

that the same idea?) Yes. They said, Who is he going to talk to, v.19.

Does he think we are children taking precept on precept, etc..................

They are imuhitating the way the prophet and the others have been giving

this religious teaching that they don't want to be bothered with

so they can plan their own way and handle thin;s the way they want. So
gentle

they immitating . . . its the general manner of the teaching that

tries to drive home the truth of God. So he says, You won't listen to the

simple teaching; God will speak to you . . . the stammering lips of the

Pssyrian army.

(fluestion: Are these still these words used in v.10 by the

nobles, are they chosen by the nobles because they sound like that

or because of the meaning, or both?) Poth. That is they are making

this simple thing that is good for the children (indistinct)

but why should we hve to bother with this kind of thing? We are adults

and run our own lives. We're in control and will make our deal with
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the Assyrians and (indistinct) It sounds like a child by

It's like a few years- agol went up and spoke for Pr.

Fcklernann in his church and in a couple other ieetins in Cornell

and in the University he introduced me to one of the instructors in

his department; we chatted and before we e were goint to leave he turned

to this fellow and this fellow turned to me and said, Inspire your
kids
kidneys (???) which of course showed what he thought of Christianity.

lie thought it was all for children. Inspire your kid,he said. That's

the attitude the world wants to take.

o Isaiah says, If you won't listento the simple teaching, God

will, teach you by acts in place of it.

(Question: Will you speak of how v. Ii relates to I Cor.14

on tongues?) I think I'd better not right now, but get over the main

things of the chapter. So then,
ernent

5. The ssyrian Arrangt Condemned. vv.l4-22. Je is telling

how Ahaz' clever pain which the nobles are celebrating and rejoicing

over is going to backfire, it won't work. " OHO Pear the word of the

Lord you scornful men who rule this people which is in Jerusalem,

because you have said, we have made a covenant with death and ;ith

hell are we at agreement. We've made a deal with the ssyrians. Thu

say that they are terrible and so brutal to the cities they conquer,etc.

Well, we're able to handle things and balance one thing off against

another. We can deal with Russia and with China, and we'll balance them

off against each other and then we'll be perfectly safe. We'll made good

arrangeirents with this one, and good arrangements with that ono! 'e

know they wontt unite against us. At least we think we're clever enough

to prevent it. This is the attitude that the nobles would take. Isaiah

says, Listen to the word of God, you scornful men; you say we've made

a covenant with death and with hell are we in agreement. You say when
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the overflowing scourge shall pass through it shall not come unto us

for we've made lies our refuge and under falsehoods have we hid our

selves. Therefore thus says the Lord God (now he loosk way into the

future), behodi I have laid in Zion for a foundation a stone, a tried

stone, a precious stone a sure foundation. Ire that bei.ieveth shall not

male baste. God says, I've called Israel out in order to preserve the

knowledge of Cod in a worn that wanted to forget be. In order to pre

pare thc way for the coming of Immanuel, here is to be the tried stone

the precious corner stone, the One coming into the world through Zion,

God is going to work His will there and protect it. You can trust Him.

You don't eec to use these huiran sche"es and clever plots in order to

protect yourselves. ITO that v believeth shall not make haste, rut your

trust in God. Ahaz can't protect you from the Syrians by getting

his - by getting the Assyrian help and then protect you against the

Assyrians by trying to get the igyptians to help. It just won't work.

e oes on: Judgment wfll I lay to the line, and righteousness

to the plummet and the hail will sweep away the refuge of lies and water

will overflow the hiding place and yvur covenant with death will be

disannuled and your ggreeent with hell shall not stand. When the over

flowing scourge whall pass through then you shall be trodden down."They

had rejoiced before that Fphraim was going to be trodden down! by

Assyrian. Isn't that wonderful' yell Fphraim will be trodden down, but

you won't be excepted. Your clever schemes are not going to work. You

will be trodden down. "From the time it goes forth it i1l take you,

from morning . . . by day and by night, and it will be a vexation even

to hhear what's happening." Here's an x interesting figure of speech

that shows how their plan won't work, v. 20: "For the bed is shorter

than that a man can stretch hirself on, and the covering narrower than

he can wrap himself in.' A figure of speech to show that their clever
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scheme of alliance with Assyria is not able to Drotect them. It is in

sufficient; it is only by faith in od they can find safety and look-

in to immanuel whom God is going to provide. 'The bed is shorter than

a man can stretch himself on, and the covering narro'er than he can

wrap himself in. For the Lord shall rise up and in t. Perizim he shall
strange

be wroth and in the valley of Gihecn that he may do his work his st$?

work and bring to pass his act, his strange act. Now therefore be not

mockers lest your bands be made strong for I have heard from the Lord

God of hosts a consumption determined even upon the whole earth." Isa.

says your plans are not going to work: your land is going to be over

run by these folks you think you are going to use to protect youselves

but it wontt work. That No. S, The Assyrian arrangerient condemned, vv.

14-22. (Question: "He that believeth shall not make haste" in the ASV

it says 'shall not be disturbed. It it figurative?) The eh. is possible

of being interpreted either way. '1ake haste" is perhaps a little more

literal. The one who trusts in the Lord can know whatever happens he

can he safe, but the one who trusts in the Lord does not need to get
work

all excited and i rattled because he knows what God is going to

out and nothing can injure him except it he God's plan for him

eventually for his good, thou he does not see how now. It's a great

verse. In the midst of these things dealing with the immediate situation
great which

there are many verses which have many general applications and

can he a real blessing to us in our own lives, not merely to see how God

acts then hut to see how the verses apply today.

(Question: In placing this cornerstone in Zion, is he saying that

everyone who does not measure up to that standard is going to be swept

away?) No. ( I don't quite understand) T'e is saying here that God has

a purpose in Zion. God has raised up Israel for a definite purpose and

that purpose is to bring Immanuel into the world. (indistinct)
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So you can interpret it, If you don't yet know about Christ, God is

the foundation stone. Of course Jesus is God. But you in the light of

what we know actually a happened we can look back at it and say this

is a definite prediction of the reason (indistinct ) tat

Christ, the Cornerstone of God's plan should come into the world,

and that the atonement should te accomplished there. he says, I have

a purpose in Zion and he who puts his trust in God can know fis purpose

will ie worked out. You don't need to go into these worlciy clever

schemes. They'll not work anyhow.

6. Cod hill Tisely Carry out his Purpose. I imagine that by

this point either they had kicked Isa. out of the banquet ball and

he is talking to a group of his followerswho went out with him, or that

he chancs his tone and they don't interfere (indistinct). aybe they

felt ith will be useful and increase our crops to let him give this

agrecultural material. lut you have to examine it to see the relation

to the agriculturil material that occupies the rest of the ch. to the

whole situation. It's figurative, but it has important lessons in it

for them and for us, and most of you got the idea of the last pretty

well from here on.

'Hearken hear my speech, T)oth the plowman plow all day to sow?

Doth he open and break thei clods of his ground-,' The farmer does not

just scatter his grain anywhere. he prepares the ground first. God is

preparing, God is working out His plan. 'When he liath made plain the

face of it . . . applointed farley and the sir spelt in their place?'

The farmer arranges things according to a definite pattern and plan.

You can trust that God is working out T!is plan in spite of the hardnews

of your hearts, in spite of the difficulties we put in the way God is

working it out and will work it out. "For his God doth instruct him

to discretion, and doth teach him. For the dill is not threshed with a
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threshing instrument'. No these are things ynn have to handle gently.

You can't take a hIc machine and rush through the stuff. You have to

handle it gently, and individually. Neither is a cartwheel turned about

upon the cummin. ' There is a particular way of dealing with each type

of roduco. 'Rread grain i. ground because he will net ever be

threshing it, nor hreal' it with the wheel of his cart,' God will have

His plan, he deals differently with different people, differently with

different situations but it's all done in such a way that it produces

the f fruit that God intends. In spite of their plans God is going

to work His will.

Nov ch. 29 contin,ies directly on. If isa. had left the banquet

hell and is talking to the people to his followers by that time, he

continued talking to thcm. Perhaps he still continued in the banquet

hail. Perhaps he sirply wrote it later. Put the situation that he deals

with continues exactly. "Woe to Priel, to Arid, the city where David

dwelt!' What's Ariel? Jerusalem. Yes, that's perfectly obviousi because

he says, 'the city where Devi.d dwelt!' So he tells about a terrible

situation in vv.l-4, the situation we've already looked at when

Senrachenib invaded it 20 or more years HEM later. This terrible

thing is going to? .happen. 'dow the }CJV of v.5 has a very bad in

terpretation at the beinriug of the verse: "Moreover, the rultitude...'.'

The word they translate moreover" is the same word they translate

"and" in the previous two verses. It. can also mean "but', and the
sufficient to show

difference between v. 5 and what precedes is! ?. it means "but'

You hrve a situ'tion described in the first four verses which is the

direct result of this plan of Ahaz, and that the nobles are so happy about.

It looks hopeless, but God will intervene as described from v. 5 on.

if you lool, at ch. 30 it starts "Woe to the rebellious children"

v. 2 says "who walk to go down to F.gypt." Ch. 31 says, "Woe to them that
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go down to Egypt for help . . .' Ch. 30 ends with the words: 'For

Topheth is ordained of old; yea, for the king it is prepared; he

hath made it deep and large. The pole of it is fire and much wood.'

Ch. 31 ends: "And he shal 1 pass over to his stronghold for fear, and

his princes shill be afraid of the ensign, saith the Lord, whose

fire is in Zion, and his furnace in Jerusalem.

For next time I wish you would run through cbs. 30 and 31
make

and note the parallels; atD2an outline of just a few main points

(do not go into details) a fewmain points of the outline of ch. 30

and the outline of cli. 31 and see if you can see how he gives

substantially the same message in. the two of them; how there is a
paper

repetition of the same main heads in the x two chs. Bring that )1.

next time please. Idon't think you'll need to take very long to do

that. Well stop for now.
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i' not giving an assignment for next week because we'll have

another test, about 15 min. Give you chance to review. Last week we

were speaking about Is. 28, and I was anxious to finish it and show

the connection with ch. 29 so I did not take time to stop for two
passage

matters that did not seem to affect the theme of the pasage as a whole.

I want now to go back and look at two matters. The first of them in

28:11. I discussed the meaning of this v. in context last time. It

was important for our understanding of ch. 28 and 29. For with

stammering lips and another tongue will he speak to this people.'

God is hero rebuking the people for the fact that they were unwilling
word

to listen to the quiet, steady, careful presentation of God1s?9?U

described in the vrses shortlybefore this, so e said e was going

to speak to them thro a conquering army, a language that was similar

enough toebrw that they could get many words but different enough

te;sound like stammering. 'With stammering.. lips nd another tongue

God will speak to this. peop1e. No I just-heard last night what I had

never realized before that there -are people today who U quote this

verse as evidence that .tongues..speakin ia.Christiau activity((Some

use this verse to give evidence anst ton.guespeaking as a Christian

activity)) Now I was amazed, butthen.J.shou1d not be amazed at it. I

remember there was a great parade 150 years ago of Christian people,

a temperanceparwdi, yhadbannrs: 'Touch not, taste not.

:h4fldle notlu And I feel y stry.lht ;empe,ance is. what we should

all support, but to use that as a evidence for it when the statement

of the Apostle is "Be not suhjTèct a 'to ordinances, touch not, taste not,

r
handle not . WO'Uld-'thf~k"_-t;hat 'anyone could immediately see from

the context that that was taking those words out of context and making

those words mean something they did not mean. That is certIInly true of
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o this Ti- is God's ounishnent of his people when they wcnt listen

to tv rr eihin' thtt fhii will have to listen to streri.ng

fnri' tnni.

' hl -irises 'then we note that Eaul quoted this verse in I Cor.

14. T fu1.v study Vie teaciini o* 1 Car. 14 would he outside the prc

vince of this course, even if you were competent to do st we would n&t

hive tine to do it and cover the ateri11 in Isaiah that we must. iut

r' '-ould briefly look at it. t v. l x tote Apostle said, 'let ii, t~.e
that

church had rather ieak five words with my under-,tandin Y1j4 h y

voice I wy teach others also than 10,000 words in an unknown tonue.

Brethren he not children in understanding, howbeit in qalice be children

but in understanding e men. In the law it is wrâtten, with men of other

tonues and other lips will. T speak unto this peonle and yet for all that

will theynot hear me seith the lord. Wherefore tongues are a sign not

for ther that believe hut for them that believe not, but pror'hecv

for thor thit believe. Now a careful oxeiesis of these four verses would

net he an extrevlv easy task and we are not goi..n to attempt that today.

ut we note certain things that are clear. Paul is sayin that the
his

Christian hon1d he ready to pet this truth by the simple sort of teach

inn. proph.eyin", presenting the truth in clear language such s isa.

std that the 'eonie there refused to listen to. Paul said ton~~ues Pare

a i.gn not far thr that believe hnt to them that believe not. At nte

cost all these av people heard thefl' speakin in their own ianuaes.

This was a sign to these various outsiders, a sian which nner those

circumstances world attract them to the Gospel. Whether it would. be

ettractivA to tHrs 'ndr os circumstances or not is a natter

th*t might he scussed pro aM con, but Paul said that as far as

believers are concerned the mnortant tbiy, j 'fretting a clear 1ToSeT

tation of t'o trut! which h call pr hesyir' rather than ny sort of
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ecstatic 'xperienc, which might give one a thrill and which God might

use in a crt; way ut i not the mns GId !as provi4d for teaching

believers .is truth.. Th.ts about a.1 we can say o $sge ;t

to note the reletionsbip 'oetwerA th two. i think we ,iit il ention

that the fl passages often hsv truth* in te 'e don't see t first,

and the iT quotes thea an as we read the !T and study tb e get a

greater u.nderstaidigoi the OT passages than we hat before.

The other thin I did not take tire o'n1st tire, when t as tryin'
picture of

to et a unified UZt1*$Xt?Z$ cli. 2 and the relation t cli. 2?, is

in v.'l it says: Tht. Lord will rise up a ir, t. ?erazb; he will be

angry as in the valley of ibeon that e nay de his work hi.s strange

wor1, etc. :1i rofumncetQ 4t. Perazi, would iediatly have been

clear to any IsraclIt who was listening to Is. because in 2 Sam..

5:2.j e ad about a great victory that avid had, a4 the ccouit of

this victory say i\nd flvi caie to a 1-parazi and David smote them

there, and said the Lord Las broken forth upon y enewies as a breach

of waters, therefore he called the name of that place *al-perazir.

In the v. limdste1y before.it.uy God had said to David, Tise u be

cause I will d1iwsr te Phflistines into your hands. As you go in

the v, 25 it says -David did as the Lord comanded en spot* the Philis

tines fro Gobs until you cone to Gaza. You av 3aal-perazhk mentioned

here and you also have not GTheon but Geba. ocv.tr, in 1 Chr.on 14:lb

you have a parallul with this, ulôat the sane wording except there

instead o sRying ticba it says G1bon, The only difference is one extra

letter. In ieb. the two words am the same except for the one extra

letter. o it ay he he is rei rieg rely to this passage. but most

coiaiieiitator, particularly those SaThuel says Geba, note

the fact that it. the book of ioiua we have the account of a great

victory, which we usually think of because it says that on that day God
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made the sun stand still. That was only one feature of that day. On

" that particular day (described i Josh. 10) Josh. w Nht1ng to

defend the people of Oibeon who were in league with ti !"rne1ite, and

God. gave a great victory over the Can8anites, a3 God. caused rct hail

stones to cone down, and there were more people killed by the Oil hail-

Stones then by the Israelites. So it is possible Is, is rofering to
going

David's great victory as an example of t?e z way God is U$ to bring

against the isreolites a great disaster stiii1ar in v. fl the Tord is

going to rebuke UXfl their plans with the Assyrians by hriging the

Assyrians in and reducing the Israelites under thew, just as He gave

victory to David back then. Put the fact of Ciheon being used instead

of Geha, and that Giheon is so important in the battle ir. Joshua's day

ay simple be that He is referring also to the great victory cod gave

there, and that would be particularly appropriate because we read in

this context here in v.17 that thezahhail will, sweep away the refuge of

lies, and in that victory in Joshua there was a great bail storm that

helped bring the victory. We can't be dogmatic - we can say it refers

to David's victory at 13aa1-perazim; whether it also refers to the great

ovorwho1ing viction God provided there in near Gibeon we can't be
mention

dogmatic, but the enton of thehail makes it an interesting conjecture.

It's an example of those many points in the Bible or in any other

book where there is much we can say positively this is it, but there is

also that about which you must say perhaps it is this, perhaps that,

!Iere we know it refers to David's victory at Baa*-porazii,perhaps it

also refers to Joshua's victory at ibeon. A good argument can he

made but no conclusive proof can be given of it. I believe one of

the most important things in honoring the Lord in our interpretation of

Scripture is to stand firm on that which is clear in Scripture, but to

recognize the points in the Bible as in anything else where it may be

this way or it may be that way.
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IVe con't have convincing evidence of whiCh it is.

Now I go on again to Is. 29 which we barely started last time.

IX Isaiah 29. In some ways (it) is one of the most interesting

chs. in the OT. A ch. ix which just at a casual reading you would not

get the meaning ofany more than you would of ch. 28, but on careful
tht

examination you find in XI: some tremendous truth, when you look carefully

at it that are clearly taught there.

A. Relation to previous section.

1. It is a continuation of ch. 28. There are cases where

two chs. are quite distinguished, one subj. is discussed in one and

another subj. in the ne re are otheri cases where there y be

something like a real paragraph division, but yet it is a def ite
discussion

continuation of the same subject, and there isno question ofat
here.,

This is a continuation of the same discussion. Does that mean 4a. was

able to keep going this long to give ch. 29 also.there at the banquet?.

Or does it mean he had to leave the 'anquet ha1land anumber of his

followers went with him outdoors and he gave the rest of it to them there?

We do not know. It makes no difference to the interpretation. It isa

continuation of the same message.

(Question: Regarding ch. 28, being held in this actual banquet hail,

does that help us at all with the idea of two Isaiahs later on) No, I

don't think that would affect that. If one believes that God can and

may choose to reveal events 200 yrs. in advance there is no problem

about the idea that Isaiah wrote the whole book! If one does not believe

that, it is impossible to believe Isa. wrote the whole book because rto

ordinary human being could predict the name of Cyrus 200 yrs. in advance

any more than someone would have been able to have predicted the name

of Hitler 200 years in advance. He might have predicted the rise of a

dictator like that --
"like Hitler, that sort of thing occurs frequently,

but to call him by Name 200 years in advance that's what Isaiah did with
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Cyrus. That is the fact that makes it impossible for one who does not

believe thatxL± God might choose to predict the future specifically

to believe in Isaiah being the author of it all. Now the other argument

and there are many are fairly easily disposed of when you examine the
accept.

facts. But this is the one which requires faith in God toZRaUZ

But we want to concern ourselves mainly with the interpretation

inthis class rather than with question of introduction important as

they are. Ch. 29 then continues clx. 28 and I think it is very important

to note that.

2. Relation to 1s?7?72? ch. 7 to 12. In this course we Pare looking

at 7 12 and then this because they are closely related.

a. The same situation, a little hit later, the same plan to

deliver them from Israel and Syria, a plan with human scheming and

phenangelling and making an alliance with wicked powers which God con

demned then iscondemned here in ch. 28. The Assyrian invasion which

was strongly declared there is strongly declared here. deliverance

.hick from the Assyrian invasion which may have been predicted in ch.9

-- the deliverance of Jerusalem from it, is a vital background factor

of ch. 29 in the prediction given here. So we have the same situation

but a little later, and you cannot understand clx. 29 without being

familiar with the history of Sennacherib's invasion in which he over

ran all of Judah, took all of the great cities, overran all the land

except Jerusalem, but Jerusalem behind its strong walls expected an

attack which would have taken them too and then God delivered them.

You might say it took the whole at Jerusalem, what great

thing was it to deliver Jerusalem? Well it was of tremendous importance.

If he had taken the whole land including Jerusalem that would he the

end of the kingdom of Judah, which happened 150 yrs. later. But as long

a-lerusalen, was untouched and Jerusalem maintained its independences j I

when the Assyrian went back home they could go out and resettle the rest



of the land, help the refugees that got back and the kingdom could con-

tinue another ISO yrs co it was a tre"endous deliverance God gave there
of

even though e allowed Sennacherib to overrun both/the kinidom of Judah (?)

Tht's a. Now h. This section. 28 following, is mainly dealing not

with the king as those chs, but mainly with the leaders of the people.

It is the leaders of the people who are in the forefront of attention

rather than the kin'. You noticed that in ch.28. In ch. 28, no specific

mention of Ahaz. Evidently he was not present at the banquet. This was

a group of the leaders. In ch. 28 we had specific ref. to the leaders

of the people. In v.7. `And these also have erred through wine and

strong drink are out of t!'e way, the priests and the prophets (two of

the great leaders of the people) l'ave erred through strong drink.' Then

in v.14: ear the word of the Lord, you scornful ren who rule this people

which is in Jorusalar'. Rddressed not to Ahaz as in ch. 7 but to the

leaders of the nation. I cb. 70 again we find evidence of the leaders

of the nation again being involved. In 2910: "For the Lord has poured

out upon you the spirit of deep sleep and has closed your eyes. the

prophets and your rulers the seers' referring there to the various groups

of leaders of the people. Then in v.14 he refers to the nation as a whole

but particularly to the leaders: 'Therefore I will procede to do a

marvelous work among this people, even a marvelous work and a wonder

for the wisdom their wise en shall perish and the understandin,

of their purdent vrn shall he hid.' o we are thiikin here of the rulers

of the nation, rather than having the king in the forefront of attention.

C. Inunanuel is still in the ac3round. Tinani,el wa very ruch in

the forefroflt in parts of chs. 712. n other parts he was in the bck

ground. c have noticed In various parts of tose ohs. rany various

specific references to V.e ilvine child. ut we have also noticed other

passages which probably have a reference to for God is with us
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which is literally for Imnianuel and saying they have overrun thy land

0 ImmanuelJ e have these -- Tirmanuel In the bckround of pirt of chs7-12

and in the forefront of parts. Fere 1e is not in the foreground, but

is he is definitely in the background. We probably have a reference to

Him in ch. 28 where lie says in v.16: 'Pehold T lay in Zion for a founda-

tion a stone, a . . . precious corner stone, a sure foundation.' One

does not immediately know this refers to Immanuel, but with other

references to Immanuel in ch. 7 following and inchs after this we are

quite justified in considering this a reference to Jesus Christ who

is the cornerstone, the stone the builders had rejected.

So Immanuel is still in the background.

B. The Assyrian Overthrow of Jerusalem is Immanent. Ne has said

that the bed is shorter than a man can lie on and the covers are narroer

than san cover a man. His scheme is not going to work. Itis going to

backfire; now we see how it did backfire.

1. Verses 1-3. 'Woe to Ariel, to Ariel, the city where David dwelt.

add ye year to year; let them kill sacrifices. Number 1 under B, It

is the City of David; it is speaking of Jerusalem.?flfl that is where the

banquet was. That is where these people who were rulers of Jerusalem now

look forward to the reusit of their clever and wicked schemes and see that

Jerusalem has a very difficult time ahead. What's this Ariel mean?

2. Ariel. That's not another flame f for Jerusaler! Jerusalem is

never called Ariel. But you can make up a name and apply it to a place

i you want. That is a rather common custom, to make up new names and

use them to describe the character of a person or a situation. Now what

character does Arid describe? Here we strike a problem that cannot be

answered dogmatically. That is there are two possibilities that you can

not dogmatically choose between then, but I believe that to the hearer

b oth were present. I don't believe the hearer even had to choose between
'4'.
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them. That is to say there is a word Anew that means 'a lion. So

Ariel means the lion of God. The lion of the tribe of Judahi The city

thkt is the center of the rule of Judah. Now that is what you would

naturally expect him to say, the city where David dwelt, the lion of

Godi hut there is -- it is not at all impossible to consider this word

arin as neaning a hearth. The word there is pronounced the same way which

means a hearth, a fireplace, a place where you cook. There is much reason

to think that that is what is involved here. e look at the rest of the

verse: he says, add ye year to year; let them kill sacrifices. You

think of the burning of the sacrifices. There are feferences that suggest

that he means Jerusalem is not merely the place of the lion of Judah, but

it is the place where God works out His great workings, a place of fire

in a figurative sense, a place of fierce activity and occurrences. It is

the place where the brunt sacrifices were offered. Thus the hearth of

God is a very proper term to use for Jerusalem.

(uestion: At the end of v. 2 it says 'and' it shall he unto me

as Arlel.' Does that wean the city shall really be hot around there?)

It could very well be. That is it could mean, You shall be to me like
a place

the lion of God, Pt!I'm going to protect like a lion.But it could mean

it will be the place where the great tension will come, the great heat

will come, the place where great issues will be decided. Of course it

was the place where our Lord offered Himself as the sacrifice, for our

sins. And it was the place where people a from all over the land 1,rought

their sacrifices. So the hearth of God, I think is the correct idea here

but I think there is a suggestion of the other idea in it. And we'll

see other suggestions -- evidences further on. In Ezekiel 43:16 this

word in our KJV is translated altar', the hearth of God. Pniel. The

fact that ariel would he used in Ezek. 43:16 in a way that would seem

in the context to require that it mean an altar which could very well be
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the hearth of God, suggests that that is its primary interior (??)

does not prove it but suggests it strongly. There will be sorie other

evidences later that fit with it bèigahearth..

3. This passage describes great distress and fear, exactly the

situatio whéii ennacherib's 4rm.y had been overrunning most of Judea

and was threatening Jerusalem . ?Yet I will distress Ariel and there shall

he heaviness and sórrow and it fill h& unto me as Ariel(as a hearth of

God.) And I will camp aainst.11hee round about, and will lay:.--siege against

thee with a mount, an*:I. will raise forts against thee.' He does not say

the Assyrians; lie.aay's-I w].l....So this may mean lie will put theminto a

sittation similar to that which it would actually be if the enemy had

actually raised a monnt,.an4 had actually core forward with their siege.

Actually He prevented,--the Assyrians from actually comfn gairtst. Jeru

salein,-hut for nearly 3 yrs. they expected the attack to come at. any

time. So he continues: 'Thou shalt-behrought down, and shalt speak

out of the ground . . . and thy speech shall whisper out of the dust.'

This word :hath a familiar spirit' The NASB translates "shall he like

a ghost, which perhaps is not bad but the word is more commonly used of

one who claims to he able to hve relations with a ghost! The spiritist

leader rather than the actual ghost itself. But either once conveys the

general idea. The situation they will be in where they are hardly

whispering. They've reduced Jerusalem so that the people are unable to

go any distance from the walls, expecting an attack and destruction at

almost any minute.

C. The Miraculous Deliverance. vv.S-8. In theZ1 LIV it 1'ecins

'Moreover the multitude of they strangers shall he lie small dust

It sounds as if It means, Well they will have il sorts of foreigners

attacking them, but that "moreover" is not a good translation. The NASB

is much better here: it translates it 'shut." The 1eh. here is actually the
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little word yaw, which in 9 cases out of In is translated "and" but in

Heb. they string phrases together. In some of the good recent translations

they leave out a great many of these "ands". rven in theiKITV the "and'.,..

is translated in various ways. Like at the beginning of v.2 theJV

says "yet"; the NASA justmakes it "and". In the beginning of v.4

"And thou shalt he brougit down" (TV); the NAS1 translates it "then".

In the middle of v.4 where the UJV says "and", the NAS1 tranlates it

"also". Here at the beginning eof v.S the JY says "moreover"; the

NASB says "hut". In v. S you find toward the end "yeait shell be

That "yea" is simply waw again; the NASN translates it "and". In v.8

the first word "It shall be even as" - so you see how many different

ways the yaw can he translated. Well, our and can mean many different

things tool But this is a little broader than our and and hasa wider

reference, " -

(Ques9n: When you say v.$ of ch. 29 that ennacherIb' never did'

atual1y set up , siege?, Yes, never actually did. (Question,: What is
L - "i -

Isaiah saying there?) Isa. does not say Sennacherib, he says I will ....

I will put you in a situation where you will be as if there was the

enemy coming in for this attack. God says I will camp against tiée ...."

He does not say I will let the Assyral.ns raise a moind against you. The

Assyrians could have raised a und'st1ieth an3 *eLthTh this

2 and 1/2 years but they wera- ea!1-1 occÜjde'd'with otheD

lafrdand 'did bt got &roiivmd to-,'it, and justt as they, we,re going t.o jet

arauffd't't!" the Lord killed thousands of then! and stopped then. So

whenthe time actually came, God said through Isaiah they will, not come

to the city; he will not raise a mound aga1t you. He will not make a

definite attack. So it's interesting he says I will, he does not say the

enemy will. There's a break then vetween vv.4 and S and theZWA$Z NASB
superior

is far ? ? ? in its translation at this particular point.
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in saying "but" instead of saying "moreover".

This ws vv.4-8 then. In these vv. we have an account of a change.

"The riultitude o your strangers will become like spall dust; the

multitude of theX terrible ones will become as chaff that passes away;

yes, it will be at an instant, suddenly. ou will he visited of the Lord

of hosts with thunder and with earthquake, and crest nose, with storm and

tenpest and the flame of devouring fire. (I'm getting worried about

getting finished with this ch. today so I will very hurridly mention

that this word "visited" (v.6) is old English; we have no word to repre
in

sent it today. The NASB recognized that/old English it means today

to make a call, a visit. That's certainly not what it means here. So

they have translated it, "You will be punished by the Lord of Hsts"

but in the context it does not mean punish at all. The Assyrians were

punished. This !eh. word pagad means for a higher authority to come

in with a forcible change on some one who is subordinate. It is used

in levying an army, when you ordered men to join the ar'-y, whenyou
in Ruth

raised the army. It is used of God delivering a group where they heard

in the land of Moab that God had visited his people and given them

relief from this famine. It is used also of punishement and destruction.

It does not in itself say whether it is good or bad. "Punish' is evidently

very wrong in the context, because h is saying you will be delivered by

the Lord with a great intervention similar to thunder and earthquake and

a great noise. -ie is not speaking about their being punished but about

their being delievered. "And the mult. of all the nations that fight

against Arie]., even all that fight against her and her munition'( the

NASB uses bulwarks or something like that) - -munitions means anything

used for war, but here it clearly does not Tnean what we mean by munitions

today; it means more like a fort or fortiflcations,etc. " And they that

distress her shall be as a dream of a night vision.' They will say I can
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hardly realize how terrible it was; something that's passed away and gone.

Verse 8 is a very interesting verse because it is looking from Sennacherib's

viewpoint; not from the viewpoint of the Israelites Fut from the view

point of Sonnacherib. It will be even as when a hungry man dreams and

here's Sennacherib in his tent: tomorrow I'm going to

go up and conquer Jerusalemi He dreams, he gets what he wants. But he

awakes and his soul is empty. There is no food there.

Once I was up in the mountains of Califorala and I came to a

place where there should he a spring and there wasn't any there; it was

the end of a long day, so I camped there even though I had nothing to

drink. I could not cook; I did not eat anything. That night I dreamt of

a stream of water flowing over me. And I opened my mouth and none of

it would come; it just went right ii.i past. Well that's the situation

here. He dreams though that he has water; anyway it's up there isn't it?

He dreams he is going to get up in the a.m. and lead the army to take

Jerusalem and in the a.m. thousands of his troops are deadi The KJV

translates it a little funny there it says and when they arose they were

all dead meni And when Sennacherib and the leaders awoke all of them

were dead.

"He awakes and his soul bath appetite; so shall the multitude

of all the nations be, that fight against mount Zion. So much them

for the miraculous deliverance that came maybe 20 or 30 yrs. after

Isaiah made this prediction.

D. The Leaders of Israel Rebuked for Their Attitude. 29:9-13.

Immediately after telling them they are going to be delivered by God's

marvelous interposition, Jerusalem will not he taken by the Assyrians,

he then goes on to rebuke these leaders again, lie says, Stay yourselves,

and wonder; cry ye out, and cry: they are drunken but not with wines'.

In the ch. before he said all the tables were filled with filth; he said
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all these people were drunk, but now he says-there is soFlething muci

worse then t1i r drunkenness from ine. There is a far worse condition.

lie says they are drunken but not with wine, they stagger but not just

with stroiig drink. They are staggering because they've turned away feom

the lord. For the Lord has poured out upon you the spirit of deep sleep,

and has closed your eyes; t'e prophets ac 'our rulers, the seers hath

he covered. .rid th vision of 111 Is become unto you as the words of a

book that is scaled . . . and he says, read this and he says, I can't

for it is sealed. t'en it is 1e1ivercd to on thnt is not learned,

s ayin, ead this . . and he says, T ari not learned. I can't read. In

other iords everybody has a different excuse. It's just like where the

Lord says, John the Latist cane not eating or drinlzinc wine and you

critisize him; now the Lord comes entering into social festivities and

you critisize 'lin. You are looking for an excuse. ere people are looking

for an excuse now to read, not to study and accept the Word of God.

"Wherefore the Lord said, Forasmuch as this people draw near me with

their mouth and with their lips 'lo honor me but have removed thier heart

far from me and their fear toward m is taught by the precept of men

Then he goes on to tell what he's going to do. So g'm making a break there,

F. The Divine Overturning, vv.S@ 14-23. The break here is a gentle

transition. It (1OCS not sharply turn from criticis,r of them to telling

how Cod is going to punish them. Jp till 13 he has been criticizing them

for their refusal to study lis word and follow Pim; v.14 tells what he

is going to do; v. IS goes Lack to tell why it is done, and v.16 goes on

to tell again what he is going to do. "Therefore, behold, I 'ill proceed

to do a marvellous work among this people, even a marvellous work and a

wonder; for the wisdcur of their wise men shall perish and the under

standing of their prudent men shall he hid. Woe unto therrn that seek deep

to hide their counsel from the Lord, and their works are in the dark, arid

they say, Who seeth us?
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"Surely your turning of. things upside down shall be esteemed as the

potter's clay" You're trying to mkae your scheme to win your safety

instead of looking to God for heir. You're putting yourself in the place

of God! You're tryiig to do what no man. can do instead of looking

to God to deliver yo. So, he says, you're turning things upside down

will be esteered as the potter's clay: for shall the work say to hir that

made it, lie made me not: or shall the thing framed say to hii that

framed it, tie had no understanding. I it not yet a very little while,

and Lebanon shall h' turned into a fruitful field, and the fruitful fiel&

shall he esteemed as a forest?"Now :hat does this verse mean?

Lebanon - - we all thing of the forest of Lebanon, don't we? Lebanon,

there are two aspects of that. Lebanon is the great forest. Put Lebanon

is outside the ]an1 of Israel. 'Ac's thinking here of a foreign land, a

great forest in a foreign land. Not a fruitful field but a forest to

which he could go and cut wood, but not a place that they would think of

as part of what 'od is blessing. Now, he says, Lebanon, is going ± to be

turned into a fruitful field. But then he looks at them here in Jerusalem

who should be studying the Tord of Cod and prescntin its te:ching

and standing by what it says, and this is a Fruitful field, and he says

it will be considered as a forest. In other words he is goin to turn

thin's upsidc'down! He is going to give 'is favor td a group t}at has

formerly been conidcrcd mtsic1c the 'al?. An! he is goin' to cause
receipients esteemed

many of those who were receipients of "is favor to noi L INNS just

as n forest, just as though they were outside the pale. This is the

Divine Overturnine, vv.14-23. This is the overturning that is oin to

happen. These who could read and refused to; these who had the 1'ord 'f

God nd didn't listen to it; those who did have the warvelou oppcrtunities

and did not take advantage of ther. The time is coming when the wisdon

of their wise Fen is going to become foolishness, when instead of send

in g
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sending the sacrifices ind seeing how.theyrefigure the way

God will deliver thefl fioi sin, ti ctuc!flitt1e ltail o t1 li

and argue about this little detail and that little detaai 1flti tl'c ether
- - - - -

little detail, and a Christ said, Yen irahe the "ord of Cod of no effect

through your traM6rs. hnt 1 .1; Tiat ici'fisizin ter for here,

and he says that your turning of thins is not ene to last. You are

tarrnin things upside down Cod is really aoinrT to turn thin 11--side

down!. All the world is like the potterts clay -- fle does wht e chooses

for His own purposes, and it will he only a little while, only a fe!

centuries before a treenrlous chano wi.l I take place and Lehanon will

be turned into a ru1tful field. And Cod's h1essin which has been con-

fined to this little group here, which has been the only nation in the

world which has known the tru Cod. tilO only nation. 'here have been

individuals in other nations, Tint this is the one nation where ne has

been showing His wercy this nation is rein to !"e for a tire -
heco!ve like a

parts of it cast out, goinp to he/forest, while that which is outside

there is oinr to he turned into a fruitful field. Then he speaks of

those outside who really were deaf, w'o really were blind. who krew

nothing about the true Cod. He says ji' that div the deaf will hear the

words of the Lard, and the eves of the blind will see out of obscurity

and out of darkness. The meet also shall increase their joy in the Lord.

This work "reek" could also mean affliction. The reek, or afflicted will

increase their joy in the Lord, and the poor aron men --- but this word

translated men here, there are two Heb. words that. wean men, one means

man in the masculine sense; the other means huranity. This is the one that

means humanity. The poor among mankind. These who are outside the pale;

there who are looked down upon, and knew nothing of the true Cod, they are

going to rejoice in the Holy One of Israel! The turning upsidedown is here

clearly predicted. He says, 'For the terrible ore is brought to nought, and
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the scorner is consumed, and all that watch for iniquity are cut off;

that make a man an offender for a word, and lay a snare for hir" that

reproveth in the gate, and turn aside the just for a thing of nought.'

floes that mean that all that vas promised to Abraham is going to

come to nothing? Does that mean that Jacob who was promised to carry on

the blessings promised to 'hrahair and the descendants through which the

'ord of God would come to all the world is going to have no followers,

to have no posterity? He says, Therefore thus saith the Lord who redeemed

Abraham" Abraham just came out of the heathen world! God picked bin.

out and called him and redeemed him. The Lord who redeenieci Abraham said

this concerning the house of Jacob, Jacob shall not now be ashamed, ne4therf

shall his face now wax pale. But when he sees his children the worl, of

mine hands, in the midst of him -- not his natural children, not those

whom he has begotten, but when he sees in the midst of him, in the midst

of the true sons of Jacob, in the midst of those who are truly following

God's Word., he sees in the midst of them children who are the work of

God's hands specifically whom God has turned from darkness to light, who

think (?) in the Messiah. !'hen he sees them in the midst of his people,

they will sanctify my name, and sanctify the Holy ONe of Jacob, and

shall fear the God of Flrael things
/

So here he predicts a turninof this upsidedown. It was the great

thing that worried Paul when he found that there were more Gentiles

c oming to Jesus Christ than there were of Jews. Pc wrote Porn. 9 to 11

looking into this history and seeing that it had already been predicted

in the OT that the gospel would go out to the Genti&&s and that sore of

the branches of the great Olive Tree of God's testimony would be broken

off and that some wild branches would be grafted in. But, he says, Let

not these wild branches that arc grafted into the Olive Tree, let not

them boast against the natural branches that were broken off. Ne says,



God who broke them off is able to graft then in again into the olive

tree, and so all Israel shall lie saved. All Israel as a nation is to come

to the knowledgc of the Lord, Paul says, but not immediately. And to every

generation since that tine there have been Israelites who have cone to

believe in 1essiah, 'any of whom have become great leaders in Christianity

but the bulk of the followers of essiah during these centuries have come

from Gentile backgrounds. But he goes on, v.24, 'They also that erred in

spirit shall cowe to understanding,' you notice above he had thones

that were deaf, the ones that were blind, the poor of mankind, the ones

outside the pale - they are going to become a fuuitful field, they who

were formerly a forest outside, but now he says that they who have erred

i n spirit shall come to understanding, and they that murmured ( the

descendants of these who were making fun of him and who are turning away

from the Word of God) their descendants are also eventually to come to

understanding and learn doctrine and so the canches of the olive tree

that were broken out as Paul says are coing to he grafted in again.

This 29th ch. is to me on of the most thrilling chs. in the OT.

,\s Tsa. looks forward for a period of maybe 30 yrs. and sees the mar

vellous deliverance from Sennacherib, but still even tho they are delivered

lie still sees a spirit and an attitude of criticising and he rebukes It

and we see that eventually it will result in an ovorturnin, a complete

change in which the forest of Lebanon will become a fruitful. field and the

fruitful field will he esteemed as a forest, but then eventually they also
they

that erred in spirit shall cone to understanding and tflt that murmured

shall know doctrine. (Collect papers immediately)

(Question: Verse 23 are the Gentiles? and v. 24 brings us back to

the house of Jacob?) I would. think so. (Bring papers up and next time

a quiz)
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(Quiz at -eginnin'. of class for 15 minutes.)

Wc '' s 'a11n IR.st tie about o.2 hich was Isaiah 29. .e

noti.cd t'io 1st v. of it they 13c thr.t rre' ii spirit shall core to

un3erstanding and y thit uriwred shall loam octrine.' I said that

I believe this paints te eventual convcrsion of all Jews living at

the timo TNT




cur orJ r'tur:s, I not 'ih to e dogmatic on that

but it innoar to i t .t.. Is lihly proba1e that is what is taught in

that verse. !rcviousIy he ha soken about the .eaf anblind - those

who 'ere outside the -,-ale and "ould knot: nothin of truth - this

I s these who eTre ii spirit and those who nurinured. Those are criticisms

lie 'as been I:in vey tronly of the Israelites in the earlier part

of the ch, 1 .o3ieve, especa11 in parallol t with Paul's description

of the olive t7ee ftc which certain LrniLchos were grafted out and wild

'branches are rafte in, and eventually they would be grafted into

their on !1v tree. I. bell-eve this points to that, but I don't think

we c' be 10011) -dogiratic.

(ueston cw you believe tiis will be accomplished? By

natural ri"ans or after they have received Jesus when rC returns froi

glory? ? ?)Probahly prt1y one way and partly the other. I would think

both would enter intc it. It is true, there has never been a generation

since the tine of C1rist en there have not been a considerable number

of Ts,w converted rany of :ei have become leaders in the ChrF;tlan

church. It's mazIn how any instances you cove across in Church

history of that. as always been leading some of them to the know

ledge of Thri;t in every eneatioi. ut Paul says (and other references

Make it quite cct3inj that eventually there will be a complete national

conversion, 1'.1-.ether as somewhat gradual process, but probably largely

when then actually see the Lord and mourn for him as they have pierced as



S
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describ in Zecbari.

Tjh 30. 1:i Ts.3() the first 7 v. are clearly related,

while between the 7th and te 9th t1ere is quite sLrç difference

in.ertmh,sis. I believe there is no qestiori tic first 7 form a unit.

We'll call that i\. Warrig Against Looting to Egypt for }elp.

11---ether this was still spoken by Is. in the bancuet hail; whether

i t was soetbing he spoke to his followers outside the banquet hail or

whether it was sowething later on spoken to his followers, we have

no way of knowing. But it forms a definite unit with what precedes in

were listening to him saying, We've got

this wonderful plan, we're goin, to get an alliance with Assyria and
r'sqae4

that means we will be requed from Syria and Israel; we'll be perfectly

safe -- Isaiah says, the bed is too short for a man to lie' on it and

the covers are too narrow to go over him. Your scheme won't work:

Assyria will turr against you and will do you far wore damage than these

other countries could ever do to you. Then they say, If Assyria turns

against us, we'll look to 'gypt for help! That, of course, is what

history tells us they did. After Assyria had turned against them within

the next few years, they 'then tried to play off the great powers against

each other and looked to gypt for help. Egypt had been a very great

power in earlier centuries. In Tgyptian history we distinguish three

great powers (periods?) of Egyptian greatness: the early kingdom, the

middle kingdom and the late kingdom which is often spoken of as the

empire. Put the empire period was at about the time of oses; after that

Eypt was in a gradual decline. The reputation of all that Egypt had

accomplished before remained ,in the minds people all. through the near

east. When Rehoboam, the son of Solomon was king, King Shisht'k of Egypt

made a raid into Palestine and took away the golden shieldds out of the

temple, but it was only a raid. It was not like the great conquests
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of an earlier period. kut it was enou 1on recolecti.on of
a c' a in

the previous iistory of typtian reatness to revive ai'ir: in the rinds

of the people of Iypt as a very .reat power.

ow at this time, the time of Isajal' " tIe actual cor!riti'r 'ithin

hgypt had decline(. to a very creat extent. There were actually various

factions there fighting for control and occasionally one or another

gained control. So these people are looldnr to sovethin that can'thep

them against &ssyrian. Pventually a century later ssyria actually con

quered Egypt, but o course these people don't realize this as yet. You

might say, it's in a way like the situation in this country about Pn

years ago when the little United tates which people looked upon asa

little country way up on the edges of civilizaton, attaciee the r-iJty

spanish empire. Most of the people in ;'uropo thought it would not he

lonc before Spain would completely overturn the TJ.c,.A. Actually the

great Spanish enpire had been in a tren'ndous decline for a century and

a half. And it was a very simple job for the ... to take away the

Spanish possessions in the lest INdies, and also to tale away the

Philippines from them. Rut people did not realize that. To many people

in T::urope that was the first idea many top people ad that there was a

country of much importance over here on this side of the ocean was when

the mighty anisk erpire collapsed before it.

~i 'fere these nobles are sayinc, e'll look to Py,t! e don't need

to look to the Lord. "fter all all this hocus pocus about religion is

vood to keep the 'nasses happy but we want to fiure out the way we

can work things accordinc! to the best plans we can make. Th isa. says,

;:oe to the rebellious children, says the Lord, that take counscl but

not of me; and that cover i th a coverthc hut not of ny spirit, that

they may add sin to sin . . . . . Therefore shall the strenth of Fypt

be your shame, and the trust in the shadow of Fypt your conFusior.. For
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his princes were at Zoan, and his ambassadors came to 1-lanes." These

are two towns in Egypt that came to be of importance in this period and

had not previously been. People thought of Egypt and they thought of the

great centers of Memphis and Thebes, but at this time the capitol/1111
lesec!r

had been moved to tw$ cities further south, and he is pointing out

the changes that are occurring in Egypt. It's not the power it used to be.

(Question:Zoan and Hanes are major cities now, or at the time of

Isaiah?) At the time of Isa. they were major cities; their precise

location is not certain now actually. The great centers of previous

Egypt had been Memphis where the great pyrmids are, which location

is of course well known today, and Thebes several hundered miles

further south, which is today the greatest outdoor museum in the world

where you have great obilesks, high pillars, great statues. There was

a whole row of maybe 50 great statues there. I had my picture taken in

front of one of them and my head came only up to one of the knees. It

gives you an idea of the colossal structure in ancient?Pt Thebes

These were the great ancient capitals. Now at this time, they are in

two towns of considerable importance. But far inferior to the previous

capitals, and there is even dispute today as to the exact location of

these two places. He simply mentions it to show that Egypt is not

what it used to be. It's not the same great centers they used to have.

He goes one: "They were all ashamed of a people . . . v.5

Verse 6 begins in a way that can easily be confusing. It begins

"The burden of the beasts of the south." If a person begins at the beginning

of Isaiah and starts going through and studying the different chs., you

find in lii, "the burden of Babylon which Isa. the son of Amaz saw";

15:1, "the burden of Moab," Ch. 17, "the burden of Damascus." Ch.19

"the burden of Egypt." Ch. 23, "the burden of Tyre." All these are head

ings describing the message the prophet brought against them. If you had
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read all those chs. and studied them, when you got to v.6, "the burden

of the beasts of the south' you would probably say, "hat's the

prophetic message against the beasts of the south?" But it is a further

evidence of the fact that we must not hecause word is used in one

sense in the Scripture assume that it will necessarily he used in exactly

the same sensc wherever o1s it occur. !"her yor have a word used only

3 or 4 times in Scripture, there is a1wys a possibility of the sense

being quite different. When you have word use,, 70 or 3 times, it is

p ossible that t?# there are different shades of meaning. You will want

to go very slow about attributing to a word a meaning that has no

parallel elsewhere, but we don't want to assume that a word is a technical

word for some some particular thing without real evidence.

In this case the phrase "the burden of" is used as a sort of

technical phrase for God's word of reporach, !is inessnge given to the

prophets ga against something or other,?Ut in those chs., but here it

is just the ordinary common word i.e. the burden, the thing lifted. "The

burden of the beasts of the soi'th." Into the land of trouble and anguish

from whence come the young and old lien (these various animals), they

will carry their riches upon the shoulders of young asses, nd their treasures

upon the bucches of cm1s, to a people that whall not profit them.

He describes the people of Judah thinking they will get help from

Egypt and sending great amount of raterial down there in order to win

the support of the Egyptians. He ends with the phrase "to a people that

shall not profit them." All of t:is they are sending for that is going

to be useless to theii.

That finishes v.7. Verse 8 could be taken with v.7, but it seems

much more reasonable to take it with v.8 as the punctuation is made in

the KJV. So after this warning against looking to Egypt for help, we

go on to B. Secularism Rebuked and coming Judgment Predicted.



-,

Great portions of the OT are directed against the worship of

false gods, against worshipping idols. Those are matters found today in

the world. Those are pasagges having a real meaning for us today, but

here is a passage that comes even closer to our present situation be

cause he is dealing with the attitude of the people which is so similar

to the attitude of great numbers of people, particu'arly ieadecs,

political leaders and others today.

(Questithh: Asks for a definition of idols?) In the proper sense,

the narrow sense, the word an idol is a statue which is put up to

represent the diety and therefore is worshipped. There is the possibility

a person may think that idol is the deity; there's also the possibility

he thinks it merely represents the idea. The Mohammedans were so afraid

that people would worship the representation that according to Islamic

law they, are not supposed to have any representation, either of a

person nor even of an animal. The RC church on the other hand had so

many representations that many people came to worship the representation

and make an idols of that. The official teaching of the ch. would not

consider them an idol but merely a representation.

Tdols are very important in Scripture but not in this particular

ch. Here it is secularism that is rebuked. Here it is the attitude of

thinking it is then own wisdom, their own clever planning is going to

give them all theyneed. This section runs from vv.8-17. That is a

unified section. Tt might possibly he subdivided but it aertainly he
sharp

longs closely together. I believe there is a rather Stiff break between

it and what precedes and between it and what follows.

Verse *8 says, Now go write it on a tablet and note it in a book,

that this is a rebellious people, lying children, children that will not

hear the law of the Lord, which say to the seers See not, and to the

prophets, Prophesy nnt unto us right things, speak unto us smooth
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things, prophesy deceits.' It represents exactly the attitude of the

nobles when isa. came into the banquet. As long as he would give them

smooth things, tell thei how God was going to overcome hraim, how
MXXXXX

he was going to bring the people (out of) this present ffleddee menace,

they would say yes, He can say God is, we can say it is our clever

scheme is going to dot it, but it helps to encourage the morale of the

people -- say smooth things, but they don't want the truth given. It's

an attitude very common today.

Verse 11, Get you out of the way, turn aside out of the path, cause

the Holy One of Israel to cease from before us." Don't bother with this

religious business they say. I don't think that attitude is near as

common in our western world today as it was c. 30 yrs. ago. At that

thie there was a tremendous secular attitude and in our universities

mostly a person would be ridiculed for believing most anything super

natural. Whereas today in the universities there is a tendency to go

after all kinds of occult, mysterious things. It is more along the

trend of the idol worship again.

(Question: In vv. 9-il is it 7 ? content of what is written

out of the scrolls ? ? ?) rhat is a matter for judgment,

the whole thing was written on a scroll It simply is emphasizing it.
Write

I would say if we are to guess what he is saying particularly ?2! on

the scrolls it would run through v. 1 17 because v.17 is a sort of a

climax of it.

Verse 12: 'Wherefore thus says the Holy One of Israel, 3ecause you

des!ise this word, and trust in oppression and perversuness, .

Therefore this iniquity shall be to you as a breach ready to fall, swell

ing out in a high wall, whose breaking cometh suddenly at an instant'

He says, Your schemes are not going to work; you'll suddenly find your

selves in trouble. Verse 14: He shall break it as the breaking of the

potters' vessel that is broken in pieces; he shall not spare.' No here
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you think of a potter's vessel as being like a pitcher would be. This

pitcher is broken; there won't be found in It the bursting of it a

sherd to take fire from the hearth, or to take water out of Vie pit."

I dontt know why the K1V translates :out of the pit.'' I think "out of

the well" would make a lot more sense. You don't I get water out of

a pit you get it out of a well The same word could represent either one.

It's ai/Øf matter of custom which one is used, but the word means a

hole in the ground, like you would get your water out of and you would

need something to carry it with. There will not he even anything you can

carry even a little bit of water with. Of course this is all figurative.

Verse 15: "For thus saith the Lord God, the Holy One of Israel;

In returning and rest shall ye be saved; in quietness and. in confidence

shall be your strenht," What a wonderful motto? A wonderful lesson for

all of us up to taht point, but you see how the v. ends, "and ye would

not." He's referring back to the message he has given them. Put your

trust in the Lord and the Lord will either protect you from the evil

or he will develop you through the evil. He may have have a purpose

in it for you. You don't know that He will deliver you from it, but

you know that if you are trusting Him He will do what is best for you.

Here he has promised He will deliver them from it from Israel and

Syria. He has promised lie will deliver Jerusalem from the Assyrian,

but "ye would not." They would not put their trust in ETim, and what

did they answer7

They said, If everything comes to worst, if theyoercoine the land

we'll flee on horses (v.16), lIe saya, Therefore you will flee! And they

say, We'll ride on swift animals. well, lie says, they that pursue you

shall be swift. Then lie continues, 1000 shall flee at the rebuke of one.

Just the opposite of the promise that one shall chase 1000 and two

shall put 10,000 to flight! when they are eca really serving the Lori

Etit here they say, We'll flee if worse comes to worst. We'll you are
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going to flee and you'll get so scared that you'll flee when there is

nothing to flee from. One thousand shall flee at the rebuke of one,

andat the reubke of five shall ye flee. The end of this v. is very

very interesting. "Till you be left as a beacon upon the top of a mountain

and as an ensign on a hill." He might have said, Tell there will be hardly

anybody left. Till there are only a few stragglers left. But why did

he say, Till you be left like a beacon on top of a mountain. You'll be

left like an ensign on a hill. Here there is just one little pole

sticking up there on top of a mountain! There is a flag on the hill!

You'll be left like that. There is an idea introduced here, an extra

idea. Just barely touched upon, but very clearly touched upon. You for

your refusal to follow the Lord are going to he cut to pieces, you are

going to be scattered. You're going to be so that there will be hardly

anyting left of you, and all that will be left will be left like a little

stick lying down on the ground somewhere? No! Like a beacon upon a

hill. Like one high pole -the word sometimes used for the mast of a

ship. There is just one, but there it is. You can see it. It's on top

of a hill. You can see it a long ways away. Or like a flag on tope of

a hill. Sometimes you can see a flag at a very long distance. It maybe

a small thing but it is very very visible. How can anybody escape from

the conclusion thtat that this very strange language used here is a
their

prediction of the fact, that thought the Israelities would have tat?

temple and area destroyed and would be scattered over the earth, that

they woMd be reduced greatly in numbers, that they would not only not

disappear, but that thier presence would he very easily seen. That is

something that is without parallel in history. Other nations have been

conquered, overwhelmed,and assimilated. But by the middle ages you had

Jews scattered in just about every nation of the world. Ihen Frederick

the Great, the great Prussian general, and conqueror, who was a very
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- - a man with no religion, a scoffer in every way, but his country was

a very pious country on the whole and they carried out the ceremonies

of the church, of the bctheran ch., and he turned to his chaplain one

day when there were not many around, and said, Give me in one word

some proof that Christianity is true. The chaplain turned to him and

said, "The Jewl" In other words here is this people from ancient times
theft

which all over the world people are conscious of t*1etexistence, and

no other ancient people has been like that. An ancient people has

either continued in its own area through many bhanges or has been

assimilated with other people, has been scattered MINK abroad and

completely assimilated, but the Jew has remained as a beacon on a hill,

as an ensign on a hill, visible ot the world as an "- a sign of God's

having called them in the first place and of God's having punished

them for thier UKII unbelief.

(Question:The Egyptians are still around?) The ancient Egyptians

were conquered by the Greeks first, and the Greeks took on Egyptian

forms and all the leaders became Greeks and the Greek language was the

primary language; then the Romans took them over and how much of

ancient Egyptian civilization or even blood remains is hard to tell

during the period the Greeks, and the Romans, and the Byzantine period.

But then the Arabs took them over I and then the Egyptian language

completely disappeared and they are an Aaab nation today. Now how much

of the ancient Egyptian blood is in it it is hard to say; there may be

a great deal. But there is also a great coming in of Arab blood nixRd

together and the language completely changed, the customs and background

ancient Egypt is only sort of an interesting thing to see around you.

Not at all today like it was.

(Question: Could this be referring to ? ? ? ) No. I would say this

is looking forward to after the time of Christ. But it is a picture of
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glancing forward into the future. All these things happened to some

extent in earlier tines, but to become like a beacon on a hill is look

ing way forward into the future yet many centuries.

(Question: refer to Sennacherib conquering everything

but Jerusalem?) That's still coming but not in this, no. Somebody

might interpret it that way, but I don't believe that's what it means.

They did n fleeing then. They were shut in Jerusalem. There was no

way they could get away.

(Question: Does this relate to Is. 11:10-12 where he describes the

root of Jesse as an ensign). No 1 don't believe so because that is

pointing definitely to Christ. Christ there is the ensign to which the

people will come. Here he is pointing to the descendants of these who
down

rejected their opportunity and who will he greatly cut eMin number

but who will remain as an evidence of the truth pf God'sXR word through

the ages.

(Question: Is there an OT prophecy that says there won't he an

Egyptian to sit on the throne again ever?) But that word ever does

not mean ever in our present sense; it means a long long tire and of
Assyrians

course that was true that the Egypt was conquered by the theˆ

by the Babylonains, then by the Greeks and then by the Pomans and

then by the Arabs, so that a native igyp.tian did not sit on the throne

until King Farouk in recent years. He was only am it a brief tire be

fore he was put out of it, and he was an A Ar.ah or. a Turk, I'm not

sure which, in background.

XXIX This part then ends at this point I would say. 1 believe there

is a very definite break between v. 17 and what follows, which I am

giving a very general title.

C. Eventual Blessing. After this tremendous rebuke from v.8-18
into

a rebuke that ends with this statement in v.17 thtt looks way fAM the

future, then the Lord delares that His mercy to Israel is not t n pncl..
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There is great blessing yet for Israel. AS he looks on into the distant

future it is not easy in parts of it to tell what the time is to which

he is looking forward, but I don't see any way to get away from the

idea that he is looking forward to time still future from today. lie

looks way into the future. He says, God's mercy is not leaving Israel.

He is going to continue !Us blessing despite so much of the nation has

turned away from its its loyalty to Him and from fairly studying His

word as lie desires it.




gracious
So he says, Therefore will the Lord wait that He may be JtIMOD unto

you. . ." That "therefore" looks forward rather than back; well it could

look back too. In part of God's plan there will be this beacon on

a hill; there will be this ensign. And the Lord is going to wait but

he is not going to destroy Israel. He is going to bless Israel, but

lie is going to bless the world through Israel, and one way He is going

to bless the world through Israel is by preserving Israel as a sign,

as an indication of the truth of His word.

"Therefore will the Lord wait that He may be gracious unto you,

and therefore will he be exalted that he may have mercy upon you: for

the Lord is a God of judgment ( this does not mean a God of condemna

tion here it means a God who deals fairly), blessed are all they that

wait for Him." (19) For the people shall dwell in Zion at Jerusalem;

thou shalt weep no more: he will be very gracious unto thee at the

voice of thy cry; when he shall hear it,he will answer thee. (2)

And though the Lord give you the bread, of adversity . . . but thine

eyes' shall see thy teachers.' (21) And thineyVyl ears shall hear a word

behind thee saying, This is the way, walk ye in it, when ye turn to the

right hand, and when ye turn to the left". lie promises a time when

the people w11:be.very close to Him andHe will lead them very

definitely. (22) Ye shall defile also the covering of your graven
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images of silver, and the ornament of your molten images of gold."

He here predicts that the time is coming when Israel will no more be

led into idolatry. And of course that was fulfilled comparatively

soon. Since the exile Israel turned very strongly against idolatry.

Israel has fallen into many sins, and many errors. But that which

before the exile was a constant source of leading them astray ceased

to be.

We will have to stop here. Next time please look into ch. 32,

and make a brief outline of it if you can. It is much more difficult

to outline than chs. 30 and 31. Glance through ch. 32 and

turn in just a brief outline of it next time.
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.\s T announced Tefore any of ou ho wOU].d ike to 'nve your
assi cni:ept a:ors hc I'll o lad to 'ive toe ac!,.




T1ou
'en't promise to do it iiicdiately. I've r.ar1ed aF:out hail of

the pa'crs from the quize last weel and they vary quite a bit.
°ne thin I stressed :as I anted the questions ans,ered in. orcr,
an if one was skipped I would count off fro' tie total. here
a few i1 ski'ued quite a number. 1 was anxious to hnve them
,ar d 11 a tsweTe(.1 ri,,-ht in order and woulil lfl-,e you to te snre t o V
next tire. Also I asked you to be sure to et your ri't nur''er
whether odd or even. I make that arrangement for the sake of the
honest students. I think most or all of your are wanting to he
honest, but it s very difficult if the one next to you is aswc'r
irig the sane question to keep fror, seein o.ethin! on his zpaper,
arid if you already know it Lut right not have thought of it, you
conscientiously hesitate about putting it down. o 1' always try to
have people next to each other have different questions. That's
one reason why I arrared so you would he in a different part of
Isaiah as far as possible. nxious to have ther answered in order
and am taking off very materially for questions skipped.

((;ucstion: '!'at happened to our first quiz?) T'-,' not sure
whether I'll give them hack or not, the second is ruch easier to
iark than the first. The first is quite easy to know whether a
paper Is good medium or poor but to give an exact nark Is uch
harder with those questions than with the last quiz. Lot s'r I'll.
give thew back, but ar- hopinc! I'll give the last one lick.

(Prayer for rs. C. ason w'o fell an Lrc!e her hip and
is now to be operated on.)

Last tine we were speakin' about Is. V, arid erie tbim 1 '-,re

stressed early in this course is the fact ti-it it is very iortant

in approaching' t"ic Able that we don't read into it our previous

ideas. In fact it is ood not to read into one passay sonethin:

froi another. ostpare passages and see what you learn from it, Lit to

take what you've learned from one section and read it into another

without hem' absolutely sure that it is there can cause you to miss

itportant teachin that the Lord has For you. OW in these nssaes

of Isa. he is always startinjiiith situation o' his du'. o is

dealin immediately with the needs of the people, but then I'e :0e9

on from there and touches on future events that have an iporta'ice

in relation to the needs of those people and of course nlsc' to tie

needs of God's people in future ties. is vision, as we saw, is not

I.
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like soeboy writing a history book, that says I yrs. fro- nov,

this is going to happen; 200 yrs. from no this is goinr, to pp;

250 that, etc. Ue sees something there related to soetM.n here

and then he iay core back and deal with sorething here en'-' tTn o

on to something which is not so far away as the thing he was from

or which is much further away. And in order to learn the tine to

which he refers then he looks at the future, there w ve to con

pare Scripture with Scripture and. soetires it is very clear and

very easy to get the answer, and other tires it is very difficult.

And when it is difficult it is very simtly for us to just rh n

hold of something o just got fro some other part o S'cripturc:

and say, This is what it is! And when we do ti-is e runt'-,c rig!:

o losing someting there, soiet1iing clifreront that is irpertaut

that we should get out of it. So I think it is very ir:portaut that

we reserve judgment whore we are not sure, ht that we try to cc

how many things there are of -which we can be sure as the prophet

looks forward.

Now we looked last time at Is.30 and e looked at

A. Warning Against Looking to Egypt for Help

3. Secularism Rebuked and Coming Judgment Prejcted 308-17

Then we egan to ook at the section which I called

q C.-AeSea 31essings 30:18-26. This is long section im

mediately following after the propheti'c statements in v.17 that the

people as a result of thier sin were going to glee and he fugitives

for a long period, but still would not be out of sight, they would

not have disappeared. They would be like a beacon on the top of a

mountain; likea flag on a hill.

In v.18 we looked beyond th. misery that is to coie for their

sin and looked at the blessing that God promises. "Therefore will the
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wait

Lord/that de iaav he crracious and therefore will e be exalted that

He may have mercy upon you. In other words, all the Lord's chastise

ment of is ieople is in the end for their good, and in te end will

lead to that which is hi1.y desirable. For the Lord is a God of

judgment; blessed are all they that wait for Him." The v. can apply

to any of us who are in Z!ZZ positions of difficulty and trouble

in our lives.

For the people shall dwell in Zion at Jerusalem: thou shalt weep

no more: he will be very gracious unto thee at the voice of they cry,

when he shall hear it, he will answer thee. And thought the Lord give

you the bread of adversity, and the water of affliction, yet shall not

thy teachers be removed into a corner any more, but thine eves shall see

thy teachers: and thi'e ears shall hear a word behind thee, saying,

This is the way, w*lk ye in it, when ye turn to tho right hand, and

when ye turn to the lift.'' Here are sore gracious promises of *s future

flessings to His eonle, some of which may have been fulfilled 1W

but most of which would seem to look to a condition or a situation

which has not yet come.

Verse 22 however, seem to have been nlre.dv fulfilled. In fact

at the time of the exile, the Israelites seem to have beer 1-,'ttv

well delivered from what had been a tremendous difficulty for them

in all previous reriods -- the constant trouble of faliinc into

idolatry. After the exile there were crmparative1.y few instances

wheree Israelites fell into that particular sin of idolatry. Ard

they have been known thrnuh the nes for t1X their opposition

to idolatry. Verse 72 5pe.1lc of their doing away with to ",ravn

images nd the molten ii-ages.

Then v.23 continues this 1ockin to a 1ctant tire, of very

great blessedresF. 'Then shall he ive t!-e rain of thy seed, that
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thou shalt sow the ground withal; and bread of the increase of the

earth, and it shall be fat and plenteous; in that day whall tñy

cattle feed in large pastures. The oxen likewise and the young asses

that ear the gtound,' = = = This old English word "ear", I believe

is "plow" in modern English. "That plow the ground shall eat clean

provender which has been winnowed with the shovel and with the fan.

And there shall be upon every high mountain, and upon every high

hill, rivers and streams of waters." One of the great problems in

the land of Israel was the problem of the lack of water. There was

insufficient water in ancient times. When I travelled there on horse

back some tire before the State of Israel was founded, we always had

to be careful to find a spring, otherwise we bought all of our water.
there

Watet in that whole area is often in very short supply. Here/is

promised a time when there shall he an abundance of water. These

promises here of material blessings, blessings in relation to agri

culture -abundant food and abundant water would certainly not seem

to be a prediction of heaven. Not a prediction of future blessing

of somewhere other than on this earth, but would seem to lookt to

a period that had not yet come.
find a

Then we comes to a very remarkable ending to this 25th verse.

There will he all this plentiful supply of water"in the day of the

great slaughter when the towers fall." That phrase seems quite

different from anything immediately before or immediately after.

The best interpretation of it seems to me to be that it is a state

ment that this glorious period to which he looks forward is not

going to come into existence through gradual development. It is not
prosperity

going to come into existence through a time of peace and XIAX

in which the world will gradually get better, but it is going to

come immediately following a great divine judgment, following

a great divine interposition. Therefore it seems to me that the
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great Divine interposition and judgment upon evil. And the next

verse fits very definitely with that idea that this is a future thing:

"Moreover the light of the moon shall be as the light of the sun,

and the light of the sun shall he sevenfold, as the light of seven

days, in the day that the Lord hinds up the breach of His people,

and heals the stroke of their wound." It points forward to a time

when after a time of testing, and trouble, and of great divine in

terposition there will come a healing, a binding up of their wounds,

and a great increase in light! Just how much of this about the sum

and the moon is literal and how much is figurative expression for the

great increase in the divine light and in divine understanding,

we would not wish to be dogmatic about it. But then, so much for C.

D. The Overthrow of Assyria.

You notice he started by warning against looking to Egypt for

help, against Assyria, and then after showing how they will not be

able by their human schemes to protect themselves. Their human

schmmes of getting aid from these wicked foreign nations, is not

going to be effective. But God says the Assyrian is not going to

ilestroy Judah. lie is going to greatly ravage Judah; he is going

to think he H can take Jerusalem, but he is not going to

succeed in taking Jerusalem or in putting an end to the kingdom

of Judah. This is the specific promise of God's will in relation

to Assyria. When the exile came it came from another nation that

had first conquered Assyria -- the nation of Babylon which at this

time was subject ot Assyria.

So from vv.27-33 he has returned right to his immediate

situation dealing with the Assyrian attack, and using a considerable

amount of figurative language he gives a picture of the Lord coming

to deliver them from the Assyrians.
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Now vv.27-30 have no very specific statements in them; one

could suggest that they are referring to what preceded to a very

distant time, but v.31 seems to make it definite that the strong

figures in those previous vv. were describing a divine interposition

to rescue them from the Assyrians. For v.31 says: "For through the

voice of the Lord shall the Assyrian he beaten down" --- not by their

getting help from Egypt. Not by any alliances such as Ahaz tried to

make. Not by any human scheme but through the "voice of the Lord.'

And someone in Isaiah's day was wondering exactly what does that

mean? How is this great tremendous aggressive force of Assyria

going to he beaten down by the voice of the Lord? And of course it

was 20 yrs. after this time, after the time of this banquet at

which Isaiah spoke in previous chs. and perhaps as far as this too,

it was perhaps 20 yrs after that that Sennacherib made his great

attack and overran all of Judah except Jerusalem, and it looked

as if he could just procede to conquer Jerusalem whenever he got

around to it, but just before he was ready to get around to it,

the Lord smote a great multitude of his soldiers and it was im

possible for him to do anything but return clear across the desert

to his headquarters in Ninevah. So "through the voice of the Lord

shall the Assyrian be beatwn down." "And every pleace where the

grounded staff shall pass, which the Lord shall lay upon him,"

it is the Lord that lays it upon him, it is not the force or power

of the Israelites or of any alliance he made; "it shall he with

tabrets and harps: and in battles of shaking will he fight with it.

For Tophet is ordained of old:" Tophet was the place right outside

the walls of Jkrusalem where they burned the refuse, and it is a

figurative statement, "Tophet is ordained of old, yea, for the king

it is prepared; he math made it deep and large: the pile thereof is
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t fire and much wood; the breath of the Lord, like a strea' of

hriiatone, doth kindle it. A figurative expression for t,,,e complete

destruction of the Assyrian attack, the complete foilint of the

Assyrian effort to conquer Jerusalem and to put an end to the

kingdom of Judah. Not long after that, less than 100 yrs. after

it, the complete destruction of the Assyrian eilip*re, as completely

destroyed as 11 any empire in all history.

Ninevab the great city, a city of three days journey, was

attacked by the Fabylonians and 'ledes and. it was devestated and

became such a heap of ruins that a couple of hundred years later

the people did not even know where the city of Ninevah had heent

Its ruins were rediscovered c. 150 yrs. ago now.

XI chater 31. z

"1 askedyou in theas$igninnt you brought i last week to

compare chs. 30 and 31. It's intérestlnghow they:start the same

and end the same. Ch. 31 you 'might say i repetition in the main.

If you age going todrivethoughts hôrné.tô eoj]e,it is necessary

often to repeat. If you repeat thé.samê words over it

becomesvery IoresoTne, but lfyourepeát the same idea in different

language it rive thethoüght home. owtime a peaer takes one

thouht and he e*prèsses it 'repeatedly in variou:ways; at other

time he*ill take a piogres.of thought. 0 wlll.go through it

and come back and go through it aglin. T!dslatter is what Isaiah

did iñthisparticular àase Ch. 31 is tSnelof.thàse cbs. in the

Bible where the charter divisions are very properly made because it

is a definite unit. So is cb. 31). Cbs. 28 and 29 are together a

unit and it is more or less accidental where the break is trade in

those two. But here chs. 30 and 31 are definitely parallel. Is.

goes back and recapitulates in different language but stresiin: the
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same idea so far as the immediate situation is concerned. So under

XI we start again with

A. Warning Against Looking to Egypt for Aid. Here we have 3

verses which do not repeat hardly a phrase that is in the binning

of cit. 3( but repeats the same idea very definitely. 'Woe to the

tiat go down to Pgypt for helpi and rely on horses an rru.t in c

chariots". There were comparatively few horses in Palest-ine in most

periods of its history while Egypt bcuine known as the great land

of thehorses. The land where the best horses care fro - oloinou

sent to Egypt to get horses. The Lgyptians had once been conquered

by a people from Asia who rode on swift horses and were able to

overcome it by this means, and the Egyptians saw to it that they

were never again in that particular danger. They saw to it that

they mastered the art of handling and training horses. So trust

in Lgypt was to quite an extent'trust in horses and chariots be

cause they are many and in horsemen because they are very strong.

Now the Egyptian horses were not quite so many as in the past at

this time, nor were their horsemen quite as strong as thcy had 'been

in previous years. But the reputation estaul.ished as

reputations last and fgyt was considered as a great powerful force.

If they could only play off the Assyrians against gypt they would

he perfectly safe (they thought). Actually within the next century
clear

the Assyrians went way down into Egypt and conquered Fgypt for a

brief time. Fventually the Persians conquered it and help it for

a century. but here he says you think the igyptians are so strong.

Woe to you if you put your faith in them and don't look to the

Holy One of Israel or seek the Lord. "Yet he also is wise, and will

bring evil. and will not call back his words: but will arise against

the house of the evildoers, and against the help of then) that work

v i will ya vi1' This is
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old English. Today we say "bring calamity', 9ring injury',

"bring what is harmful. The word 'evil' today royal co

notation. The word evil in old English sivply meant what is estruc

tive. It might be used with a moral idea but it oes not have to

he. And that is true of the Ikb. word raa....i!bich is translated evil

in these cases. ilaewhere in the KJV it is translated other ways,

$Ø Like when .JeremiaIi brougit some figs that cre veryrotten fi s,

the KJV says they were very naughty fits. The word naughty siry

'ieans a thing of naught, of Lb value. Iut of course- in modern

English we have restructed it to the sort of wrong iehavour that

a child may have. To us today it seems rather silly to apply it

to figs. But if they said evil figs it would be just as bad to us

today as naughty figs.

Verse 3 says: Now the Egyptians are nen, ii not God." The

plain implication is that if you are go1n7 to be safe, trust in God

rather than in any man. Any man may fail. Any man can fail you.

Any man can turn against you. It is only 'hom you can safely

trust.

I used to hear the noted evangelist P. A. Torrey quite frequently.

He was a great big, heavy set man. He used to say, Every time Ihavo

put my confidence in some man, he has failed ne. Put every tine I

have put my confidence in God he has never failed c." I could just

see that big man stepping off tue platform stopping on to the pro

rises of Cod and being held up by thi, because as he said you can

always trust in the promises of God. The promises o en may work

out and may not. All men are fallible. So he says, The Egyptians

are men and not God. And their horses are flesh and not spirit.

A very interesting thing. Their horses are flesh and not spirit.

Their horses are created things; they are material things, very

wonderfully made, very marvellous beyond any machine man has ever
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Invented re the any iifforent parts that enter into the structure

of a horse, and yet it is only flesh it is not spirit. o put your

trust in the egyptians is foolish and to put your trust in their

1iorses is foolish. 'When the Lord shall stretch outhis hand, both he

That helps shall fall, and he that is holuen shall fall down, and they

all shall fail together. So the Lord says here that trust in 1gypt

will not give there deliverance they need.

!. '!e then points out. that thought they cannot get the pro

tection Jerusale;n needs from the tgrptians, God is going to give

Jerusalem Protection. I call . Jerusa1ei Temporarily Protected.

Samaria was conquered in 721 p.C. But Jerusalem was not conquered

and destroyed until 586, nearly 150 yrs. later. So temporarily

here means quite long time, hut as we look back at it from the

perspective of history it seems short.

So vv.45 like the latter part of ch. 30 promises that Jeru

salem will he protected from the ?ssyrins. For thus has the

Lord spoken unto me, Like as the lion and the young lion roaring

on his prey, whon a multitiice of shepherds is called forth against

him, he will not he afraid of the-r voice, nor abase himself himself

for the noise of t1em. Like a hi powerful iior with ien wrio did

not hve guns in those days coring mit to hir with sticks and trying

to meet )An, and he h'r p fer of them t all. So, he says., the Lord

of hosts comes down to fight for mount Zion, and for the hill there

of.' s he said in a precious ch., with the voice of the Lord the

.ssyrian will he beaten down. The Lord of hosts is going to come to

them. It is not going to be by any act of theirs that they i11 be

protected.

Tcr S is very i.nterestint. 'A3 birds flying so will the Lord

of hosts defend ,Jerusalem.' As birds flying. That does not mean so
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much to us today when e have been able to invent machines tint can

fly. Put it was not many years ago that it would convey exactly the

meaning it would convey in Iskiah's tic. IN fact T read that as

recently as 1910, when the Wright Brothers wsre still expertnenting

that in the very town t* which they lived in Ohio someone wrote

an editorial i. the paper in whicb he said that Vie rumours that some

one could invent a machine that w could fly was absolutely ridiculous.

A man would nover'be able to fly through the airl They say that as the

editor of that paper wovld go into town he would-pass the very place

where the Wright Brothers were experimenting and managing to fly some

times as far as half a mile at one stretch. But he was convinced it

could not happen he did not even bother to look to. see whether the

1right Brothers were making a start in that direction.

Vow of course flying today is something that is very common, but

through all the centuries until recently this would be a figure IX

for something that a man simply could not do. Like birds flying.

Like the birds flying overl'ead and you could not take hold of them.

You could not stop them from flying. They pass over through the air.

o the angels of the Lord would pass over through the air destroying

the hosts of Zennacherib. As birds flying so will the Lord of hosts

defend Jerusalem; defending also he will deliver it: and passing over

he will preserve it."
two -

So these C verses give you the promise Jerusalem will be

teiporarHy ,rotected(vv.4-5). Then the nrothet returns to exhortation.

C. Exhortation in Vie of Future Furc'es, 31:6,7. Turn you unto

hir from hoi the children of Israel have deeply revolted. For in

that day. We iontio:ied once nrviously this phrase in that day" is

not in the :eh. what it would mean to most of us. I don't know about

all of you. I know some who use the phrase much the way it's used in
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the Bible. Rut my experience has been that if I say 3.n that day I

usually. mean in the day I ha-e just spoken of It i's my, impression

that most of the people I have known - but not all by air' means
they

when you say 'tin that day". mean the day we .have just been taking about.

Or the 4ay we have some way just been referrth to just recently.

In the Scripture the phrase Is used a rood. nany tites to nean

in that day.. of which" T am 'now goin to speak" rather than 'in that

day of which I hve,jus't spoken." Now Is an atterpt has been made by

a number of Rible students to. take this p'rase "that dcy as, a tech

nical expression. They say "that day" i a particular tile in' history

or a particular point ir Cod's plan for the ages. It is always possi

ble that in Sc*ripture a certain cobina'tloi of words, a certain

statement may be used as a technical term to inIgate a certain

precise period or a. .certsin exact part of Cod's dealing with the

world*, But we have to go slow about reacUn any such conclusion and

examine all the cases. When you examine any sizeable nunther of cases

where this phrase occurs in cripturo ("in that day") you find it is

used of many different periods. o It is quite easy to show that this

particular phrase is not a technical torn, and that it may mean in

the day we hive just been speaking of, but It i' more apt to mean in

the day we are now about to speak of. o in modern rnlish it seems

to me that the idea of it is best expressed by saying there will be

a day when - - in that day such a thing 0.11 happen there will he

a day when such and such a thing will happen. The clay I am now going

to speak about such a thing will happen. So v,7 sys for there wl1"
a

be/day. Just before he says, "Turn unto the one fron' whom the child

ren of Israel have revolted against, for there will he a day when every

man will cast away his idols of silver, and his idols of gold, which

your own hands have made unto you for a sin." It was another couple
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of centuries before that 4day canic, but that has been true of the

Israelites during most of their history since tac time of the exile;

that they have turned away froi idolatry. Then in

L'. The remaining two verses teturns to the situation spoken of

in P. t'ut wtl the ephasis on the Assyrians. So I thought I niht

entitle it: Assyrian to be )vcrthrown. As you see here there are
groups

these two UU! of two verese parallellng the latter part of ci.3O

30,8 - "Then shall the Assyrian fall with the OIL sword. " Vie KJV

says of a *ighty man; and the sword not of a mean man, shall
NS11

devour him. The UX has changed that to: 'wlth a sword not of a
the

ran, and wXX1Xswcrd not of a man shall devour him. It puts in the

'rarir hat the VJV has: "a mighty pan, and a mean van.' The fact of

the matter is that two different eb.XY words icr "man are used here.

iut one of the does not wean mighty and the other iean wean or snall.

in fact the first of the two vords sin-ply weans man, a ran in

ural. The second one is used .ore commonly for mankind in general.

It is the word P..dai from ihich '.Jam is taen. Eo we have two words

here which are not exactly the sane but are so sirilr that it would
succeed in doing this

be as in in English you would say "no ran will WXYTAXXXXXXXXXIM,

no hi;r.an bcin :ill be able to do 'Pigbty" and men carry

the idea of all Lirds of in, so you night y th¬ whole phrase is

properly expresscd with irhty and rnerin !ut it certainly does,
refer

not exactly express the heb. because the !ob. does nct tr

men under these two particular categories. Tre two are pretty close

to being very close synoyrns. The Assyrian will fall, but h will
. t t ac k s

fall not because some man atta-d h3m with -'hysiai wapo.

will he devoured y not hy any hunsn will flee froi th

sword. The word sword here yo:: see used ir i soewht

figurative..v. i.e. the sword for a -means of destruction, a rnethod of

overcoming. He will flee from this danger, and his young men will he
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discomfited. (9) \nd he shall pass over to his stront hold for fear.

This is a ictur of what happened in the Assyrian camp, when as we

are told in ch37 and also in Kings and Chronicles in the morning when

king Sennacherib UtZ woke up he found thousands of his soldiers had

died during the night. knd his force ias so weakened that the thing

to do was to get out of the area before the enemies in the neighbor

hood caught on to what had happened and gather about him and destroy

what was left. So as we are told elsewhere in SCripture, Sennacherib

returned to his homeland and when he was worshipping in the house of

hIS god two of his sons attacked him and killed him and they escaped

into the land of Armenia.

Now there is probably a period of c. 20 yrs. between the tire

when he fled back and the time when he was killed in this conspiracy

by two of his sons. But he never again made an attack in the direction

of Palestine. So the impression is a correct impression but it is
as

easy to read into it the ides that this happened/soon as he got

hack (home) which is not the case.

(Question: The NASfl says he will not escape the sword.' Is it

the same idea? One says he will flee, this cne that he shii not

escape.) Instead of 'he shall fMXXflce' NASB has he shall not

escape.
t 1 on't take time rtow to Jock at the eyact. fleb. on that

TFat iou1 fit.very li 'ith what hnppen¬d. Thzt woul he even 1-ore

literal because when it was the sword of his son that killed him.

ut whether the !eb. requires that, or whether that is an alternative

that would be possible - - if it is I an inclined to thin): that It

wrniid he a ood alternative to take because we know that that Is what

actually happened. The next statement his princes shall be afraid of

the onsiçn is a little hard to interpret. 'etlier it ans thatXK

his supporters, his 'eaders knowin:. what had iappwed In r'ale:;tinc,

fear against undertaking any further cai!pins i that direction ---
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that of course is what doubtless happened. 1e did not attack in that

direction again. is son did K1 years later, but he did not attack

Judea; he went on down arid attacked Egypt.

But the end of this verse is very interesting: 'Says the Lord

hose fire is in Zion, and his furnace in Jerusalem." This idea of

fire you notice ended ch..30 and again ends ch. 31 here. The fire is

in Zion and his furnace in Jerusalem. But ch. 29 began, you remember,

-.we unto Arie1.' And we had two possibilities of the beaming of that

word -- Ariel, whether it meant the lion of God, or the heart o God.

'e noticed that in view of its being a description of a seige and

of trouble and difficulty, the idea of hearth g would seem to fit

better than that of lion. The two being equally possible as interpre

tations of the word. Now with this account of the end of the Assyrian

attack the reference to Jerusalem, it's the Lord whose fire is in

Zion and his furnace in Jerusalem, seems to fit exactly with that idea

of hearth. I think it is an added evidence for considering that ?riel

means the hearth of God, the place where God works out His great

design, the place where the sacrifices were wade, the place where

the prefiguration was given of what Christ would do. there at Jerusalem

but the place where the great forces would meet and consequently could

he described as the hearth of God.

It reminds e of a few yrs. ago when I was in Berlin and I was

looking about for a change to hear a good lecture in German an4 I

saw an add that there would he a meeting at which a man would give

a lecture on erlin, the burning point of Europe, and using this

same figure. Of course with erlin being enclosed by East German

where the Russian forces all around, it a was at that time perhaps

a crucial point in the political situation in Europe. ;'Velve roved on

in the last 10 yrs. till other points have quite overshadowed it. out

it is interesting that the same fi9ure was used in that connection!
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XII. Isaiah 32. (Bring in your papers on ch. 32)

(Question: In 31:8. Could that just he the Assyrians in
general
esrai or could that posib1y be Sennacherib?) The Feb. word there

is Asshur which can mean Assyria or can mean sshur the god of

Assyria or it can mean an individual Assyrian. Pere it is referring

to the leadership of the nation so the Assyrian seems like a reason

able translation. But it could be any one of the three as far as

the word is concerned.

(Question: You say there are two words for man? Adam and ? )

TOi is the other one. Ish is the coirmonest word for ran. kdam means

minkind usually, but the two are very important.

A. The Kinc! as a Shelter. Here we have a very interesting

parallel. Well first another repetition, a reminder to you of the

parallel between this whole section and ch.7-12. Chs.7-12, the

Book of Immanuel, tells how King Ahaz who is supposed to be the

leader of the house of David has proved to he utterly unworthly and

is looking tohis human achemes insteadof to Cod for help. Cod says

I will replace you by another king, a proper descendant, a proper

leader of the House of David -- Imnanuel. So the divine htld, the

king who is to replace Ahaz eventually, He is the cent$ral figure

in chs. 7-12. Now in chs. 28 ff. you noticed he is dealing not t

with the king but with the nation, and particularly with its IN

leader. And up to this point he has been irostly speaking about then

and saying that they would he replaced for a tine with another

people because of their sin, because of their turning away from God,

God was going to make the I$1X! forest outside he like a fvuitful

field and the fruitful field he like a forest. God was going to

punish them for a time by changing the leadership of his people

for a time and then eventually brina fhm all hurt tb.



of the figure of the olive tree that Paul gives in Rom. 11.

Now in ch. 10, at the end of ch. 10 you recall we had the
fsyria pictures as Lebanon

downf*lli of Assyria. We had a series of pictures, of Lebanon

falling like a mighty one and Assyria at the end of

ch. 10 and the beginning of ch. 11 was there shall be a branch out

of the Root of Jesse that shall come up, and Assyria was going

down, but Israel would seem to he practically destroyed but out

of the house of Jesse would come this root, this wonderful pre

diction of Christ the fliine Son of David.

Now here we have at the end of ch. U 31 the destruction of

Assyria, and t'.en it goes right on to say, 'Behold, a king shall

reign in righteousness, ,ad princes shall rule in judgment. The

theme of this kIX section a's compared with cha. 7-12 is the

princes rather than the king, and we had hardly anything about

Immanuel or the king in chg. 2 to 31. But Inimanuci is still in

backgronnd as much as before and here he comes to the foreground.

So exactly as in cha. 10 to 11 you pass from the downfall of Assyria

to the rise of oc1ts kingdom of the ston of Jesse, here you pass from

the downfall of Assyria to the king who reigns in rihteousness. So

we read: "Behold a king shall reign in righteousness, and princes

shall rule in judgwment, and a man shall be as an hiding place from
wind

the !1U!, and and a covert from the tempest-, as rivers of water

in a dry place, U as xi the shadow of a great rock in a weary land.'

A marvelous picture of what this king is to be to all who put their,

faith in Him. One of the grand verses of the Bible in-describing

Christ and what He is to His people. . man - the God-Man is going

to he such a hiding place, such a shelter, he is going 'to be like

rivers of water and the shadow-of a'great rock.

Now we have ahd a number of passages which most probably are
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pointing to the Millennium. We've had a number of such passages. But

this particular verse is rot in, that category. cno V~e Millennium

is a t1re of freedom frow uterral danger, external daor is reoved.

But here In v.2 external dangor is still there tut ,to is protecting

you from it. o this is not a picture of the Mt1lenniur, but a

period before. Tt is a picture of a inç who is to reicn in riht

COUSneSS, but who is as a Man,, as the Cod-Nan, to be a XtA hiding

place and a rock, and a protection for all who put their tru3t in

'i.ini So these two verses, while v. 1 is one that will not fine its

full outworking until the tine of the Iillennium, both verses are

verses that can apply very definitely to our own situation today.

(Question: Would you comment on the view that those verses
than

there are a prediction o i-ezekiah rather/of ;essiahT ) Yes. The

" later Jews interpreting the 1vtssi.anic passages, there ert a

number of then in the early Christian centuries, there Were a number

of then who tried to apply all the Messianic passages to Tezei1a1.

" But there were others who pointed out that that could not work out.

Hezekish was a wonderful change fron Ahaz; ho was a very godly

king, but be was just a brief interval inbtween ungodly kings

before an after. He was a brief interval, you night say he was

"a picture of what Innanuel would be, but he definitely was not

Iaanuel. lie definitely was not a hiding place from the wind, or

the shadow of a great rock,

(Question-. The NASB the way it reads seems to imply that the

princes will be the shelter, and the JV that the king hiie1f. Would

you clarify which of those is right.) I would say that it is definitely

the King, but in Heb. singular words are very often used as collectives.

So that you could not translate a plural word as a man but you

could translate the singular "man.'! as * group of men. Collectives
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occur every now nd tie so it i not ristrrnsiton, but I ou1d
(ti-ie JT)

say it is t t L'cst trR.! ii:tcvt, ti-t th i literal.

It is te ir ro is te hidir l ac ratr tr t

king - - a ctuzJ hysic1 king,. my exert,his prr tirrui-

princes ve oftø;i, but it is thr jy !rc is t hidnr, 1ac.

(Quitioa: 1ouLi it be ,ocib1e t trarnite this is ' ? ?)
include, it (?)

ll pri.icus in p&otus. 1t'3 definitely plural. o tLs would nok..

be the iie princes are hrough in here because we sr 1a1

ink with the -princes mostly in this sertior, hut iz this iediate

section our stress is or the ing

N thei Section ;. is vv. !-R -- t1srificeti, Prthnlsed.

!js could be very difficult section.)vv.3-e). T think that title

gives a clue to it. I think snother clue to it is furrished by

looking t I&.;2 (where You i1I find) t! prophet say1n: Woe

uato Vies that call evil good and good evil, that put darkness for

liglit and light for darkness, El-it that put bitter for sweet an

soet for bitter woe unto thei that are wisc in their own eyes,

and pruuent in their own sight.' e is pointirLg out ter tiie

att$tue of thoso wic switch things around li:e they do in Ponnsy

ivania politics whore the Statement was on all to racIos the

ay after election LEI-iT COtThTY IS TI-IT, TTT COUNTY TN TIM STATE
do

LCPT HOME- RULL. And hcn you look at it, Nl-tat/you $14 mean by

hcn rule? Do you wean that some things that used to be done way

off the W*shinton and arrisbtrgh are now one near us? Not It ieans

that what the coiuiities and towfls of Lehigh county used to do will

now all be centralized in this (owty Gcvernwnt, so it will be the

exact opposite of hare rule. It will be greater centralization. Lut
constantly calling

a term is ue so often, just as the cowimnists t¬ trying to call

tir couutri4s democratic
repu"lics and there Is nothing
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less 'i,cratic i the i'erld thai, * coimuiitst government. 3ut it

' coo th.tnrtrticu1ar1y in these days to call'ood cvfl

and vi '!ooc lic!t 'iar' ir rk ii.'.t, 't' vr;itTiii all up.

ere there i t passage n 'Thi.ch it follows that in the light of

this in i the light '41s righteousness and Nj5 judgment, his

people Will !e able to look at things correctly and see them in

their rtt perspective.

Nnw on fortrn'at, thi- n the 7V that the wGr-lieral"

necuts a ooi an tt'es in it, ani the word 'liberaic ii rs.cit

years has arorte a very special signiftc.nc it 4-i-ruery

have, that It did nót I'ave in the days of King James still
generous

keeps the 7 If son-one i ?TXIXto iou, if soie
bread

one interprets a proof se ii. hrGdd way instead è in a narrow way

you'll say, Te's very li1r1. Now that's not thtusual SL5e of

the word today, but it still is I 1e1ieve an acccptcd used of the

word liberal. It is better on accot'nt o the wy the wcd has co

to, be used In another ene now where it speaks of liberal

to say generous, or magnanimous and 'vj that change in rind this

passage it not too difficult to understand (vv.3-8).

Next time please look at chs. 33,34,3S. I'm not asUng ou to

go into then in detail, but loot at the three OiLS. in general au4

see what you k note of relationship between them and bring ajo in

* brief statercnt o it. I' not asking you to spend a long time on

it; they are not long cha. but to get a general idea of the content

of- those three ohs. e'11 continue there next ti. (The inter

ralati of the cbs., not detailed). Cet it yourself from the

Scriptures not from what someone else says.
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(Comments on the last exam . . . and announcement of next
exam. -'ill ;ii1lar type 'xan, hxaiiiple: i'ienton the verses that
deal with Immanuel; the passages that deli with N. Israel; with
ScrAr1:cheri.h's invasion. Open unmarked }ihi, now what my view is.

;11)n- of the main things I'v' been giving in the course is to

stress the fact that the basis of our undrstan'1ing is Biblical. It

is much more interesting to take the study of a certain doct*ine, or

a certain matter of contemporary life. These are vital practical matters

we have to deal with but I hllieve that the Lord has put in the bible

a great deal f truth that applied to a particular time and has never

been seen before these times. There may be a great deli of truth in

the Bible that nchdy hts noticed yet. In order to underitand it we

have to understand the parts that refer to the ti'e of their contemporaries

and see how they relate tc our time. Parts directly re1atin to the con

temporaries are important to us as we get into similar situations-,

by analogy they have tremendous importance, to us. But parts which look

forward to future events, if they are already fulfilled, they are tre

mendous help to us in understa.din the NT, in understanding different

phases of Christian truth.Lf they have! not yet been Fulfilled we

can derive great spiritual blessing from it, but I bell-eve we should

go slow and be careful about being dontatic as to exactly what is meant

by a prediction about events that are not yet fulfilled.

The predictions about the life of our Lord would have been very

difficult for anyone before Ho was born to say AAJ exactly how these

predictions were going to be fulfilled. The main urnose of predictions

about the future is not to tell us what is going to hapnen, but to

tell us that when events do hapren we can see that they fit with what

the ih1e says, and therefore our confidence in the ihle is strengthened

by It and also we learn more about how to interpret the Bible. So I

:ave not been dogmatic ahotmt statements about things that are still
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future! But I think it is very important that we learn to distinguish

between what has already been fulfilled and what is still future, as

far as we can tell with certainty.

I believe a very important aspect of approach to the Scripture

is not to do like professors do in many an area, in many a field of

study a professor takes a thing that is so plain he thinks everybody

knows it, and well it's just so and so. Then he takes something that

he alone believes in and he pounds the table and says this means

this - - he is so anxious to get it across a person could get the idea

that that is what is clear and definite. That's a danger we can all

easily run into.

But I believe it is very very vital we say here are matters that

are absolutely clear and definite. Here are other matters that probably

mean this; here are matters on which we can't be quite sure, we must

keep an open mind so that when we find truths from other parts of the

Scripture it will enable us to understand that -- them, and we won't

verlook them because we have read into them something which may be

! a great truth taught somewhere else in Scripture but which may not

be taught in that particular passage.

Most of our courses are 2 hrs., and this is only 1 hr. credit;

it's a bit hard with 6 hours required for graduation to fit one hour

course into it. I will give another 1 hr. course a year from now,and

any who may want to take that and combine it with this that will he

two one hour courses that will be equivalent to one two hour course,

and at that time I will take up Is.l-6 and Ts.56-66.. These two

passages are not related tike the two we are taking now. Eachof

them is a different problem, but each of them has some fascinating

and tremendously important material. These two we have taken this year

are closely related. I don't think anyone really understands ch. 23ff
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unless they have an idea of ch.7-12 and see how the two fit together.

They deal with two different aspects of the same general truth.

One thing we want to recognize is the Christological approach

to Scripture. The fact that Christ is the center of Scripture. Now

a century to a century and a half ago, all Bible students were ready

to find Christ in just about every v. of Scripture. They found in just

about everything they interpreted in a way referring to Christ or His

work. Then there came a big reaction against that, particularly in

the German scholarship. It brought out the important fact that much

of Scrbpture deals with immediate situations. That's important and

we try to stress that in this class. Much you cannot understand with

out understanding the immediate situation. But this was carried to

such an extreme that in just about any place 30 yrs. ago where you

could get a doctor's degree in understanding the Scripture, just about

any place in the world where you could at that time, all the Christo

logical interpretations were explained away so that they just were

not in the Scriptures. You could explain jaSt about everything to

mean something different, and get rid of any prediction of Christ

in the OT and of most of His claims in the NT.

In the last 20 to 30 yrs. there has developed a much larger

group of evangelical Christian scholarship than existed 30 to 40 yrs.

ago when the modernists pretty much had their own way. But just about

everybody who has had an advanced degree in Sei4tic or Biblical

studies, just about everyone except for one or two institutions, has

had to stud* under men who were thoroughly convinced that it was

purely mythological, the idea that the OT had anything to say about

Christ. So they had explained away the OT statements referring to

Christ, almost entirely. Now those who had studied under them, who were

thoroughly evangelical, rejected this as far as the main passages were
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concerned, but most of them were influenced by that approach. Now the

NASB is on the whole a very excellent translation and very accurate.

I dontt think the NT has anything like the smooth flow of style that

the NIV has, but I hope the DT when it comes out will have -- be

thoroughly accurate and also have a fine flowing style. There is

always the problem of going a little to much to one direction or the

other, if you don't have the necesaary amount of time to do the

amount of work necessary to F meet both goals on a verse. But in

the NASB on the whole it is very dependable. But there are a few

places where it. has unfortunately been affected by this bias, I'm

sure unconsciously on the part of those who composed it. There are

a few bad errors in the KJV. No trans. is altogether accurate. There

are a few very bad errors in the KJV, though it was made by thoroughly

godly scholars, and on the whole it leans a little more toward increasing

that which refers to Christ rather than doing away with. In the NASB

you don't find much of that bias, hut you do once and a while. There

are a couple of cases in Isaiah which I think are very unfortunate.

I referred to one of them at our last meeting. Where we spoke about

Is.33. There 33:1, "Behold a king shall reign righteously." The

NASB says that kings shall reign righteously. The KJV says"Behold a

king shall reign in righetousness and princes shall rule in justice

(in judgment - old English), in justice is In ihe NSIfl3. "Rule justly"

is NASB. Then the next v. is lit. trans. In KJV, "And a man shall be like

a hiding place from the wind and a covert from the tempest like rivers

of water in a dry place; like the shadow of a great rocic in a weary

land." And irost of these statements are statements you can find sore

where in the Psalm!; about God, and of course Jesus Christ is God. They

refer to the triune God, but they also fit Christ; and during the

time between Christ's first coming and his second when there is misery

danger in the world- when there is suffering. this is one of the great
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verses that a Christian has a right to claim, that a man shall be

like a hiding place from the wind, a covert from the tempest, like

rivers of water in a dry place, like the shadow of a great rock in a

weary land. Now the anti-Christian scholars of SO yrs. ago, or 100

yrs. ago, were naturally anxious to remove any ideas of a 'Ian, the

God-Man being this, which God is of course, but for the God-Man to

be it it is a wonderful verse if you take it as the 1JV has it. They

were anxious to remove that. And the word ish which hundreds of times

in Scripture means a man is used a few times, very few, where it

can correctly be translated as "each."

Those cases are like this were you say, "And they fought each

against his companion." There it would he a man against his companion.

There are cases like that where the word is used after a plural verb

immediately preceding. It is used to mean each of these. So instead

of trans. this literally, "a man shall be", these scholars not be

lieving you could find the God-Man in the OT, trans. it "each shall be"

and they make it the princes. Well, if it's wrong to say that Jesus

Christ is all these things, it is utterly ludicrous to say that the

princes will be a shadow of a great vock in a weary land and a covert

from the tempest? It is utterly ludicrous. But many of the transla

tions that you find in the RSV which get away from theChristological

teaching are utterly ludicrousi Like where it speaks in Micah of
of the fleb.

His goings forth from eternity, which is the literaly rendering/ The

KJV says of Christ. The Ileb. says His goings forth have been from

eternity. The SV says, His lineage is from ancient times; -- his

descendants are from ancient times l Well all of us are descendant

from ancient times. This would be nothing wonderful to say about Him!

The Heb. is literally "his goings forth", plu of the vb. to go forth

and describes Jesus Ch*ist going forth to create the world, going forth

to represent God as He spoke to Abraham and to others in OT times.
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The activity of Christ before lie became the God-Van is referred to.

But the RSV translates it his lineage. And where it says, 'kiss the

Son" (Ps.) they say, "kiss his feet' and then they put a footnote

'leb. is obscure." Of course there is nothing obscure about it. It

is the word bar which they transi son in another place. But here they

get rid of it. Now it is unfortunate that in the NASB in most cases

they have correctly translated, but in Is. 32:2 they have trans. it

the modernist way 'each shall be a refuge from the wind." I don't say

that is impossible, not impossible to say "each. But literally it

is 'a man". The reading ?:a man fits with the NT teaching I1XXXUX

about the God-Man. ?A man' is in line with the wonderful teaching

about the God-Man and the statements made abott him are perfectly

ridiculous to apply to i all these princes! To apply to äUZ any

man in fact except the God-Man. No other man is a refuge from the

wind, a shelter from the storm, etc. It is one of the very few

unfortunate trans. in the XASB.

There are also some unfortunate trans. in the KJV but they

are not unfortunate for that particular reason. In that case it was

not the bias of the men translating it, but the bias of men under

whom they had studied, in their advanced word. It is very difficult to

take advanced work under unbelievers and not be affected by it. Very

difficult. I have found in connection with my work with the NIV

CT men who want to stand loyal to the Scriptures, but men who have

taken their advanced degree under utter unbelievers. I have found

this that at point after point the bias comes out, that they have

been exposed to.

I went into the nother ch. of Christian Science in Boston, Mass.

and it is utterly blasphemous they way they have up here a quotation
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from Peter; they will then have Mary Baker Eddy over here what she

says and then they will have over here something from Christ; and

then over here another from Mary Baker Eddy. They will have all

a7ourl the room quotations from the Bible with something from Mary

Baker Eddy n3wt to it, but I was struck by one of the statements by

Mary Baker Eddy which struck me as very good. She said, Never go

into a place of moral or spiritual defilement except for the definite

purpose of bringing somebody out." I think that is an important thing.

When we go into the midst of defilement it i almost impossible to

escape being defiled oneself. It i necessary to do it if we have

a definite Christian purpose in doing it, but we should be very -.

careful about doing it.

I praise God for the NASB which is on a the whole a very good

translation and dependable in most cases, but I was shocked in this
because

place and one other which I will mention next year, becasue it comes

between ch. 56 and 66, that I happened to notice this morning, I was

greatly shocked at that second one, at the translation which has no

basis in the original whatever but which is so widely taught as

accepted facts by those who do not believe in predictive prophecy that

someway it got into this translation. But such are rare in the trans

lation.

I asked you today to run over chs. Xl 33,34,35. My guess is

that you had no difficult in getting the nera1 idea of chs. 34 and

35, but great difficulty in getting the idea of ch. 33 . (Collect

papers right now.)

As we mentioned at the beginning of the year we must realize

'hat !ME Cod gave the prophet glimpses into the future, and the pro

phet could not tell often how far these g1impse into the future go.

In ch. 7-12 as you get toward the en.1 of the section the vision goes
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further into the future than before. Consequently you get more toward

the end of these than toward the beginning the difficulty because

it is not yet fulfilled. Sometimes it is not clear as to the pre

CiSC tire involved.

M's. and 3 are very b"mtiful chapter., and they are parallel

chs. glvin you visions of the Y0nt1OTfU3. things that Cod is çoin to

do upon this earth. Pc stirts with the condemnr. tion (in. ch. 34) of

wichedness arid he speaJs articarly of rdom "nil-TI becaro a grott

en-1'y of Israel. and which they would have expected to be more

friendly because they ciai'ed descent fr.n the brother of Jacob and

In ci'. 31 he gives a terrible picture of the misery which will come

to the enemies of God. Just when will this period e?

The land of Edom for many centuries as an area tit was

desert and very much undeveloped and fits to a large extent the

-
description of this ch. The wild beasts of the -desert and the wild

goats and screech owls, none of them lackinr their mate; dwelling

from generation to generation, all of that fits them. Lately there

has been more development there as the people from Palestine fled.

When the Zionists to& over and some of them settled in that area

and there has been some development. So I don't know how iitera1y

that describes that area now. 'wther there will be a section of the

world during the millennium in wHeb the evidence of Cod's wrath

will he evident as described in ch. 34 here or whether more of it

is to be taken as-figurative representation of is wrath upon 'be

wicked through eternity it is hard to say. Put many of the fi.ures

are very hrrd to thin3 o plying to anything that is otb'r than

(-\ earthly.

Now in ch. 35 you 'lave the companion picture. In cb. 3S you

have the *fldernes the solitary ;lce, ani the desert rejoicing and
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blossoming like a rose; you have the wonderful picture of the lame

oft man leaping as an hart and God's blessing. In v.8 the highway,

the way of holiness, the wayfaring man though a fool shall not err

therein. That pharase at the end of v.8 can be trans. differently.

I prefer the KJV there to what the NASB has - "the unclean will not

travel on it, but it will or him that walks that way and fools

will not wander on it." It seems to me it makes a little more sense

to translate it as the KJV, the wayfaring man though a fool shall

not err therein." I have often used it figuratively for the Scripture
plain

for the fact that the great basic things of Scripture are so IXNX

that a wayfaring man though a fool need not err therein, though when

you get deeper into the Scripture it requires deep and careful thought.

That, of course, is a figurative use of it. The words are a bit obscure,

so I don't say the NASB is impossible there, but they have put a good

bit in italics. They say, "fools willnot wander." This says, the

wayfaring man though a fool will not err. It is a description of the

wonders of something God is going to establish and to me it sounds

like an earthly condition, not like a picture of eternity.

I don't think the Lord has told us much about eternity. People

talk about the eternal state. I find very little in Scripture that

I think gives us any warrant for saying this gives us a description

of the eternal state. I think we have wonderful description of what

God is going to do on this earth after our Lord comes back. In Rev.

we are told that after 1000 yrs. there will be an uprising which will

be put down, and then comes the judgment of the wicked. What happens

after that I doñtt think Scripture has told. I don't know whether

after putting down that uprising God as all in all will continue to

reign on this earth or whether lie will move us somewhere else, just

what he'fl do, I don't know and I don't think the Scripture makes

clear, but I N1( do think we'll have a marvellous time similar to the
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description of ch. 35 that is to be upon this earth after our Lord

- comes back.

Now I skipped over ch. 33 because ch. 33, as you look at it,you

find it very difficult at first to get hold of. There is not much to

get hold of in ch. 33. If it was not for our previous context, for the

background that we have, I believe we would find ch. 33 a very

difficult ch. to interpret coherently. But in view of the background

we've had in these chs. I believe that ch. 33 falls into line very

reasonably if we take it as a picture of that which looms so large in

chs. 7-12, and particularly in chs. 28-31, the cowing of Sennacherib.

This great invasion bythe Assyrians in which they overran all of the

landx of Judah except Jerusalem, and if they had taken Jerusalem Israel

would have been sunffed out at that time, but God wishes to continue

another century and so He miraculously delivered Jerusalem from them

by slaying this multitude of troops of Sennacherib's army and Sennacherib

had to return to his home. I b-lieve ch. 33 is entirely a description

of that situation. I believe it will be helpful to us to glance at it

more in detail than we have done in chs. 34 and 35, wonderful as those

chs. are because those chs. don't have the same problems that this does.

Ch. 33 starts: "Woe to thee that spoilest, and thou wast not spoiled;

and dealest treacherously, and they dealt not treacherously with thee!

when thou shalt cease to spoil . . . they shall deal treacherously with
to apply it to

thee." Now that of course taken by itself does not tell us what ????

You could easily apply it to Hitler who attacked other nations that

had done nothing against him, and tried to overcome and plunder then

and then was overcome himself and completely despoiled. That could

easily apply to what has happened in our day. I don't think it does.

I think it has a specific reference to something.

(Question: Are you going to finish ch. 32 for us?) Yes. What

it before ch. 33? I'll go back to it.
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In ch. 33 we have a unit as much as any ch. in Isaiah. Ch.33:1

does not tell you who it applies to but it can fit the Assyrian very

well because Assyria was the first great aggressor in history. They

started in making a regular practice of attacking neighboring lands

and conquering them one after another, countries that had never done
ferècious ly

anything against them, and they dealt very f UZZ1 with them, and

in the end the en-'mies of Assyria gathered themselves together against
their

the Assyrians and overcame them and completely destroyed thur capitol

city of Ninevah so that it never again was inhabited and people even

comp'etely forgot where it had been, one fo the greatest cities

in the world! The Assyrians fled from Ninevah and made a last stand

at the city of Haran where Abraham had lived for many years, and then

8 yrs. later they were defeated in a great battle and you hear nothing

more about the Assyrians. The Assyrian empire was completely demolished

as completely as any nation in all of history. So v. 1 can fit very

will with the Assyrians and the Assyrians have been in the background

of the material in these chs.

In 33:3, "At the moise of the tummult the people fled; at the lifting

up of thyself the nations were scattered.' The nations had h fled before

Assyria now Assyria fled when their army had been so destroyed by the

Lord to whom the prayer is addressedin v.2. In v.4, "And your spoil

shall be gathered like the gathering of the caterpiller' and of course

the spoiling of Sennacherib's army was there for the Israelites to take

when Sennacherib and the few that were left fled back to Ninevah, and

of course when Ninevah was destroyed there was spoil for those who

conquered it nearly a century later.

(Vv.5,6) "The Lord is exalted" -- quite clear.

Verse 7 is describing the situation when Sennacherib was there.
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33:7, "Behold their valiant ones shall cry without: the ambassadors of

peace shall weep bitterly." The situation when Hezekiah was trying to
determined

make terms with Sennacherib, but Sennacherib was XX to destroy

him.




33:8, "The highways lie waste, the wayfaring man ceaseth: he

hath broken the covenant, he hath despised the cities, he regarded no

an.w The earth mourneth and languisheth: . . "" This is the situation

for three years while the Assyrian bands were going back and forth

through the land of Israel and Jerusalem alone remained and expected

to be taken soon.

33:10, "Now will I rise, saith the Lord; now will I be exalted;"

and He says to Sennacherib, "You shall conceive chaff, you shall bring forth

stubble, your breath like fire shall devour you,
" a very apt figurative

description of how Sennachdrib slept and AXNA dreamed that he was

eating and he wok up and he was hungry!
thorns

33:12 And the people shall be as the burnings of lime: as ZMAS

cut up shall they be burned in the fire."

3:14 "The sinners in Zion are afraid; fearfulness hath sur

prised the hypocrites. Who among us shall dwell with the devouring

fire? who among us shall dwell with everlasting burnings?" Here in

vv44,lS you have the picture of people in Jerusalem coming to the

temple who had not come for years, in terrible fear of the Assyrians

and trying to make up for their previous wickedness in the hope that

God would do something to protect them.

33:17, "Thine eyes shall see the king in his beauty/' They saw

King Hezekiah during the three years dressed largely in sackcloth,

rushing around trying to see to the strengthening of the walls but

knowing that against the great Assyrian force they could hold out

for some time but they could not hold out permanently once the

Assyrians attacked, etc. Now that Sennacherib has gone you could see
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Hexekiah really in splendor now that he was safe again and they were

all celebrating. "Thine eyes shall see the king inhis beauty;they shall

behold the land that is very far off." During the time when the three

years when Sennacherib's troops were going back and forth into the land

of Judah, the Israelites as we are told in chs. 36 and 37, the people

of Jerusilem could rush out just a brief distance outside of Jerusalem

to try to pick what grew of itself, but the- could not do any real

planting or harvesting, and they could not go far from the strong

walls of the city, but now they could go out through the land and they

could see areas that were completely closed to them during the 3 years.

"Thine eyes shall beho&d the land that is very far off.'

33:18, Thine heart shall meditate terror." That is to say you

will think of the terror that you went through. You will remmemher

that, and now it will be like a dream - the terror of those 3 years.

"Where is the scribe: where is the receiver? where is he that counted

the towers?

(Question:My translation has "King" capitalized and I suppose that

is referring to Christ.Yuu said it refers to Hezekiah.) I would think it

would probably refer to Hezekiah. Now it is true we can take it as an

example of the fact that after the miseries of this life we shall see

Christ in His beauty. We can take it as an example definitely. But as

to its meaning in context I would think it would refer to Hezekiah.

Of course there are no capitals in the Hebrew. That's the tough thing

in a translation; you have to put in punctuation, and capitalization,

and when you do you have to make a decision as to what you think it means.

If you take the verse by itself as a figurative description of what we

took forward to after the miseries of this life - we will be just in

the situation they were Xff after Sennacherib was defeated. But in the

immediate context I would think this refers to Hezekiah in this verse.
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Particularly you take v. 19, 'You will not see a fierce people, a

people of a deeper speech than you can perceive; of a stammering tongue, thai

you cannot understand." God declares to them back in an earlier ch. we

looked at, how He was going to punish them through a stammering tongue;

through a people they could not understand. The Assyrians came in, went

through the land and took everything but Jerusalem. This describes the

great relief there was when these men had gone hack to N"nevah and

Jerusalem was not in further danger.

(Question:Were you going to tell about v.18?) V.18, yes I did. Or

I will mention it. "Your heart will meditate terror.' I take "meditate':'

as think about rather than ? ? ? You meditate on something

that is not right in front of you as a rule. Here they recall the

terror. They are not facing it any more. They look back to what they

had been in. They look back on this and they say, Where is the scribe?

Where is the receiver? Where is the people that were coming up here

from the Assyrian army counting the towers and figuring where they

would put their seige guns and where they would break their way through

these strong walls? They are gone!

33:19, You don't any longer see these fierce people. They have either

died by the Lord's intervention or gone back. "Look upon Zion, the city of oi

solemnities: thine eyes shall see Jerusalem a quiet habitation, a taber

anle that shall not be taken down; not one of the stakes thereof shall

ever be removed . . ." Now this word "ever" we think it means this build

ing here is going to stand forever. It will never disappear. But we know

no building is going to stand forever in that sense! There is a modern

concept of something going on and ono and on and there is never any stop.

I don't believe there is any such concept in the Bible.

A very fine Christian leader sent me a letter - a book and magazine,

and said would you
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and said, Would you please look this over and make any suggestions you'd

like, and if you like it write an introduction to it. I looked it over

and the book was an argument for eternal suffering of the lost, on the

basis of the Heb. word "olam" which was used for the suffering of the

lest. It goes on and ono, it's eternal. He said there is no other word

for eternity. How often, aside from Christian mentions, do you use the

word eternal? What do you ever see that is eternal. I mean eternal is

a purely philosophical concept. Is there a word for it? He said, There

must be because there is no other word for it.

That was his first argument. The second was, this word is used of

the joy of the saved. The same word is used of the eternal suffering

of the lost. Well I wrote back to him, and said I do not think it is

safe to build such an argument upon this word. This word, as far as

Icould see means, as far as you could see! in one direction or the other.

Add this word is used for things that go on and on and on but it is

also used for things that are way back in the past. And there are con

siderable number of cases of this. Like, These are the men of old(olam).

There were giants in the days before the flood; these were the men of olam.

This does not mean these were eternal men. It means these men were so far

hack in time, you could just hardly imagine them. It isooking on and

on in the future, or it is looking on and on in the past. But the idea

of endlessness is not included in that particular word. So here we ave

that particular word used --"not one of the stakes thereof shall ever

be removed." We know that Jerusalem has been destroyed at least twice

since Isaiah wrote. This is a description of the fact that as everything
around them

else/is being taken by the Assyrians, they were going to continue for

a long long time in the future. It was their grandchildren and their

great grand children who were taken off into Babylonian captivity. But
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But (v.21) "there the glorious LORD will be unto us a place of

broad rivers and streams;" Well., one of the one of the great lacks of

Jerusalem was it had no rivers. It is way up in the hills. You land

there from the sea and you have a long trip overland to get up there.

Whereas Ninevah and Babylon were right on great rivers. The ships went

up and down. The great cities of Egypt were on great rivers. Wouldn't

it be wonderful to be on a great river like they are?

Well the Lord will be to you like a place of great rivers and

streams. You will have the blessings they have. But with the blessings

they have they also have a curse. The great river that flows by

Ninevah and by Babylon and that flows by the great cities of Egypt was

something that warships could come right up and attack. They were open

to attack, whereas anyone attacking Jerusalem has got to come up over

those steep hills and it is much harder travelling up by land like that

than it is for warships travelling by water and attacking. So that is

the evil of having a great river. So here the glorious Lord is unto us

a place of broad rivers and streams, but where these rivers and streams

are good to us but not to our enemies! Where gallant warships don't

come up and attack up. So you seesthe two parts of the verse, clear in

the context but not unless you think of the situation of those other

cities.

33:22, For the Lord is our judge, the Lord is our lawgiver, the Lord

is our king; he will save us." Then he turns his attention to Sennacherib,
their

33:23, "Thy takings are loosed; they could not well strenghhen XX1

mast, they could not spread the sail; then is the prey of a great spoil

divided; the lame MXXX take the prey." Even the weak and the lame from

Jerusalem could go down there to the camp of Sennacherib add could take

plunder because the Lord had destroyed so many of the people there. It

means the inhabitants, the people living in the land, XMIN would not say
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"I am sick." They would not be in a situation of misery, vtiyvwuvuv

that they were inbefore. The people that dwell in it shall be for

given their iniquity. That, you see how this ch. 33 everything in it

fits together with its being a specific picture of this situation.

We've had so much of it in previous chs. that I feel we are throughly

justified in interpreting it that way.

In chs. 34 and 35 we look forward to the future, to devestations

and destruction of that which is evil, and to the great blessing that

God is going to bring upon the earth. Ch. 35 I believe looks forward

to the time after our Lord's return.

We'll have a couple of minutes to glance at ch. 32. We noticed

A. The King and the Shelter, vv.l-2. We had to have a mention of

princes there because our section is mainly dealing with princes.

You remember ch. 7-12 is telling about the coming great king. Chs.

28 on is referring to the nation which is not bringing forth the

fvuits of righteousness, and God will take away his blessing and give

it to a nation that will bring forth the fruits thereof. That is the

nobles he is speaking of, the leaders of the people, (many of them

inthese chs.?) but Immanuel never completely disappears from sight.

We've noticed brief? (three?) references to him in this section.

32:3-8, I give the title: Clarification Promised. I bring that

in in connection with Is. 5:20. In Is.5:20: "Woe unto them that call

evil good and good evil, that put darkness for light and light for

darkness, who put bitter for sweet and sweet for bitter." Here he is

promising that the time is coming when people will see things clearly.

You will see who is wicked, you will see who is good, you will see who

is standing for the Lord, you will see who is opposini Him. He is

describing a period of clarification of people's stand and of people's

character (that is vv.3-8). The vile person XIII shall no more be
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called noble. I don't think noble fits it very well, but it is much

better than liberal, for liberyial now is used in of a particular%

philosophy of governmental control. In its general sense of meaning

generous and kindly attitude would have fit well 100 years ago. "The

vile person will speak villany, and his heart will work iniquity

"The instruments also of the churl are evil." The heart determines

the attitude of the person, and the time is coming when it will be

easier to see what people really are, when there won't be so much

hypocrisy.

32:9-14, Devestation Prediction. This is I think a prediction of
ease.

the exile. "Rise up ye women that are at east He describes the women

who were living in luxury and forgetfuliness of God. We have a similar

passage earlier in Isaiah - - ch. 3 deals particu1rly with the women

of Israel, women who are forgetful of God who have misery ahead.

Verse 13, Upon the land of my people shall come up thorns and briers; yea

upon all the houses of joy in the joyous city. Beeause the palaces

shall be forsaken; the multitude of the city shall be left; the forts and

t owers shall be for dens for ever === for a long, long time == a




when
joy of wild asses, a pastve of flocks." This is what happened 4j3

the exile came.

(Question:NASN of v.10 has "in a year and a few days" - do you think

this is referring to a specific time? specific event?) Oh, within a

year and a few days, no, I tink this is referring to the time of the

exile. I think this is looking forward to the century afterwards; I

don't think within a year, a year long. There you have to -- it is

not actual'y clear in the Hebrew which of the two. I think the KJV

fits the context better in that case.

Then this devestation of the exile predicted, vv.9-14.

Then vv.15-20 describes a time coming of protection. The king who
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reigns in righteousness will give protection. Until the spirit be

poured upon us from on high. The wilderness be a fruitful field and

the fruitful field be counted for a forest but justice shall dwell

in both of them - justice in the wilderness and righteousness in the

fruitful field. And the work of righteousness shill be peace; and

the effect of righteousness quietness and assurance forever. But

there will be external difficulties. It will hail coming down on

the forest and the city shall be made low. This is a time of trouble.

A time of difficulty outside, but a time when God is in the hearts

of his people. A time when He is giving peace in the heart, when the

Spirit is poured upon His true people. I believe this is a picture of

period when God is giving particular blessing in the midst of

difficulty round about.

Verse 20 is one about which there is a diference of interpretation.

Idon't particularly like the translation of the NASB in v.20. How

blessed will you who sow beside all waters who let out freely the

ox and the donkey (NASB). There is a note which says literally,

send outthe foot. Blessed are you who sow beside all waters that send

forth there the feet of the ox and the ass. I believe that is a call

to those who have this peace of God in their hearts to send out those

who will carry the message to others, who will carry the blessing of

God to others who need it. I believe it is a great missionary verse.

They had a great conference in the Philippines recently: Love

China. The declaration was made there that the leaders in China have

been killed, the Christian leaders. But that the followers through

the cultural YNXIIN revolution have been scattered, so they say there

are believers now in just about every village in China! who are quietly

spreading the word of God, and I think this verse is a call to - - not

to let the ox and donkey go, but to send them out, to send out those

carrying the message, those carrying the blessings of Christ as described
in the previous verses.
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3) Isaiah's second son
Immanuel's land

4) Nothing can happen to it except as He permits it
No security outside God's Plan

5) Isaiah and his followers a sign
8:18

7) 8:14

8) Warning against occult
Persons who went to spiritist meeting

10) Kauffman's book on Crltiquie of Philiosophy and Religion
Test everything by Word of God

11) The promised Deliverance thro Christ
Light begins where darkness began



ISAIAH (4) Fall, 1975

Lecture # 5 10/8/75 (cont'd

12) Lasting Peace only through God's plan
transition from darkness to light

13) 8:21-23(9:1-2)

Lecture # 6 ZZ2BZ2$ 10/15/75

1) David's Promised Son

2) His Two Natures

3) Children as a gift of God

4) His Kingly Work
9:1

5) (His Prophetic Word)
His Kingly Work 9:7

6) His Divine Titles

7) The Increase of His Government
Shalom

9) Wonderfu1 Counsellor
Counselling Wonder
Mighty God

10) Jewish Version of OT
Mighty God

11) Everlasting Father

12) Prince of Peace

13) 9:3-5

14) Prophecy not history written in advance
Mistake of seeking chronological precision

15) 9:3-5

17) Sennacherib's boast re Hezekiah

19) Possibilities of 9:4-5
God's Zeal 9:7

Lecture # 7 10/22/75

1) Sennacherib

2) 9:4-5 May point to Sennacheri's catastrophe
3) Progress logical rather than chronological

Possibilities of Interpretation
Pritchard's Archaeology of the OT

4) SennacherIb's Consolation Prize

6) 9:7 The Divine Child's Everlasting Government
God Not Static

7) The Increase of His Government and Peace

8) All Due to God'z Zeal
9:8-10:34



ISAIAH (5) Fall, 1975

Lecture 4* 7 10/22/75 (cont'cl)

9) Four Stanzas of Judgment 9:8-10:4
Ephraim's Pride
Disaster 9:13-17

10) Wickedness Leads to Famine 9:18-21

11) Selfishness leads to devestation 10:1-4
Assyrian successes and failure 10:5-35

12) The Assyrian - God's Instrument to Punish His People
Assyrian Pride 10:7-11

13) God Will Punish Assyrian 10:12-19

14) Ultimate deliverance for God's true people 10:20-23

15) Promise of complete deliverance from Assyrian
10:27 "because of the anointing"

16) Reference to Messiah?

17) Promise of deliverance from Assyria 10:24-27
Pictureof Danger 10:28-32

20) Immanuel's Kingdom 11:1-10
Transition

21) His Character

Lecture 4* 8 10/29/75

1) Isa .28 - Cphraim
11:1-5

2) His spiritual likeness 11:2

3) His Wise judgments 11:3-4
Ills forceful intervention

4) KJV translation of "wicked"
breath(spirit) of his lips

5) 2 Thess. 2:7 interprets 11:4
His equipment

6) The character of His kingdom 11:6-10
An earthly kingdom 11:9
Micah 4

7) Universal kingdom 11:9
Freedom from external danger

8) Child playing with serpent

9) Figurative lang. and spiritualization

10) Century Plant in Grand Canyon

11) Dalance in nature
Curse to be removed

13) Calvin on Isa. 11

14) Post-mil view
Hengstenberg

15) Warfield -Machen
16) Premil view

ew



ISAIAH (6) Fall, 1975

Lecture * 9 11/5/75

1) The character of the kingdom
Examination of 11:10 - "in that day"

2) His rest shall be glorious
4) Isa. 11:16 in relation to 40:3 (none)

11:11 - "the second time"

5) Why call it Book of Immanuel?
Isa. 28:7

6) The Name Ephralm

7) Isa. 28:14
The situation in ch. 28
Same as in chs. 7-112

9) The fear of Israel and Syria
The secret treaty with Assyria
The predicted results

10) The banquet scene

11) 28:5-7

12) Isaiah's tactful beginning

13) Isaiah's rejoinder vs. 11-13

15) "Inspire your kids" remark
Assyrian Ago arrangement condemned vv.14-22

16) 28:14-20

18) God will carry out His wise purpose
28:23-27

19) 28:28-29
29:1-5

Lecture #10 11/12/75

1) 28:11 tongues activity?

2) 1 Cot. 14:19

3) Isa. 28:21 Mt. Perazim

5) Isa. 29 relation to ch. 28

6) relation to chs.7-12

7) Immanuel*z in background
8) Assyrian overthrow of Jerusalem is imanent

AJIX Ariel

9) 29:2 cf. Ezek. 43:16

10) 29:2-4
The miraculous deliverance 29:5-8

11) 29:5 "moreover" "but"
29:3

12) 29:4-8
29:6 "visited"(paqad)



ISAIAH (7) Fall, 1975

Lecture # 10 11/12/75 (cont'dl

13) Dreamed of water but none on waking
Attitude of Israel's leaders rebuked

29:9-13

14) The Divine Overturning 29:14-23

15) 29:16-17

16) 29:18-20
29:22
Wild branches grafted into Olive Tree

17) 29:24

Lecture # 112U231fl 11/19/75

1) Isa. .29:24

2) Isa. 30:1-7
Warning against looking to Egypt for help

1) Memphis and Thebes
30:6

5) Meaning of "burden" 30:7

6) Secularism rbukeddnd judgment predicted
Idols
30:8

7) 30:11-14

8) 30:15-L6

9) 30:17
Frederick the Great and His Chaplain

10) Question re the Egyptians
11) Questions answered

Eventual blessing
12) 30:18-22

Lecture # 12 11/26/75

2) Eventual blessings 30:18-26

3) 30:22-23

4) 30:24
"ear" - Old English for "plow"
30:25 water problem

5) 30:26
The overthrow of Assyria

6) 30:27-33

7) ch. 31

8) warning against lookingto Egypt for aid
31:1-3



ISAIAH (8) Fall, 1975

Lecture # 12 11/26/75 (cont'd)

9) God bringing "evil" 31:2
R. A. Torrey: Human confidence fails

10) 31:3-5

11) "as birds flying"
The Wright brothers
31:6-7

12) "In that day" phrase

13) 31:8-9 Assyrian to be overthrown
Mighty man . . . mean man

14) 31:9
31:8 cf. NASB

15) 31:9 fire . . . furnace in Jerusalem
Lecture on the Burning Point of Europe

16) Question on 31:8
72t28 The King as a shelter

17) 32:1-2

18) Hezekiah or Messiah in 32:1-2?
NASB = "princes" vs "Man"(KJV)

19) 32:3-8 clarification promised
Home Rule misnomer

20) 32:5 "liberal: in KJV usage

Lecture #13 12ft'3/75

2) Distinguish between what is fulfilled and what is future
Danger of undue emphasis on the unclear

3) Reaction to ehristological approach to Scripture

4) Translations
32:1 (discussion about)

6)Statement in Christian Science Church in Boston

8) chs. 34-35

9) 35:8
The eternal state(?)

10) ch. 33

11) 33:3-7

12) 33:7-17
13) 33:18

32:1 Hezekiah or Christ?
14) 32:19

33:19

15) Meaning of 'olam

16) 32:21-23
17) 32:1-8
18) 329-l4
19) 32:15-20

32:20 a great vs for missionary activity
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